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Just as the Lion is Lord of the Jungle,
so is the Lewcos " X " Coil master
in its own sphere-it is renowned

for its capacity to separate music
from adverse atmospheric condi-
tions. When the Ether is vibrant
with interfering and jamming
transmissions, the Lewcos
" X " Coil will enable your
Set to clarify reception.
A fully descriptive leaflet on the

"X"and Centre Tapped Coils will
be sent on request (Reference
R.34). Write for it to -day.

Lewcos Centre Tapped
(Ref. No. 50) and "X" Coils
(Ref. No. 60) are specified
for the "Double Rejector"
described in this issue

THE LONDON ELECTRIC
WIRE COMPANY AND

SMITHS LIMITED
ChurchRd.,Leyton,London,E.10

Trade Counter :
7, PLAYHOUSE YARD
GOLDEN LANE
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Give you clearer tone, greater volume, longer

range. Cost not a penny more. Fit any set.

S "WILL M!

S.O.S. interrupts radio programme !

"Cyclist run over. Seriously hurt.

Relatives wanted immediately at

hospital," Urgent appeal broadcast

- through Marconi Valves. All

British broadcasting stations use

Marconi Valves. So do Metro-

politan Police . , Cable Service

to Australia ... "Empiradio" Beam

Wireless . d 0 most British passenger -ships

IF

all Imperial Airways

machnes . a Mawson Antarctic Expedition. For their reliability. For

their long life. For their wide range. + In cases like these, when

unfailing efficiency is essential, men insist on Marconi Valves

FIT MARCONI VALVES
TO YOUR RADIO SET 174,yea'

- The first and
greatest name in wireless

For all technical information on valves write to The Marconiphone Company Limited, 21 0-21 2 Tottenham Court Road, London, W.1
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DUBILIER
FOR STAUNCH

RESISTANCES
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'25, '5, r'5. 2 3, 4, 5 and
Megolims. Other Higher

Values specially to order. Each

RESISTORS
2/6
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If you have any difficulty in obtaining Dubilier Products.

, please write direct, giving your Dealer's name and i

- I address. to 1

DUBILIER CONDENSER CO. (1925), LTD.,
, Ducon Works, Victoria Road, N. Acton, London, W.3
ienanaw*
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The fine appearance of the B.T.H. Cone
is as notable as is its wonderful tone, its
full volume and its faithful reproduction
of all sounds-from the gruff voice of
the test engineer to the delicate trill of
the piccolo.
It is inexpensive and its ornamental
grills, backed with old gold gauze form
an artistic addition to any existing
decorative_ scheme.

PRICE £3.

LOUDSPEAKER
ti

11

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.,
Radio Division,

la, Newman Street Oxford Street, W.1.
Showrooms in all tYc Principal Towns.,

EDISW,AN W.7/ II
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Because every joint is electrically
welded, the elements of the NEW
Cossor Screened Grid Valve have
exceptional strength. And because
they are built under the exclusive
Cossor Interlocked Construction
system, they are absolutely rigid.
Even the hardest blow cannot
mar their perfect alignment.
For strength, for uniformity and
for long life use the NEW Cossor
in your Screened Grid Receiver.
No other Screened Grid Valve
has Interlocked Construction.

2 -volt type
now available.
The NEW Cossor 220
S.G. (2 volts, 2 amp.)
Max. Anode Volts 150,
Impedance 200,000,
Amplification
factor 200.
Price - - - 22/6
Co7sor 4 and 6 volt Screened
Grid Valves are also available
with similar characteristics at
the same peke.

4. C. Coen Ltd., fliglibury Grove, London, Ni

Po true -Wireless, 'eb 3t 14:19

(The NEW

ossor
Screened Grid

Valve
3131 rAc:1
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RADIO NOTES & NEWS
" P.W.'s " Safe -Power Units.

GREAT interest has been aroused in our
attack on mains unit problems, an:1
the articles by Mr. Dowding and

Mr. Kendall on this subject seemed to have
been followed very closely by both amateur
and trade readers.

The first unit designed on the new lines
will be described in P.W." very shortly.
It will be called " Safe -Power " Junior.
Actually it has been built, and is now being
tested on different mains in different
localities.

The True Virtue of Radio.
AFEW weeks ago I heard a man I know

speak in an inspired manner about
the architecture of a church: "I say,

Rlank," I protested,
" where on earth did
you get all that ? "
And he told me that
five years ago a radio
talk on the subject, of
which he was quite
ignorant, seemed to
strike a responsive
string in his mind.
As a result, he found
that he had a special
aptitude for it, and
thenceforth a new
world opened for him.
The virtue of radio
lies not in what it tells
you, but in what it
detects in you.

"Made in Germany."
DOES' the old re-

proach still exist,
in spite of the

war and the peace ?
A letter from Mr.
Wilhelm Paulen, of
Nairobi, advocates
the use of a coil unit
which employs parallel
threaded rods on
which the aerial and reaction coils move.
He expresses surprise that these are not
advertised by English manufacturers, and
adds : " I import such from Germany."
Elsewhere he states that he has supplied them
for years. We thank Mr. W. P. for his letter.

Elementary Knowledge.
DETECTOR," of the " Bradford Tele-

graph and Argus," says that an
elementary knowledge of insulation

is essential to every set owner. He demon-

strates what he means by " elementary,"
by adding : " Any substance which possesses
the power to offer resistance to the passage
of an electric current is termed an insulator."
,My goodness ! it's a wonder my set works
at all, considering how it is connected up
with all those wires, with their resistance
and whatnot ! And just fancy how the
" insulator " glows in a valve ! I wonder
what theSe " conductors " are we hear about !

Restraint of Trade ?
FROM here, there, and everywhere one

is constantly learning of attacks on
loud speakers by borough councils.

A bye-law prohibiting the broadcasting of
radio programmes from shops is born every
week. Is it really such a nuisance ? Has

" P.W.'S" NEW ANNEXE.

FOWL OF TURIN.
A PITIFUL CASE.
A CANDY FIDDLE.
ESS OH ESS.

The Craze for Speed.
ARARE piece of unconscious humour by

the " Stockport Express." " Recent
experiments with anti -motor -boating

devices suggest that a 4 m.p.h. condenser
is greatly preferable to the 2 m.f.d. usually
employed."

This is simply " speeding." I suppose
the next thing will be the suggestion that
high-speed motor -boat condensers ought
to be fitted with a vacuum brake to each
microfarad, and even then should not be
used on the broadcasting band. It is, how
ever, better to stick to a safe 2 mfd. per
hour and to use an outboard engine.
Enough ! Readers of " Pentode's " articles
will see through my little jest.

You fellows keep writing to us to provide more " Magic," hotter hook-ups, selectivity like razor -manes.
etc., and the upshot of it all is that " P.W ." has had to expand its premises. Here is a new annexe to our
Research and Construction Department, where a fine crop of new designs is now under intensive cultivation.

anybody ever fainted because he heard an
L.S. in full blast as lie passed a shop ?
My experience has been that the other
street noises have almost drowned the L.S.
Doubtless there arc isolated instances
justifying complaint, but I consider that
the anti-L.S. stunt is being overworked.
As an example of well-balanced mentality
observe that a member of a certain
County Council has said that one complaint
alone is sufficient to justify the making
of a bye-law 1

Simple Explanation.
IN return for his letter
1 I will present G. W.

(Stockport) with a
I it of information. A
local schoolboy, writ-
ing about radio for
his Christmas holiday
task, announced: "If
youwant to shorten the
wave -length you just
increase its frequently,
This is done by increas-
ing the velocity of the
ether and reducing the
distance." This chap
will soon be ready to
write for the Sunday
papers ! By the way,
G. W. (and others who
have eyes on a Valve
Bartship) might note
that this title is earned
by quality rather than -
by quantity. It is not
the big list but the
skilful capture of a
rare fish that wins.

Zoological Note.
As I squat, meditative, in my inky

niche, pondering on the joke of life and
the scandalous price of tobacco, news

strange and varied tumbles in from all
parts of the world. One unknown-yet
how I know him !-Arielite feels that I
ought to know that his sister's Pomeranian
dog sleeps on his 180 -volt H.T. battery.
Tie it to a stick and dust the inside of your
set. This man says that he has read " P.W."
for " munce an' munce." Pity we have not

(Continupd on next page.)
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NOTES AND. NEWS.
(Continued from previous page.)

taught him to spell better. He means
munson muntz ! See how infectious
humour is !

A Matter of History.
AF. (Amsterdam), as befits a proud

. Netherlander, writes to contradict
the statement made in " P. W.,"

January 18th, that the Leyden jar was
invented by Cureus. He says that the credit
.s due to P. van Musschenbroek. Always
'anxious to run the truth to earth, I began
to search many bookS and, oh dear ! how
hard it is to be sure of . one's facts. Most
of my books contented themselves by saying
that the Leyden jar was invented at
Leyden. Silly asses t Otheri mentioned
Cureus only. Only ono threw any light on
the matter, and its story is worth repeating.

A Matter of Justice.
". L'LEMENTARY Lessons in Electricity

and Magnetism," by Professor Sil-
vanus Thompson. 2nd Edition,

1902 ; page 73. " The discovery . . .

arose from the attempt of Musschenbroek
and his pupil Cureus to collect the supposed
electric fluid' in a -bottle .half-filled with
water, which was held in the hand and was
provided with a nail to lead the ' fluid'
down through the cork to the water. . . .

Here the water served as an inner coating
and the hand as an outer coating to the
jar. Cureus, on touching the nail,received a
shock." How plain it is ! Cureus was actively
helping. Cureus was the man who touched
the nail and got paid out for doing so.
Surely, if any man discovered the blessed
thing, it was Cureus ! I'll bet he thought
he had discovered a mule's hind leg

Frog's Leg Precedes Cat's -Whisker.
BEFORE closing Thompspn's book I

turned to see what he said about
wireless. The only name mentioned

in connection with its application to signal.
ling is that of Sir 0. Lodge, and I was
surprised to see the attribution of the filings
coherer detector to that scientist. I
thought his detector involved a film of oil
on mercury. In the year that this edition
was printed the Marconi Co. was five years
old. The only other detector mentioned by
Thompson, besides the well-known tiny
spark -gap, is " a prepared frog's leg."

The Biggest Broadcast.
NOT its severest critic could justly accuse

the B.B.C. of inability to organise
well. Their success in connection

with the King's Speech was wonderful,
some 270 to 280 stations rebroadcasting
the original emission. One is rather in-
clined to wonder whether the King's voice
or the substance of what he said was the
major attraction, though I think I know the
right answer. However, the point I want to
emphasise is that if after thinkin, over
every aspect of that broadcast, the Govern-
ment don't hustle along with a big Empire
station-then they are Devolutionists.

The Fowl of Turin.
THIS songster is fast becoming a tradition,

and will in time no doubt be a myth.
I notice in a contemporary a reference

to the doubt expressed in the Irish press
ass to whether the canary interval call
from the Turin station is produced by a

real bird." No, Patrick; 'the nighfingale
is made of plaster ! If this should meet the
eye of. the Turin station's Chief of Aviary
perhaps he will be kind enough to ease all
minds' on this subject, though if he is a
business man he will foster the mystery.

Opportunity Knocking.

THOSE
wondering " what to do with our

boys" may be interested to know
that the Royal Air Force has vacancies

for 600 aircraft apprentices. Application
should be made to the R.A.F., (Aircraft
Apprentices' Dept.), Gwydyr House, White-
hall, London, S.W.1. The boys must be
between 15 and 17 years old, and must
enter competitively. The entrants are well -
trained, and amongst other trades taught
is that of wireleSs operator -mechanic.

ii.111111111111111111111111111iIiiiilliff11111111iililililinilliGIMME

F-: SHORT WAVES.
WE DON'T KNOW.

= A correspondent writes and asks us to find
E out if the expensive " star " programmes

provided by the B.B.C. during radio week
gcaused that institution to break into the

ten shillings he paid for his licence.-" Vox."

Mother : " Johnny, how many times have
B I told you not to turn on the radio while father is trying to have his after -dinner

sleep ?
Johnny : " Well, Mother, to be precise-

= eight ! "
Struck by the fact that nearly every member

of the engineering staff at a certain B.B.C.
station was wearing spats, a visitor made
some comment.

He was told : " A lot of wiring work is
being done in the control room, necessitating
frequent use of the soldering iron. The spate =
perform the useful function of keeping the B:
solder off the engineers' shoes."---` News of =
the World."

So that's what we pay 10s. a year for I

* * *

SOME " HOWLERS."
Ether is a soothing smell that fills all space E.

when you empty it.
Broadcasting programmes were invented

by Marconi in a valve set, thus being made a Ez;

sennatter in Ittaly, which is the same as a
conairvative at home.

Electric currents are what take place in E
wires. They are measured in hampers and -2
shock you if you touch it. This is known as E
high voltage.

" Now, Tommy, let's see if you can count
up to ten."

" No, Father, but I can tell you the wave- a
lengths of all the European wireless stations."

" Review of Reviews."

A correspondent writes to ask if we can give g.
him a good description of a Wipe Ont.

Well, the best one we know so far is :

" Good -night, everybody. Good -night."

Fill1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111m

Horrible Warning.
AGOOD deal of sympathy has been

expressed for A. J. W. B., not because
of his being short of an issue of

" P.W." for the reasons already stated,
but because he lacked the information
he needed for making the " Magic " Three.
W. G. T. G. (Bristol) kindly offers to send
him the circuit diagram, etc. We thank
him-but the fairies, of which "Ariel" is the
boss, have already most appropriately
produced what was wanted in the way of

Magic." A narrow escape, A. J. W. B.
A Pitiful Case.

THIS sad occurrence has brought a note
from a much more pity -worthy person,
one who lent the Magic " copy of

" P.W." to a friend who lost it. He appeals
to me for more magic. Sorry ! As I said,
it works only once a century. Perhaps
W.G.T.G. would be good enough to help
F. Burgoyne (Umberley, N. Devon). By
the way, the fairies have received no

Popular Wireless, February 15Th ,,1911S. 1)fr

acknowledgement from A. J. W. B.  MO
the mailbag wasn't stolen !

Performing Fuses.
MY note about the fuses which make

signals of various kinds to indicate
their location, has elicited a letter

from a Leicester man, who quite rightly
points out that such fuses have been used
in this country for a long time. The
secret of their performance is simple. The
wire is passed through a piece of fibre ; at
one end is a spring on which a coloured
bead is mounted, and at the other end is
another piece of spring, both being held
under tension by the fuse wire. When the
fuse " blows " the springs are released,
the bead waggles furiously, and the other
spring " makes " a circuit, operates a
relay, and thus makes a signal by bell,
lamp, or other suitable device.

A Candi, Fiddle.
APERUSAL of the American press

invariably brings to light - some
novelty, not always of beauty or

utility, but certainly always evidence that
the stream of thought " over there " does
not flow in the time -worn channels. I have
just seen a photograph of a violin, presented
to Mr. Max Donlin, which is made of sugar,
except as to the chin rest and neck-and,
I presume, the strings. It is stated that this
instrument is often heard in the studios,
and one wonders greatly how it sounds,

Ess Oh Ess.
IF this should meet the eye of Mr. Stanley

W. Forsythe, or any friend of his, we
should be glad if he would note that

Mr. T. Burns, Cairo City Police, Muski
Caracol, Cairo, is anxious to have a sketch
of the set which was described by the
first -mentioned in " P.W." last April, and
would probably be glad to correspond abotit
it. (Unfortunately, we have not the required
address, T. B.)

The Simplest Set.
WHILST looking through the transac-

tions of the Edinburgh and Distria
Radio Society-always a pleasure,

because they are so excellently produced-
I noticed a " crystal" circuit which con-
sisted of aerial, telephones, and earth. It is
said that good reception was obtained
with this just under a mile from the station.
One tag of the 'phones is clamped under the
" earth " terminal, and the other is laid
lightly upon the " aerial " terminal. This
news will no doubt make crystal die -Lards
dizzy with delight and curiosity. The first
of them to get 7 L 0 on a similar circuit
will be crowned King of Carborundum.

The Latest " Craze."
JUDGING from my reading in the Sunday

press the " experts " appear to imagine
that the father of selectivity was

Brookinans Park. Hark to the scandalised
innocence of " 's." " There is
another craze, started by the Brookmans
Park alternative programme, called selec-
tivity." As Sir 0. Lodge was laying the
foundations of this new -f angled process
about the year Dot, one must assume that
it has been re -discovered by Fleet St., or
the environs thereof. Our old friend of

's " suggests that so long as
selectivity is confined to shortening the
aerial or putting a condenser in series with
it, no harm will be done. Murder

. ARIEL.
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EZNC IN STATIONS

MILLIONS more stations ! Frequency
modulations !_ The dear old subject
cropping up year after year ! Is

it possible ? Is it ? ! !

From time to time one reads that an
inventor has solved the greatest problem
in wireless ; he has solved the problem of
how to contain ten times as many stations
in the ether than, on the basis of known
technique, can be contained to -day.

I am perfectly sure that if anyone can
and does solve this problem he will deserve
the world's thanks (not mine, because he
will put a stop to a tremendous number

/DEAL /0eA6

L.-SELECT/1,E
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Fig. 2. The dotted line shows an ultra- selective
receiver cutting out upper side -bands. The full line

shows an ideal receiver response curve.

of my trips to the continent !). There
Will be no need for anything like so many
world or continental conferences:, we shall
each have ten more programMes to choose
from, we shall be able to speed up messages,
we shah -- Oh, we shall have a lovely
time !

"It's So Lovely---! "
Even the military services will have

enough waves to play with, and well-
known Governmental stations will be able
to fit in all their harmonics without dis-
turbing innocent listeners. Ships will con-
tinue to be able to call each other with
apparatus that was obsolete ten years ago,
France can continue to occupy the unique
position of having two long -wave broad-
casting stations, while her official repre-
sentatives at conferences condemn their
use at all.

Our Radia Consultant -in -Chief has something to say about frequency
modulation and other schemes which are claimed to provide solutions to
the problem of finding more ether room for new radio stations. Captain
Eckeraley seems to be particularly happy with this subject, and we are
sure readers will find this article, the first of two, especially readable and

informative.

I can hardly tell you what it will all
mean, it's so lovely. I can't stop-just
think, all sorts of people can solemnly
sign protocols promising to keep their
stations on an allotted wave -length and
yet no one will notice (as we unfortunately
must to -day Without this invention) that
they make not the slightest effort to do what
they have promised. -

The invention will sanction that glorious
individuality of action which one admires
so much but which, in so many cases,
benefits practically nothing but the egotism
of the individual. But I must stop, because
I'm sure you will see that there will be
very great benefits indeed conferred upon
broadcasting when we can squeeze more
stations in the omnipresent ether-God
bless us all !

But Here's the Snag.
Now here is the problem, quite a simple

one to state but terribly difficult to solve.
I have set out in Fig. 1 a horizontal line
and divided it up into frequencies and
wave -lengths. I have drawn all the fre-
quencies we use, from 30,000,000 (10 metres
wave -length), up to 10,000 (30,000 metres
wave -length).

Now we use wireless for communication,
not just to keep a few amps. in the aerial
quite steady. For communication by
Morse we put energy into the aerial for a
relatively short or long interval, and so
make the dots and dashes of the Morse
code.

Those Side -Bands -
For communication by speech we modu-

late the intensity of the waves in sympathy
with the intensity of the sound of the
speech. (This is done through a micro-
phone which converts instantaneous speech
energy into instantaneously electrical energy
which, after amplification, modulates the
intensity of energy instantaneously radiated
by the aerial).

Without going into details, it can be
proved mathematically as it can be demon-
strated practically at any moment, that
modulating the intensity of the trans-
mitting aerial currents of a single high-
freqrency by disturbances of another lower -
frequency produces other high -frequencies.

Thus, if we transmit with a carrier -wave
frequency of a million a second and modulate
this by the frequency of a note of a violin

(Continued en next rage.)

ROOM FOR 2999 STATIONS !
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WHY REACTION
ALTERS TUNING.

$

A curious effect explained.
f By E. J. MEREDITH.
* -----
T EXPECT most of you frequently get

irritated at the effect which reaction
has on tuning, especially when you are

trying to bring in some weak distant station.
You have probably manipulated the tuning
dial very carefully, having already applied
a certain amount of reaction, and then in
order to increase the volume slightly, you
have used more reaction.

Readjustment Necessary.
You have noticed that immediately you

make this alteration in setting, in order to
take full advantage of the additional reac-
tion, it has been necessary for you to re-
adjust the tuning dial. Then, again, you
have added a little more reaction and have
had to make yet another alteration in the
tuning setting.

With a very critical adjustment of tuning,
this can be very annoying, especially when,
as I have already said, this change in
tuning takes place on a distant station,
which more likely than not is fading at
intervals.

This alteration in tuning does not matter
so much when the set is a targe one, because
in those circumstances there is a fair
amount of available signal strength and
the variation is not so noticeable.

If the set, however, is a one- or two-
valver, without any amplification,
and relying solely upon the intelligent
application of reaction for its sensitivity,
then one is apt to consider this constant
readjustment of the tuning rather a
nuisance.

Short-wave Difficulties.
The effect is more pronounced as the

frequency increases, that is to say, as the
wave -length gets lower. On the very short
waves, this alteration in tuning is a serious

The anode and grid of the valve form a small
condenser, as shown by the 'dotted lines.

disadvantage, and many attempts have
been made, with varying degrees of success,
to overcome it.

Some of you may not have attempted any
real short-wave reception. For the benefit
of such listeners, I will state that tuning on
30 or 40 metres is extremely critical, and
that most of the reception is carried out

with the set very near the oscillation point.
In fact, it is doubtful whether many clistaurs-
short-wave transmissions would be received
without the use of a large amount of re-
action.

It is interesting to see why this alteration
in tuning occurs when reaction is applied.
Take the case of the circuit shown in Fig. 1.
This is a conventional arrangement in
which a reaction coil of the "flip-flop" type
is coupled magnetically to a tuning coil.

Reaction is applied by moving one coil
nearer to the other. The reaction coil itself
has a certain amount of distributed  capa-
city or self -capacity, and the anode and
grid of the valve has a definite capacity
value, which I have shown as a small
condenser marked (C).

Now the grid end of the secondary wind-
ing is coupled through this small capacity,
through the reaction coil, via the 'phones.
condenser and H.T. batteries, back to the
earth end of the tuned circuit. Therefore,
you have a number of small condensers in
series which are virtually connected in
parallel with the secondary winding.

The Reinartz Circuit.
When you bring the reaction coil nearer

to the tuned circuit, you alter to some
extent this small capacity and also the
inductance of the tuning coil. You, thus.
alter the tuning to a small degree.

On the
long wave-
lengths, this
makes very
little differ-
ence, but on
the short
waves the
variation is
marked, and
may be two
degrees on
the tuning This is a Reinartz reaction circuit.
dial.

Next, take the case of the Reinartz
reaction circuit shown in Fig. 2. Here,
again, you have the small grid to anode
capacity in series with the reaction con-
denser, and through the reaction winding,
which is fixed, back to the earth side of the
tuned circuit. Thus, you have a small
capacity in parallel with the tuning con-
denser, and every time you alter the
reaction. condenser you also alter the value.

In practice, Reinartz reaction does not
have so much effect upon tuning as magnetic
reaction, possibly because the reaction
control itself has such a small value-about
00005 to .0001 mfd.

A Better Method.
These days the differential method of

reaction control as used in the " Magic "
Three is becoming popular. One of the
advantages is that the alteration in tuning
with .reaction adjustment is very small,
and it is distinctly better from this point
of view than the magnetic and conventional
" Reinartz " schemes.

Several attempts have been made to
reduce the effect on the short waves. In
one case the grid condenser is chosen to
have a small value and an additional small
capacity, such as a " neutralising " con-
denser, is joined from the grid side of the
grid condenser to L.T. negative. While
this scheme is to some extent satisfactory,
there is often a decrease in volume which is
a disadvantage.
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t SQUEEZ I NG IN STATIONS.
(Continued from previous prigs.)

(say 500 vibrations a second), then we
radiate front the transmitting aerial oot
only the vibrations of 1,000,000 a second,
but also vibrations of 1,000,000 + 500,
and 1,000,000 - 500.

This is to say that as 1,000,000 vibrations
means a wave -length of 300 metres we
radiate disturbances, when we modulate
the carrier -wave intensity by a note of
500 of 300.1 (about) and 299.9 (about) and
300. But we have to modulate up to
5,000 vibrations a second in broadcasting
to get true quality, and so we radiate
in this case 1,000,000 (300 metres wave-
length) 1,000,000 + 5,000 (298 metres wave-
length about), and 1,000,000 - 5,000 (302
wave -length about).

A Definite Limitation.
So that every modulated station sends

out side -bands as they are called, meaning
transmissions on wave -lengths, near the
carrier -wave wave -length, and we can draw
a picture, as in Fig. 2, of a station with
its side -bands photographed, as it were,
instantaneously during modulation.

Now the side -bands sent out by different
kinds of stations are of different widths.
Thus a high speed telegraph station wants a

spectrum _2,000 cycles wide about,+broad-casting station 10,000 cycles, a television

±station for decent quality wants 100,000
cycles, and so on.

So if we turn to Fig. 1 again and show
vertical lines as stations we see that (sup-
posing to simplify the problem we can
separate every station by not less than
10,000 cycles - 10 kilocycles) we have a
limited number of stations we can possibly
fit in the ether, otherwise the side -hands
will overlap.

Where There Are Fallacies.
Now, if we had an ultra selective re-

ceiver, as in Fig. 2, which had a response
curve, as shown, and we moved this re-
sponse curve by tuning over the top of the
spectrum of a typical broadcasting station
we see at once that this receiver will not
receive all the side -bands and we get only
the bass notes.

It is no good in this connection saying
that we will make the bass notes strong
in the high -frequency spectrum, but then
amplify the high -frequency notes afterwards
in the low -frequency and so level, it all up
because, as a reductio ad absurdum, if the
high -frequency response curve is narrow
enough it would not get any high -fre-
quency side -bands, and you cannot amplify
anything. If you do in your high -frequency
system reduce the outer side -bands to some-
thing very small but make them strong
again in a low -frequency system, the
receiver response curve is just the same.

In fact, it would seem as if you must
have side -bands, and if you must have them
you must amplify them, and so you must
separate stations by a given amount. The
subject, however, is of great interest because
one can carry the discussion further and
show how some people have argued differ-
ently and where, in my opinion, their
fallacies lie. This I will do next week.
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[ISTENING
U.S. Loco -AL

Rave you ever heard the announcement
from a famous American station, such as
WGY,RDICA, or WEAF? And
have you wondered what it's like to be a
listener " over there " ? In any case, you will
enjoy this inside account of broadcasting
in the U.S.A., which reveals that for all its
advertising stunts and " tell -the -world "
tactics, there is an amazing similarity
between the American system and our own.

By T. B. SANDERS
("P.W." Technical Staff). -

RECENTLY I went to the United States.
I lived for a time in New York, and
became for a few brief weeks a local

listener to-not my usual 2 L 0, but
W E A F. Like most of my fellow -country-
men who return from a visit to the land of
" bigger and better " things, I have come
home obsessed with an overwhelming
conviction that my visit has peculiarly
fitted me to speak with unquestioned
authority on all things American.

That " Congestion " Myth.
A credulous British public seems to be

able to put up with this sort of thing,
and so I am hopeful that readers of POPULAR
WIRELESS will fmd some entertainment
in learning of some of my experiences in
America, especially as we have been
promised a regular interchange of pro-
grammes between England and America
in the near future.

It is popularly supposed on this side of
the Atlantic that, whenever the American
listener switches on his " radio," his loud
speaker immediately greets him with
a vociferous babel of music, talks, running
commentaries, advertising, etc., each eman-
ating individually from a miscellany of
closely adjacent broadcasting stations,
the separation of which is entirely beyond
the capabilities of the listener's set.

Speaking purely as an ordinary listener,
I never found the congestion of the American

- ether at any time sufficiently troublesome
to prevent me from listening to what I
wanted to hear when I wanted to hear it.
Neither was mine a set of super -selectivity.

One could, in point of fact, be perfectly
happy in a Park Avenue apartment with a
" Magic " Three, and there was, I noticed,
at least one very representative British
portable being featured by a New York
store and selling well.

The Advertising Side.
This is all the more surprising because

there were. I was told, more than forty
broadcasting stations in New York State
alone. But the majority of them are
privately owned by commercial and social
organisations of various sorts, each with
something " to tell the world."

Their propaganda is of a very specialised
. nature, and appeals only to a limited

number of listeners. The stations whose
broadcasts are of -more general interest

operate on the principle that " if you want
to be heard, you've got to speak up "
and there are station; fairly evenly dis-
tributed throughout the country working
with an aerial power of 50 kw.

One has to have only the temerity to
mention American broadcasting to an
ardent B.B.C. listener to be met with a
look of insufferable scorn and the remark,
" But they advertise ! " And so they do.
And it does, in my opinion, detract from
the entertainment value of the programme.
But not, I think, to the extent that is
popularly supposed to be the case over

" EVERYBODY'S DOING IT ! "

One good menus o, Juvd,..ig extra selectivity is
to use an IC -coil or other arrangement of tappings,
adjusting the aerial lead until the best position for

it is Muni.

here. The American broadcast advertise-
ment is purely indirect.

A typical programme commences with
-an announcement something like this s

' " Each week at this hour, ladies and
gentlemen, it is our pleasure to present
to you the Hometown Repertory Players,
who are sponsored by Hometown Acces-
sories Incorporated, makers of fittings of
distinction 'for your motor -car.  This week
the players have chosen for your entertain-
ment a presentation of

The programme proceeds, usually for an
hour, without further advertising interrup-
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tion until its conclusion, when the an-,
nouncer will say " That, ladies and
gentlemen, concludes the Hometown Reper-
tory Players' contribution to this evening's
programme, which has come to you by
courtesy of Hometown Accessories. Incor-
porated, makers of fittings of distinction
for your motor -car."

Literally dozens of stations will be
taking such a programme at one time
from the N.B.C. network, and it is often
quite impossible to know for certain to
what station you are listening. To overcome
this difficulty a system of station -identifica-
tion is adopted which never failed to impress
me with its superlative technical excellence.

Wonderful Precision.
Every quarter of an hour the studio

announcer interrupts his programme to
say, " There will now be a brief pause
for station announcements." And, without
a fraction of a second's loss of time, each
transmitter is connected to its own studio
and, almost before the last syllable of the
word. " announcements " has been spoken,
a fresh voice says, " This is W B Z B,
located at --. Our programme continues
from New York." To me, the faultless
precision with which this procedure was
invariably carried out was as beautiful
as a symphony concert.

A noticeable feature of the majority of
stations to. which I listened was the absence
of a news bulletin. There appears to be no
regular broadcasting of news in the manner
of the B.B.C. When, however, any event
of world-wide importance is occupying the
public's attention-such as, for instance,
the recent flights of the Graf Zeppelin-
programmes are interrupted immediately
on receipt of any fresh news concerning
the event, and an announcement is made
to the listener with very great dramatic
emphasis indeed.

I found the experience of listening in
America very refreshing and vastly enter-
taining, but I do not know that I was
impressed to the extent_of wishing for any
change in our own system. .

The effect of advertising is, I feel sure,
to over -emphasise the need .for " popular
appeal " in the' programmes, so that they
become very generalised in their scope.
Still, the radio industry in America is
stated to be the third largest in the country, so
apparently the American listener is satisfied.
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" ALL ROUND THE DIAL."
A few words regarding the new high -power stations in general and the

success of the " P.W ." " Brookmans " Rejector in particular.
By THE EDITOR.

ACCORDING to a " Daily Mail "
wireless correspondent, " London
comes in all, round the dial." This,

says the :` Daily Mail," is the complaint
from " hundreds of thousands of wireless
listeners in northern London, awl is the
first obvious effect of the new twin -wave
broadcast test transmissions from Brook -
mans Park."

" Millions of listeners are encountering
the same difficulty," goes on the " Daily
Mail," " as the scheme develops to include
the whole country. -Next on the list, for
instance, will be the industrial North,
which will have to face the same problem
by this time next year. Scotland and the
south-west of England will follow later,
and the Midlands will be served by the
c-isting 5 G B and 5 X X"

" The Real Solution. . . !"
The wireless correspondent of the " Morn-

ing Post " says : " On every side one hears
complaints that when the two transmitters
at the Brookmans Park station are broad-
casting together it is not possible to receive
one of the programmes clear of the other."

He then goes on to state that the real
solution is a two -circuit filter, i.e. two coils
timed by a two -gang condenser, which will
therefore not be difficult to tune.

" With a cheap two -circuit filter it is
possible to receive one station free from the
other at distances of a few miles, with
a large aerial ; and, of course, the ability
of the set to bring in distant stations is
not affected. This is the real solution of
the problem. In due course sets will be
fitted with tuners of this type, or else will
have high -frequency stages in themselves
sufficiently selective."

* *

With regard to the " Daily Mail "
quotation, we doubt very much whether
" hundreds of thousands " of wireless
listeners in northern London are complain-
ing, because we know from correspondence
we have received that many thousands
of them have built the " Brookmans " Rejec-
tor, and we are certainly convinced that the
t wo-circuit filter recommended by the

Morning - Post " correspondent is by no
means the real solution.

The Famous "P.W." Rejector.
The real solution, we maintain, is the

"Brookmans" Rejector, of which Captain
lickersley wrote, after he had tested it
" I was certainly struck with the ingenious
design of the Brookmans'4 Rejector circuit,
because this method would appear to give
the most efficient performance I have ever
come across."

We have published from time to. time
examples of letters we are receiving from
one. source or another concerning this
.now -famous Rejector. Many , hundreds
which we have received. we have not found
room to publish, but we think we need not
stress the point to our existing readers when
-giro say that this Rejector has been a great

boon to many thousands who have suffered
from the effect of the twin -wave trans-
missions.

We are always pleased, however, to
receive critical letters from our readers
concerning the various devices which
we describe in this journal, and we were
especially interested in a letter received
the other day from Mr. Hennequin, of
Seven Kings, Essex.

Mr. Hennequin refers to an article in
which we stated that the 261 -metre wave
does not need such effective elimination

THE " BROOKMANS " REJECTOR.
Just one of the many appreciative letters we

have received:
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-I feel I must write a few words of
congratulation on your " Brookmans" Rejector.
At first I thought it was just a bit of journalistic

bluff." With the feeling of being had for a
" mug " again, I bought a couple of the con-
densers and fixed it up roughly, and thinking
there must be many more unfortunates in my
position, may I give you my experience for their
benefit.

I have a four -valve portable (1 S.G.) which,
when the H.T. battery drops to under 100 volts,
I use with a 40 -ft. indoor aerial and an indifferent
earth connection to a gas pipe. I am a quarter
of a mile away from the local station, and a
thoughtful Corporation has laid the tramway
lines outside my front door, so that they point
to Daventry, so you can imagine what I pick
up when I turn my frame aerial to 5 X X : and
when I want France or Germany I am pointing
exactly at the local transmitter.

My set being a good one, I have plenty of
foreign station reception, but your Rejector has
given me all those stations lying between 2 L 0
and Rome, which I have wanted for some time
and which I have never had before, except when
the B.B.C. gives us a breather on Sunday after-
noons.

I find not the slightest diminution in volume
of stations previously received, and altogether
it is a violent success. Much to my delight I
listened for some time to Algiers for the first
time, a few days ago.

Good luck to " P.W." if it helps us in this way.
Yours faithfully,

C. STONE.
Bournemouth.

as the 356 -metre one. Mr. Hennequin
holds the opinion that a great many people
in various districts are going to find the
261 -metre wave three times as hard to
eliminate as the 356 -metre one.

This certainly seems to be Mr. Henne-
quin's own experience, and the experience
of several of his friends. In the course
of his. letter he says that some months
ago, " being bored stiff with deadly dull
Sunday programmes," he spent a good
deal of money in building a receiver (de-
scribed in our contemporary, "Modern
Wireless ") in the hope of obtaining more
varied entertainment from abroad.

" This set was a perfect joy to handle,
until the 356 -metre wave was transmitted
from Brookmans Park," continues Mr.
Hamequin. Ho then found that several
stations for about 15 degrees each side
of the dial reading were wiped out.

" However, yOur 'Brookmans' Rejector
came to the rescue," says Mr. Hennequin,
" and I congratulate you on the efficiency
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of it. This was at my home in Seven Kings,
which I suppose is about twelve or fourteen
miles from Brookmans Park."

Mr. Hennequin goes on to say that if
the 261 -metre transmission is timed in,
it'. swamps out everything from 0 to 50
degrees. He admits he has.: not tried the
set with the original Rejector yet, as he
does not care to upset that setting now it
is working on 356 metres, but he is certain
that the 261 wave is coming in at two or
three times the strength of the other.

" To get rid of the 356 wave," says Mr.
Hennequin, " is easy, but 261 is the deuce
of a job. It is no good throwing the old
brick about the set's not being selective
enough, because the ' Forte ' Five (Mr.
Hennequin's `Modern Wireless' set),
with the original 'Brookmans' Rejector in
circuit, has tuned in 56 stations on the
loud speaker," whilst two portable sets
Mr. Hennequin has used have been able to
cut- out the 356 wave without a rejector
in two degrees either way on the dial.

Help from Our Readers.
Mr. Hennequin ends his letter by con-

gratulating us on the help we have given
with the "Brookmans" Rejector, but appears
to be very annoyed, judging by his con-
cluding paragraph, which runs :

" The action of the B.B.C. in monopolis-
ing the ether to force their dull and boring
programmes down the throats of millions
of people is an outrage on the British public."

Well, we shall be very pleased to hear
from other readers who agree with Mr.
Hennequin, or who happen to disagree with
him. Xis by detailed letters of this nature
that we are able to work with more confi-
dence of success on the job of helping our
readers in every possible way.

Finally, in regard to the 261 -metre
transmitter, we would suggest that Mr.
Hennequin give the Twin Rejector
thorough trial.

*

The " Daily Mail " correspondent., in
one of his articles, says that wave -traps,
when adjusted properly, will cut out
the unwanted station, and a condenser
in the aerial will do the rest. We doubt it !
It is not every wave -trap that will do this,
and the majority of our readers who have
had experience of wave -traps seem to
confirm the report that the ordinary
standard wave -trap is not likely to prove
satisfactory. The best solution of the
problem, we maintain, is the " Brookmans"
Rejector.

The " Morning Post " wireless corre-
spondent, in another article, says, in
reference to wave -traps, that relief " un-
fortunately cannot be guaranteed."

Not a Wave -trap.
" Sometimes a wave -trap will be of

great assistance in removing the interfering
station, but the best all-round results
may be obtained by using it not for the,'
purpose- of rejecting a single station, but
as an extra tuning circuit, connected to ,
the set."

As we have pointed out before, the
"Brookmans " Rejector comes hardly under
the category of a wave -trap. It is a rejector
circuit specially designed by the POPULAR
WIRELESS Research Department for the
express purpose of meeting the difficulty
caused by the twin -wave transmissions.
And if you are in difficulty, the best solution
of all is the " Brookmans ' Rejector.
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WITH any good loud -speaker receiver
a volume control of some sort is
almost a necessity. In many sets

in order to retain simplicity and to keep
down the cost a strength control is omitted.
In such cases it is usual to detune the
receiver slightly if the local station is too
strong. Now such a scheme has its dis-
advantages ; for instance, with the present
crowded state of the ether there is a danger
of running into another transmission,
with the result that a second programme
is superimposed upon the one which is being
received.

For example, it is very difficult to detune
the London station even ever so slightly,
without picking up one of the many Conti-
nental transmissions. Thus it is highly
desirable that one should have some form of
volume control which does not interfere
with the selectivity, and which, moreover,
does not introduce distortion in any degree.

H.F. or L.F.?
In my opinion, the strength control

should always be on the low -frequency side,
and I do not favour those types which work
on the high -frequency or detector end.
some designers prefer to incorporate a
resistance in parallel with the aerial coil, or
alternatively to insert a 400 -ohm resistance
in series with the tuned secondary circuit.
The advantages they claim are that not only
does the resistance control the volume, but
in addition it introduces a damping effect
which flattens tuning and by so doing, if
anything, improves quality.

While I agree that this is all perfectly
true, nevertheless, I do not think it desir-
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With this scheme it is possible to avoid
overloading the detector valve.

able to interfere in any way with the
selectivity unless by chance the set is being
operated very close to the local station and
is intended for local reception only. It is
also true that great selectivity and quality
do not go hand in hand, but if the receiver is

By A. JOHNSON-RANDALL.
There are more methods than one of controlling the
volume from your loud speaker. In this article the
correct schemes for various cases are discussed and

the necessary alterations are described.

intended for long-distance reception a fairly
high degree of selectivity is essential and it
need not be of such a character as to
introduce distortion by cutting side -hands.
I do not think that those designers who
advocate this form of H.F. strength control
are really catering for the average listener.

For the Local Station.
For the benefit of those who may have

a set which they are working within .a few
miles of the local station, I have shown in
Fig. .1 the method of inserting a variable
resistance into the secondary circuit of a
receiver. Incidentally. I should have

In the above case the potentiometer takes the
place of the grid leak.

mentioned that this scheme certainly
possesses the advantage of reducing any
chance of the detector valve being over-
loaded by extremely powerful signals from
the local transmitter. This is an important
point in the case of those who are situated
within four to six miles of a B.B.C. main
or Regional station.

Potentiometer Positions.
Now the other and more popular schemes

are those in which a potentiometer of the
high resistance type is used in one of the
L.F. stages. The potentiometer should hM,e
a resistance of not less than .5 megolim,
and there are various types on the market
between .5 and 2 megohms which are quite
suitable. If the L.F. stage is resistance.
coupled, the potentiometer is inserted in the
place of the ordinary grid resistance, and it
is advisable in this instance to use the .1 -
or 2-megolun values. The existing grid
resistance is removed, and so also is the lead
which joins one side of the coupling con-
denser to the grid of the following valve.

The two ends of the potentiometer resist-
ance element are connected one to the
coupling condenser, and the other to grid -
bias negative. The sliding arm is then
connected to the grid of the valve, and the
volume is controlled simply by turning the
knob.

The general scheme is shown in 2a,

and it is very easy to insert this type of
control into practically any set, because it
only necessitates removing the existing
grid resistance, the potentiometer taking
its place.

The point to remember is that the grid
lead, instead of going to the coupling
condenser, now gees to the sliding arm.
The alternative method, if the set incorpor-
ates a transformer -coupled stage is to place
the potentiometer across the secondary
winding of the transformer. This is shown in
Fig. 2b.

Transformer Connections.
The lead, which normally goes from one

side of the secondary winding to the grid
of the valve, is removed. The twa ends of
the potentiometer, usually the two outside
terminals, are connected one to each side
of the transformer secondary. The arm of
the instrument is taken straight to the grid
of the valve. This, if anything, is more
straightforward than the case of the resist.
ance coupling. Neither method introduces
distortion and both give a perfect control
of volume.

It should not be forgotten that although
there are other means by which the
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If two L.F. transformers are used, the volume
control should be connected to the secondary of

the first one.

strength can be controlled, the introduc-
tion of a special volume control is the
most logical and satisfactory method.

In most of the other schemes disadvan-
tages appear in the form of distortion, but
as stated above the fitting of a volume
control retains quality, and is very easily
effected.

Do not commit the error of using a low.
resistance potentiometer on the L.F. side:
I know of a recent case where a listener
obtained a potentiometer having a value of
about 300 ohms, which be joined across
the transformer secondary winding. The
net result : the secondary winding was
short-circuited
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" STATIONS ABSOLUTELY POUR IN "
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Mat7Sh!,.,:teel I must write and congratulate
you on the wenderful performance of the " Magic"
Three. - Stations absolutely pour in all round the
dial,, although I have not' yet bought the " Y"
coils .end am still using the:ordinary basket coils.

LhaVe heard" Tilos., people say, time after time, in
this city, that 'HMV 'cannot log in Cardiff (5 W. A).
It seentsto be ode of the most difficult stations to get.

however; log it in wonderfully well on my
" Magic" Three.

Again wishing you and the technical staff of " P.W."
every success in the future. as you have accomplished
in the past.

"Tours faithfully.
FREDERICK T. BARNES.

Woueestcr.

THE " MAGIC " IN SOUTH AFRICA.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-I have a grievous complaint to make
against the "Magic " Three-this set is impairing

my good health ! Yes, ever since I built it three
weeks ago it. has been robbing me of my sleep, for
nearly every night I can find something worth listeM
Mg to on the short waves, and also on the broadcast
band when our three S.A. stations have closed down.

It.has been keeping me up late ; indeed on several
occasions I have crawled into bed at 3 a.m. after
listening .to a really clear and enjoyable programme
frffin W .G Y or K D K A. Of course, I shall not be
able to sit up late like this every night, but as it
happens am on leave at the moment and can sleep
late the morning following my explorations of the
ether.

Joking aside, I wish to offer " P.W." my sincerest
thanks and congratulations on having produced such
a really fine set.

I am an ardent wireless enthusiast-my first set I
built myself, and I have built several others since,
including a 2 H.F., Bet., 2 L.F. five-valver of the
1926-27 type, also your " Progressive" Three, With
which I was really pleased.

However, the short -waves always held a fascination
for me, but I really never troubled as I did not see
the sense in building a separate set for same, to say
nothing of the necessary expenditure required. I
Waited 'ror something else to turn up in " PAV."
(which I have taken regularly for four years), and it
did turn up in the form of the " Magic " Three.

I was rather intrigued with the possibilities of your
new reaction scheme, and forthwith my faithful

Progressive " Three was taken to pieces one night,
the majority of. the components being used to build
up the " Magic " Three.

Then came a snag-I had no differential condenser,
and not for love nor money was one to be obtained,
although I tried every wireless firm in Cape Town.
(They are still unobtainable, though why I couldn't
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*-40-4-4.-4.-4-.4-40-4.-.4.-4.-..--......-q...-4-0.4.--...* and two English, but unfortunately could not 'get
hold of the call -signs.

1'
CORRESPONDENCE. - On the short waves the set is delightfully smooth

and easy to operate-indeed, I can tune in W 2 XAF
on the loud speaker at about 12 o'clock (midnight)
when conditions allow of that station being heard at

r - all. I mounted the 400 -ohm potentiometer on the
panel as I find same invaluable when doing short-
wave work. I have also picked up W G 1/- and
K DK A on several occasions, also a telephony
station calling " J D S calling, California," and a
French telephony station and several others uniden-
tified.

Morse signals are as numerous as pebbles on the
beach, but my knowledge of Morse code is too poor
to allow me to decipher them.

On Monday ' night, the 6th ult., I picked up
W 2 X A F on 19.36 metres at 11.30. At 112.30 I put
same on loud speaker-the volume being reallyi good
and the quality excellent. The Hotel Vancouver
Orchestra was playing, one of the numbers being
" Hollywood." I held same till 1.30, when it got -so
loud I had to take off the speaker for fear, of dis-
turbing the neighbours, and I then listened on the
'phones till 2.30.

Well, I must not waste your time. You must be
tired already of reading this letter. In conclusion let
me state that I have handled many sets, commercial.
and otherwise, but never one so delightfully easy to
tune as the " Magic '' Three. There is no other three-
valver capable of such results, and -very few fciur-
valvers, either.

Indeed, a certain well-known commercial 1 H.F.,
1 S.G.; Det. and Pentode set of the latest design,,
using 4v. valves in this town, cannot compare with
the ' Magic " Three I

Thanking everybody comnected with the produc-
tion of the set, and wishing " P.W." all the best and
an ever-increasing circulation,

I am, Yours faithfully,
PETER

Cape Province, South Africa.

The "MAGIC" THREE
STILL ANOTHER SELECTION FROM THE
HOSTS OF LETTERS FROM READERS
WHO HAVE BUILT THIS REMARKABLE

RECEIVER.
Letters from readers discussing interesting and
topical wireless events or recording unusual
experiences are always welcomed; but it must

4, be clearly understood that the publication of
such does in no way indicate that we associate
ourselves with the views expressed by our
correspondents, and we cannot accept any re-
sponsibility for information given.-EDITOR.

4- -4- 4--*-4.--o-o-*

say). Anyhow, I broke up an old .0003 condenser
and made a differential from that, and the same is
still working splendidly in the set now. The tuning
condenser in my Magic " Three is an Ormond
0003. which I thought would be a good conipromise
between a .0005 and a .00025 required for short-wave
work.

With a 60 C.T. Lewcos coil in Li and a 75 in
L, I Can get Cape Town at 120° on the dial, Durban
at 140°, and Johannesburg at 170°. This condenser
(fitted with a 60-1 slow-motion dial) serves me ad-
mirably on the short waves-so I do not use the .0005
fixed condenser in series as recommended. The
trouble that would be incurred in connecting up the
shunting bar across the .0005 condenser is also
eliminated.

SURPRISING VOLUME.
My H.F. choke is a Lissen. In the first L.F.

stage I use a Marconi Ideal Transformer 4-1. My
valves are 2-volters-Mallard P.M. 1 H.F. in Det.
socket, P.M. 2 in first L.F., and P.M. 252 in second
L.F. socket. Voltage to L.F. valves 120. To Det.-
anything from 90 to 128 gives me smooth reaction,
but the higher the louder signals are. I am using a
Marconi 75 cone speaker, and for Cape Town and
Johannesburg find the use of the volume control
necessary.

It is surprising what volume this set gives. I
have picked up Rome, which I find a few degrees
below J.B. on several occasions, and on the head-
phones it is really most enjoyable to listen to when
conditions are favourable, the signals being audible
well over 6 ft. from the 'phones. The other evening
I rotated the dial, and from about 60° to 180° I found
a station at nearly every degree-a dozen of which I
could easily listen to on the 'phones. The lo, al condi-
tions were bad, but I recognised one station as Spanish

E. KFEN.

" BEATS THEM ALL."
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Having built the Magic ' Three, I feel
I must write and thank you for such a good set. It
truly is ' Magic.' I lied a lot' of trouble with it at
first owing to cheap components, but these I have
taken out and used only what you specified. Having
made up several of your sets from P.W.,' I find
this one beats them all for volume, distance, and above
all quality of tone. I have also incorporated an
output filter choke, which I believe helps me to get
such good results in tone. I (Mite agree with what
one:of your readers says, that the volume control
is a realfnecessity.

Yours.
, AN OLD READER, S. COOK.

Dunstable, Beds.

WONDER whether, in three years' time,
the short-wave enthusiast will still have,
to put up with the large variety of

objectionable noises that usually greet him
nowadays whenever he ventures to put the
'phones on ? .

What with car ignition and 'bus magnetos
in particular, vacuum cleaners, electiic
wringen, electric heating -pads, and the
whole, gamut of ultra -violet and X-ray
apparatus, he does not have too. happy a
time compared with the broadcast listeners,
who have merely a heterodyning station
herd 'and there, a foreign station oft -wave
occasionally, a dozen or so spark stations
all calling G N F at once, and thirty or forty
harmonics from Air Ministry stations giving
weather forecasts !

Neighbourly Interference
I am quite certain that if all the imple-

ments of torture I refer to made theirdin on
the broadcast waves as well, they would have
been made illegal by now unless they had
some efficient screening round the sparking
parts.

Personally, although I run the risk of
being told to mind my own business, I
think neighbours might deny thetiaselves
the pleasure of using their vacuum cleaners
at such times as 1.30 p.m. on Sunday, and
after 10 p.m. on weekdays ! My own
particular neighbours seem to save up all
their cleaning for the hours mentioned.

NOthing, whateyer can be done about it
tt the :receiving end, I am afraid-it is
the transmitting end " that must be

t SHORT-WAVE
NOTES.

By W. L. S.....
modified in some way, and the fact that
some cars coming along the road are quite
inaudible on 20 or even 10 metres shows
that it is possible to cure magneto or coil
interference, at all events.

Cheap American cars with coil ignition
are the worst offenders, and after them come
the Renault, Trojan, Clyno, Fiat, and a
whole batch of medium -powered British
cars. Strangely enough the Morris and
Austin are both very quiet, and a Singer
that lives close by is quite inaudible !

Many readers V have sent queries lately
on the subject of international prefixes
for amateur transmitters, and chiefly with
regard to certain alterations that have been
made recently. India has apparently
decided to use V U, although one or two
stations retain V T.

Ceylon has been allotted V S 7, and the
news has just arrived that Hong Kong
amateurs have been officially licensed
with call -signs beginning with V S 6.
VS6AE and VS6AG have both been
heard here already. V S 3 signifies the
Malay States and Singapore, I believe,
While the Kenya transmitters are sharing
V Q with Northern Rhodesia.

The fornier all.begin with a 4, the Nairobi

transmitters being V Q4 C R A, V Q4CRB
etc., while the Mombasa section use
VQ4MSA, VQ 4MSB, etc. The
Northern Rhodesian stations are V Q 2 B H
and V Q 2 N C, to mention the only two
that I know of myself.

The Philippines have changed from K to
K'A, their figures being anything from one
to nine. K 6 signifies Hawaii, K 7 Alaska;
and K 4 Porto Rico.

All Continents Heard.

Now that the United States amateurs
have been licensed to telephony in the
20 -metre band we may expect to hear their
voices over here occasionally. Q S T has
recently been giving several layouts for
low and high -power 'phone transmitters,
and the " Yanks," although they have pot
been licensed in this particular hand before,
are no novices where telephony is concerned.

Freakish conditions continue on this
band, and I recently heard all continents
in the space of two hours, the Americans
not being the usually powerful East Coast
stations, but a 7th district man in Portland,
Oregon, and a Canadian " 4 " in Edmonton,
Alberta.

The other continents were represented by
IIC2JM (Ecuador), V S 6 .A E (Hong l

Kong), V K 6 v T. (Western Australia);'
Z S 1 P (South. Africa), and a dozen or so
Europeans. Within twenty minutes
logging the two Western Americans the whole
band had gone " dead " and nothing more
was heard the whole evening. The two
hoiirs were between '4 p.m, and 6 pan,
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AUSTRIA is a very small country now,
and is a country with a totally
disproportionate number of inhabi-

tants living in the capital. Also this
capital is most unfortunately situated, a
few miles from two frontiers. Thus when
building up a broadcasting organisation
that was to supply listeners all over the
country with good national programmes,
one transmitter in the capital, where the
bulk of the population live, would not
cover the country districts, especially
taking the mountainous structure of the
country into consideration.

Centralised Organisation.
On the other hand the cultural and general

centre of the land lies in the capital, in
Vienna.

The " Osterreichische Radio-Verkehrs-
Aktien-Gesellschaft " was brought into
being in 1924, just a little over five years
ago. The Austrian Confederacy has about
one -fifth of the shares, the town of Vienna
another fifth, and the remainder is divided
up among banks, industrial concerns and
individuals.

The board of the company consists of
repreSentatives of these shareholders. A
kind of consultative committee, the Beirat,
consisting of representatives of the provin-
cial governments, of numerous public insti-
tutions such as the Board of Trade, etc.,

* 00 ..X0 0000 00 0 0000*
Austria is a difficult country to
supply with broadcast entertain-
ment. Bow the various stations are
arranged is shown in this article.

By A. A. GULLILAND.
* *
etc., and of representatives of the radio clubs,
acts in all matters of programme policy.

Before describing the actual net of
transmitters in Austria, I would like to
refer to the method by which the licence
money of listeners is collected. Austria,
like many other European countries,
adheres to the licence system, but Austria
is the only country in Europe making a.
difference between rich and ,poor as far
as the fee is concerned. All listeners
having an income that is larger than 700 sh.
(about £20) a month pay 6 sh. (about
3s. 6d.) per month for their licence.

The others having an income below the
stated figure only pay 2 sh. per month, or'
about ls. 2d.
The First Transmitter.

The fees are collected by the post office.
and are handed over in full to the broad-
casting company. The broadcasting com-
pany then pass on 10 per rent of the total
amount to the State as a fee for the broad-
casting. concession, and further, they pay
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a nominal fee to the post office to cover
their work and trouble for the collecting
of the money.

The first Vienna transmitter was erected
on the roof of the Ministry of War in the
Stubenring. Then the transmitter was
moved out to the Rosenhtigel, where
Vienna's water -supply originates, and later
on still a third transmitter took the place
of the lower -powered Rosenhugel station,
the present 15 -kw. -in -aerial transmitter,
which we know so well.

Vienna's Relay Stations.
The studios in Vienna are situated in the

Johannesgasse, more or less in the centre
of the city. As the continual expansion
of broadcasting necessitated further studios
a former dance hall, the " Parisien," was
rented, and is now used for the orchestral
broadcasts. The offices of the company
are also situated in the Johannesgasse,
and it was here that Direktor Kunsti, the
head of the Information Department, gave
me authoritative data, on Austrian broad-
casting.

Later on, I had an interesting talk with
Professor Sehwaiger, the Chief Engineer of
the company. He told me of the extreme
difficulty that had been experienced in the
past of linking up the relay stations to
Vienna. On the line Vienna -Linz -Inns -

(Continued on next page.)'

TWO WELL-KNOWN AUSTRIAN RELAY STATIONS.

on the lest we have Graz, a 7 -kw. broadcaster, which operates on 352 me res and usually relays Vienna, while on the right we see tne aerials m K1 vzentu t
(0'5 kw.). which is also a relay station or Vienna, and has a wave -length of 453 metres.
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t RADIO IN AUSTRIA.
(Continued from previous page.)
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Bruck -Switzerland, a new cable was being
laid, and the railway was being electrified ;
in spite of this, broadcasting from the
relays was continued without appreciable
falling-otf in quality, although for long
periods horrible .make -shifts had to be used.

At the time of writing, elate in 1929,
the peSition is at last dear. The cables
have been completed and the new amplifiers
have been. installed. Thus Linz and Inns-
bruck relay -Vienna by means of the special
pupinised centre core of the cable, the line
continueon to Switzerland and from there
onwards to Western Europe making inter-
national relays possible. From Linz the
cable connects up with the German system
in Passau. The new Austrian cables, like
the German cables, permit of distoitionless
transmission of all frequencies right up to
8,000 cycles. The greatest difficulty was
experienced with the lines that lead from
Vienna to' Bruck an der Mur and to Graz
and Klagenfurt.
The Second Main Station.

There are transmitters in Graz and
Klagenfurt. In Grai the old 7 -kw. Vienna
transmitter has recently been installed,
occupying the second Austrian exclusive
wave -length, and in Klagenfurt, like in
Linz and Innsbruck 1 -kw. relays work on
international common wave -lengths. The
landline Vienna to Graz was already insuffi-
cient for postal work, so that the broad-
casting frequency had to be sent along as
high -frequency, and was then transformed
back at the transmitter and then used to
modulate it.

A general view of the Linz broadcasting station, another 01 kw.
Austrian relay station, which works on 246 metres.

This kind of high -frequency
telephony has been success-
fully used where there are not
sufficient lines to carry the
communications, but I think
it is one of the few times
when it has been used per-
manently in broadcasting.
But now as the cable from
Vienna to Graz has been com-
pleted, only the bit from Graz
to Klagenfurt is bridged by
high -frequency line telephony,
and the modulating current
from Vienna to Graz goes by
cable.

Graz, by the way, is the only
other Austrian station giving
a programme of its own, Graz
being the second largest city
in Austria even with only
150,000 inhabitants to
Vienna's two million. A
special local programme is
sent out twice a week. Then
there is a local transmission
from Linz consisting of agri
cultural talks, but otherwise
it is only on special occasions
that the Austrian stations take
their programme from outside
Vienna.

Austria had not 'quite
100,000 listeners at the end
of 1924 and now it has over 360,000
listeners. This works out at 5.6 per cent
of the total population, being slightly less
than in Britain, but about 1 per cent more
than in Germany.

Talking of Germany, the number of
listeners decreased by 11,000 this summer,
and although the number his already been
caught up again this is the first time that
the total number has ever shown a decrease

in summer. In Austria the
number of listeners increased
by over 35,000 during the
first eight months of 1920,
being a further 11 per cent
increase on the total number.

I feel that I am giving
you too many figures, but I
also feel that just -one more
will not constitute the last
straw. Of Austria's 360,000
listeners 230,000 are in the
capital, Vienna.

Programmes.
In closing, a feW Words

on the programmes. Even
foreign listeners have learnt
to appreciate the Vienna
programmes. Besides the
studios, they originate from
the opera, from the famous
concert halls, from cafes for
lighter fare, and from famous
theatres. Apart from the
daily programme, the
listeners ,of -Europe were able
to witness Austrian pro-
gramme enterprise by the
famous Schubert festival
relay last year, one of the
largest international Euro-
pean relays ever carried out.
Then, ,of course, Vienna is
a member of the regular
Central -European pro-
gramme exchange group,
consisting of Berlin, the

Part of the Marconi transmitter at Linz.

Czech stations, Budapest, the Polish
stations, and, the Yugoslavian stations.

Apart from the broadcasting stations,
the Ravag began Oxperimental broadcast
work on the short waves last year. 'A small
20 -watt transmitter is used working on the
two Austrian waves 49.4 and 25.42 metres.

Vienna has carried out many interesting
experiments in the past and intends con-
tinuing these. For instance, the heart-
beats of a man have been broadcast, and
if I am not mistaken, the sound made by
grass growing was broadcast, also the noise
-made by your eyelashes when winking.

Apart from these stunts, a new system of
home -talkies has been developed with the
co-operation of the Ravag, the Seleno-
phone." Five years of broadcasting still
shows it going full speed ahead in Austria.

SOME PRACTICAL
RADIO HINTS.

When undoing the leads to the H.T. or L.T'
battery always remember that they should be
undone at the battery end, and not at the set
end of the leads.

it is a good plan to keep moving -coil loud
speakers (or, indeed, any loud speaker with a
diaphragm that is susceptible to the influence
of the atmosphere) well away from fires, stoves,
etc., as heat is sure to affect them adversely.

If you wear a pair of telephones and hold one
of the little metal tags between the lips, gently
rubbing the other tag on a key, you will hear a
faint scraping sound in the 'phones correspond-
ing with the rubbing, if the 'phones are in good
order.

When wiring up the house for loud speakers
in different rooms remember that the wiring
must be kept short unless an output filter is
employed, and even in this case should be kept
as short as possible.
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A RAPID GUIDE TO P
A JUMPING-OFF SERIES FOR

THE NEWAMATEUR
93y"Petitede

AN L.F. transformer consists of two
windings of wire on an iron core.
Special iron alloys are generally

used in order to intensify the magnetic
effect. The one winding bears a definite
relation to the other.

If both windings were equal in their
numbers of turns current variations of a
certain voltage fed into the one would be
reproduced in the other at the same voltage,
minus a certain percentage which would be
lost in the wastage that is inevitable in any
electrical or mechanical process.

When the, primary winding (the winding
into which the current is fed) is smaller
than the secondary winding there is a
" step-up " of voltage. On the other hand,
if the secondary winding is the smaller,
there is a step-down of voltage.

The L.F. Transformer.
In the case of an L.F. transformer stated

to have a step-up ratio of 1-3, we know
that the secondary winding of the device
is the larger, and has three times the number
of turns of the primary.

An L.F. transformer has four terminals ;
one for each end of each winding. Some-
times these are marked I.P., 0.P., 1.8.,
0.8., which indicate " in " and " out "
primary and secondary.

More often the terminals of modern trans-
formers bear direct indications as to their
circuit connections. Thus " G. " indicates
that the terminal so marked should be
joined to the grid of a valve. You will be
able to trace out these connections in any
set diagram, and they are shown in the
illustrations appearing on this page.

One of the objects of an.L.F. transformer
is to pass the rectified energy in the plate
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circuit of a detector valve to another valve
for further amplification.

The primary winding is included in the
detector's plate circuit instead of a pair of
telephone receivers, and the secondary in

the grid circuit of the L.F.
amplifying valve, as you will
see at Fig. 1.

I have shown separate L.T. and H.T.
batteries for each valve, so that you can
the more clearly visualise the circuits,
although, in practice, the one L.T. battery
and the one H.T. battery are used for any
number of valves.

Now what happens is this. There is a
fluctuating current in the plate circuit of

the detector due to the voltage variations
impressed on its grid. This fluctuating
current passes through the primary winding
of the L.F. transformer and induces another
fluctuating current in the secondary winding.

And this new current is impressed on the
grid of the L.F. valve. The voltage of this
new current depends primarily upon the
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This week our popular contributor deals with
L.F. Amplification. In the simplest possible
manner he explains how the radio energy is
magnified after it has been handled by the

detector stage.
19. L.F. AMPLIFICATION.
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voltage of the current flowing through the
primary winding and the step-up effect of
the transformer, which is, of course,
definitely specified in its ratio. The most
usual ratios are 1-3, 141, and 1-4.

The Valve Wants Volts.
You will notice that the transformer

plays a very definite part in the amplifica-
tion effect. It doesn't amplify by itself,
but it can increase the voltage of energy
fed into it.  This doesn't imply that it
increases power, because, coincident with
the step-up of voltage, there will be a step-
down of current (amperes). The " overall "
power' in watts (volts x amperes) will
remain the same, minus that " conversion "
loss I referred to above.

But the valve wants volts-it is a voltage -
operated device, and thus we don't mind
losing amperes !

Our object is to produce the largest
possible voltage variations between the
grid and filament of the L.F. valve. Then
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why don't we increase the step-up ratio of
the transformer beyond 3 or 4-1 ? you might
ask.

The answer is that there are a number of
things that tend to render about 4-1 the
highest practical ratio, and of these things
you' will read in other articles in " P.W. '
which I hope you will now be able to follow
with greater appreciation !

Now Fig. 1 is not a circuit that will give
the highest quality of reproduction. It has
no grid bias on the L.F. valve, and grid
bias is essential.
What Grid Bias Does.

This term " grid bias " is self-explana-
tory. It means exactly what it says, and
that is much more than do many radio
terms ! The Fig. 3 circuit has grid bias.
A small battery is inserted in the grid
circuit of the valve, and this makes the grid
so many volts negative in respect of the
filament. You want the voltage variations
due to the speech and music to cause even
current variations in the plate circuit or
distortion will occur.

Look at Fig. 2, which we will presume to
be the characteristic curve of our L.F.
valve. Without grid bias the " grid volts "

will be " 0 " when nothing is happening.
A 3 -volts positive fluctuation would alter
the plate current less than a 3 -volts negative
fluctuation, and that is all wrong.

We don't want a 'rectification effect as
in. the anode7bend detector circuit, we are
now dealing with current of the right
frequency for loud -speaker operating.

Therefore, we give the grid an initial bias
so that it starts off at a point in about the
middle of the straight part of the " curve,"
(X in Fig. 2). Then equal grid voltage varia-
tions either side up to the ends of the
straight part of the curve are followed by
equal anode current variations. Sorry if
I'm hustling you, but we are now very near
the end of this series.

Next week, in my last article, I am going
briefly to deal with choke -capacity and
" R.C.C." L.F. circuits.
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YOURS may be a marvellous set. I am
1 not being sarcastic ; I repeat, yours

may be a really wonderful receiver.
By some combination of happy circum-
stances you may have achieved something
pretty near that I00 per cent which is the
goal towards which so many hundreds of
thousands of amateurs are striving, i.e.
tremendous power and marvellous purity,
plus everything in the way of selectivity,
ease of control, stability, and so on.

Should you be so fortunate in your
radio possessions, I -first of all envy you,
and then - would ask you not to be im-
patient if you see rather a lot about set
ailments in P.W."

A Difficult Business.
The word " distortion " has been used

very considerably and numerous articles
have been written around it. It crops up
in articles about L.F. instability, how-
ling," " squealing," " popping," " fizzing,"
" fuzziness," and numerous other unhappy
conditions.

You see thousands, if not hundreds of
thousands, of sets are apt to cause their
owners dire distress by developing one or
other of the many radio ailments.

And it is quite impossible to cover all
the causes and cures in a score, let alone
one article. The job of the expert would
be vastly simplified if a complete " trouble
tracker" could be condensed to one page
of " P.W." Indeed, there would be no
need to have experts if this were possible !

Wireless receivers are much smaller than
motor -cars, but their troubles can be in-
finitely harder to diagnose. There are no
elementary rules of thumb. A thorough
understanding of radio theory and practice
and a few years of experience are necessary
before one can go straight to any faulty set
and locate and rectify the trouble.

A Wide Appeal !
Sometimes obscure faults develop that

even experts have to refer to " second
tpinions. Such faults very seldom come
lo light these days, it is true, and this is
mainly due to a general wider knowledge of
practical radio, and an interchange of
ideas and experiences.

Even so,- how is the listener, who has no
such pool of krioWdedge, to deal with.
the little peccadilloes of his set ? Well. I'll
answer that question with another : Need
there be such a listener these days ?

Those before mentioned " P.W." articles
are published not only to help those readers
who are actually troubled by the faults
dealt with, but to enable all readers to
gain a- comprehensive knowledge of ail the
things that might happen to their sets.
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Common faults, obscure faults -
all kinds of troubles are covered
by such contributions, and there
are always the " Radiotorial "
columns to add to the sum total
of information available.

am frequently asked why we cannot
deal with fault location in a systematic
manner. This is not as easy as it sounds,
for the simple reason that any symptom
may be due to any one of dozens of faults
or any combination of dozens of faults.

That may sound alarming and it is alarm-
ing. But I am going to bring forward that
excellent adage. " Prevention is Better than
eine " and ask all set -owners, however
complacently they may at present regard
their splendid sets to inscribe " Preven-
tion is Better than Cure " on the insides of
their sets' lids. Gold lettering wouldn't be
a scrap too good for those words !

Few Words of Guidance.
And thus the title of this article " Check-

ing. Distortion." I am not going to say
that one can guarantee to forestall every
radio set fault, but if one keeps well in
mind. that, at any time, perhaps. in the

 middle of our favourite broadcast " turn,"
the best and the most carefully,maintained
set can develop a fault, one can prepare for
the eventuality by reading about the troubles
of others and learning how they were able
to overcome them.

And now for a few words of guidance.
You must learn how to determine whether
a fault is internal or external. All the
noises that accompany a faulty H.T.

Get to know your set really intimately,
and see that it is never 'allowed to go
off colour. As this interesting article
shows, there are always snags around the
corner awaiting the unwary amateur.

By G. V. DOWDING, Assoc. I.E.E.

NEW PICTURE

*

SERVICE.

°mewl, of tie German Post Onus attending a emon.tratiou or toe new
Berlin picture transmitter. This picture itself was telegraphed from

Berlin to London via the apparatus shown.

battery or a brOken-down transformer, or
anything else of a like nature, can be
duplicated almost exactly by atmospherics
or by faults in the transmission

Then you must acquire the little skill
needed to narrow down the location of any
trouble to certain of the accessories or to a
certain definite part of a set.

Get the meter habit. There is nothing
like the regular use of meters to give one a
real insight into the working of one's set.
Especially is the use of a milliammeter a
real education. You can check the H.T.
current supplied to each valve and can
watch its variations as the set's operating
conditions or the health of the batteries vary.

Working a radio set without meters is
working in the dark. You can't say for
certaiti, that the H.T. battery you bought
only a few days ago will retain a res-
pectable voltage for even two weeks. For
instance, a really first-class battery won't
stand up against just a tiny little ac-
cidental short circuit of long duration.

Tracking the Trouble.
I feel that this article will not be quite as

helpful as I had intended it to he, and
little that will be new to my " P.W."
readers has been said. But here is an idea
worth developing which, if not new, has
been somewhat neglected.

If your set ever develops a really striking
fault use a pair of
telephone receivers.
and track the music
through from the de-
tector to the loud
speaker, noting its
condition and relative
volume at each
point.

If you can do that
systematically y o u
will possibly locate
the trouble, and most
probably you will
learn a lot about the
working of the set.
But be careful you
don't touch high
potential points
with your fingers.
To do so certainly
might nullify your
efforts, or give you a
serious electrical
shock.
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OTHER TYPES
AND PRICES :

1-1.210.
R.C. and H.F.

10/6
H.L.210.

H.F. &
Detector,

10/6
L.210.

Amplifier,
1st Stage,

10/6
P.220.

Power Valve
12/6

All other types
available shortly.

No Need to Alter Your Receiver.
-you simply make a connection from the terminal of
the Lissen Power Pentode to the highest H.T. tapping
you are using. It seems like four times the volume you
get when you put this Lissen Power Pentode Valve
into your set.

LISSEN LIMITED,
Worple Road, Isleworth, Middlesex.
Factories also at Richmond (Surrey)
and Edmonton. IM anaging Director :
T. N. Cole.)

16,

This is a new valve that will give
you big
and yet
It takes
current.

volume with purity
works off batteries.
only 7 milliamps of
Your existing batteries

are therefore all it requires,
and they will last you just as
long as with ordinary valves.
Put this new Lissen Power Pentode valve into
any set with one stage' of L.F. amplification and
the increase in volume will surprise you. You
will get very big volume from your local station
and fine. loudspeaker strength from distant
stations previously heard only on headphones.

Ask for Lissen Power Pentode --the only Power
Pentode Valve you can drive off batteries-
and learn the difference this new valve makes

to your set.

LISSEN
POWER

PENTODE
P.T. 17/6

CF
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All who prefer Quality
in Cigarettes

5 for 3d. 10 for 6d.
20 for 114.

teswitsewIti.

WEARITE H.F. CHOKE
For alt teave-tengths front 10-2,000

metres.
Inductance 300,000 M.H. Resistance zoo
ohms. Self -capacity3' 5 M.M.F. Iron cored.
CAN BE SUPPLIED CENTRE TAPPED

FOR SCRATCH FILTERS.
Price 6,6.

A.C. VALVE HOLDERS
with special flexible spring sockets.

1;3 each.'
Horizontal type for S.G. Valves, 1,9 each.
ALL TYPES OF SPECIFIED SCREENS.
TITAN COIL 151-.

be'lltii-41.-4110,41se/W9,11.

CatiPOVENTS
I ANEW LINE of GREAT INTEREST

RHEOSTATS, 4, 7, 15 ohms, 1 '6 each ;
3o ohms, 1;9 ; $o ohms, 2:-.
POTENTIOMETERS, 300, 40o ohms, 2i6.
VOLUME CONTROLS, o'5, i, z megohms,
4/- each.

Write Jor Iree Illustrated lists.to:

WRIGHT & WEAIRE LTD.
740 High Road, Tottenham, N.17

'Phone Tottenham 381.7/8.
1486.-ippowibewca--ak--16.-wth,-wnt.4

1'9
POST
FREE

READ w ...sAT SA Els-
PIED USERS SAY:

" I congratulate you on the
great improvement yen have
made . . . it is surprisingly
accurate."-H.B., Pei giiton.

I am very pleased with
the Station Finder you sent
me and should like you to
send one to a friend . v'-
please have one sent to -7."
FN., London.
" I have  logged definitely
about 30 stations . . a
gadget like your Finder is
invaluable." - A.R., Col-
chester. '

WIAAT STATION WAS THAT?
Why be limited in ,our choice of programme/
Thousands of wireless sets are installed'throughout
the country which could bring boundless pleasure if
their owners could use them to full advantage. With
the B.G.L. RADIO STATION FINDER the choice of
the world's finest pro4rammes is yours.
IDENTIFY THE STATION CALLING- -TUNE IN THE STATION YOU LIKE

40 to 50
stations ought easily to be picked up by any modern
set. The B.G.L. RADIO STATION FINDER enables
you to identify any station calling or to tune in
to any of the
liStIFt IL /066 STATIONS
you like. No technical knowledge necessary. Elimi-
nates oscillation. Can be used with any valve set.
The readings of every station within the range
oi your set are

la LT -A. Et A. Br 'X' E 1:9
by the manufacturers or your money refunded.
THE B.G.L. RADIO STATION FINDER
attractively finishers. ompletc with full instruc-
tions. 119, post ree.
BRITISH GAMES LTD. (DEPT. P.W .),
19, CLERKENWELL CLOSE, LONDON, E.C.1

Trade Enquiries Invited.

35, FOR19f6
POST 9d.

For a limited time to intro.
duce our P.R Speaker, wo
have arranged to Supply
the complete KIT to make
up this wonderfully Power-
ful speaker for 1916.
Eke NT consists of our
Balanced Armature P.R.
Speaker Unit, the Special
P.R.Fabric Cone, 3 -ply oak -
front Baffie,4heavy,natural
oak cabinet -finished sides
cut ready for assembly, 4
pieces oak front moulding.
4 rubber feet,. 3 -ply unit

cradle, screws, eto.
The whole sent safely
packed by return, of post
ready for you to assemble
with full instructions.
Please note that the otiose
consists only of a complete
kit READY TO ASSEIIRLE

and is UNPOLISHED
P.R. PRODUCTS.

S.24, P.R. House Newgate Street,London,
E .C.4 (Opposite Poet Office Tube.) Telephone: City 3788'
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THE life stream of the valve is centred
in the filament, which supplies in a
manner that is still not thoroughly

understood the apparently -unending flow -

of electrons which gives the system as a
whole its power of doing useful work.

The primary source of energy is, of course,
the filament battery, which, first of all,
" vitalises " the filament by making it
red hot. In this condition a certain
proportion of the electrons passing through
the wire lose their grip, so to speak, on the

metal conductor and
escape into the sur-
rounding vacuum.

Here they come
under the influence
of the grid and plate
voltages, and are
pumped  or forced
into the circulatory
path through the
valve anik into the
outside circuit,
where they perform
their necessary
duty on the succeed-
ing valve, or loud-
speaker, as the case
may be, before re-
turning to the
battery reservoir
from which they
first came.

The electron was
known to science
many years before

the thermionic valve came along to
harness and control its operation in
the thorough -going fashion so familiar
to us toe -day. Physicists had, in fact,
already discovered that a coating of lime

. or calcium oxide furnished a more copious
emission of electrons, when heated by an
electric current, than could be obtained
from a bare platinum or nickel wire.

Cossor
410 R.C.

, owl

A modern dull -emitter
valve.

Coated Filaments.
The Wehnelt 'or oxide -coated filament

was accordingly fitted to the early Lieben-
Reisz and Round valves, although there
was a period when ordinary plain -metal,
such as platinum or nickel and even carbon,
filaments were used with some success.

The demand for economy in battery
consumption soon displaced these high -
temperature filaments in favour of the
so-called dull -emitters. At this stage of
development manufacturers were for a
time divided between the merits of the
thoriated-tungsten and the oxide -coated
filaments. In the former type a small
percentage of thorium is alloyed with a

* ... 4- ...  .. 000- 0 w0-4.-0"*
1

+The vital centre of the valve is, of f
course, the filament, and the
following facts about that thinnest
of threads will be of especial interest

to all valve -set owners.
By J. C. JEVONS.

*    1-.0 
tungsten core, and constitutes the activating
element. Under. the influence of thet
heating current the thorium content drifts
and there becomes an active centre of
electron emission.

After prolonged use the thorium content
appears to lose its potency as an electron -
liberator and the sensitivity of the filament
accordingly falls off. It is supposed that
this is due to the occlusion of the thorium
in the centre of the filament wire, so that
a prolonged heating, without the application
of any plate potential, will often drive
fresh thorium to the outer surface of the
wire and restore some of the emissivity..

In the case of the oxide -coated filament,
it was thought at one time that the barium
oxide was itself the scat of emission, and
that the creation of the electron stream
was primarily due to some chemical action
which accompanied the disintegration of
the oxide into its constituent parts.

Oxygen Set Free.
This theory is not consistent with the

" mechanism " . of electron emission from
a plain tungsten wire. Here it has been
definitely proved that the production of
electrons cannot be due to chemical action,
since _the total mass of electrons liberated
during the life of the filament is greater
than the amount of matter contained in the
wire itself. -

The modem theory of the action of the
oxide -coated filament regards the chemical
action, which' undoubtedly takes place,
not as the actual source of supply but merely
as a stimulating centre for the liberation of
electrons from the current stream passing
through the filament.

Under the combined action of the heating
current and the application of plate voltage,
an initial liberation of electrons sets in
from the filament towards the plate. This
reacts electrolytically upon . the oxide
coating of the film, and decomposes it into
oxygen and the pure metal. The former
diffuses into the vacuum of the bulb, and
the latter drifts to the outer surface of the
filament w,here it forms a series of active
spots or emission centres, from which
electrons can escape in large quantitiet.

These " colonies of barium atoms
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distributed over the surface of the filament
form, as it were, funnels or openings through
which the electrons passing through the
wire can readily escape into the vacuum
of the bulb, and so come under the con-
trolling influence of the grid and plate.

There are several alternative methods
of preparing the coated filament, all of
them calling for considerable skill and
careful technique. In one up-to-date
system the barium element is applied to
the wire core in men°.

Preparation.
A prepared nickel or tungsten wire is

first mounted in posi-
tion on the valve stub,
and a " blob " of barium_
metal is then fixed to
the surface of the plate,
facing the filament,
before the bulb is ex -
exhausted. After
pumping, the valve
is placed inside a
high -frequency in-
duction coil, where the
induced currents beat
the whole of the elec-
trodes and cause the
barium to evaporate.
The latter attacks the
tungsten oxide coating
on the filament and
forms barium oxide,
which is then ready to
be " activated " by
running the valve with
a high voltage on the
plate.

According to another
recent process, a mixture
of alkaline -earth carbon-
ates is first suspended
in methyl alcohol. A
stream of carbonic acid
gas is then passed
through the mixture so
as to deposit a com-
pound, which, when
mixed with water, forms
a solution of carbonates.

The wire core is now immersed in this
very finely -divided mixture and an electric
current is passed through the wire forming
one electrode and the containing vessel
the other.

The applied current causes the colloidal
particles to drift electrolytically towards
the wire, on to which they adhere as a
firm coating. After drying, the carbonate
Coating is " glowed "-to convert it into -the
oxide.

This 20 -kw. water-
cooled transmitter
has something like

a filament.
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FROM. THE TECHNICAL EDITOR'S NOTE BOOK,

DUBILIER ANTI - INTERFERENCE
HE Dubilier anti -interference unit em-

bodies what I consider to be a
particularly attractive idea. Its ad-

justment controls and its terminals are
enclosed by a cover which is screwed down
when the instrument is set and the connec-
tions made.

Generally one wants a wave -trap to
suppress only the  one station so that
it is unnecessary to make continual

This is the Dubili er
Anti -Interference
Unit, with its
protective cover
removed. The
device is adjusted
with aserewdriver,
as shown. Note
the aperture in the
cover, through
which the leads

can pass.

reference to its adjustment and con-
nections. Indeed, once satisfactorily ad-
justed, there should be no need to think
of the device again.  That is, unless. -
the station should happen to alter its
wave -length.

Further, the provision of a protec-
tive covering prevents any accidental
movement of the control. The Dubilier
anti -interference Unit is a high-class
production, and its appearance is well
above the average. It is completely
enclosed in a handsome moulded casing
with two substantial feet, which are
provided for screwing down purposes. Its
trapping action is effective, a powerful
local being confined to within but two
or three degrees on the tuning dial of an
ordinarily inselectiye set.

PHOTO -ELECTRIC CELLS.
This is the title of a book

just published by Sir Isaac
Pitman and Sons, Ltd., at 15s.
net, and written by Dr. Norman
R. Campbell and Dordthy
Ritchie, who are members of
the research staff of the General
Electric Co., Ltd., at Wembley.
It is an authoritative work and

should be on the bookshelves of all radio
picture or television experimenters.

USEFUL FOR TRADERS.
The Wireless and Gramophone Traders

Year Book and Diary for 1930, which retails
at 5s. ed., should be in the hands of all
traders. It gives, among many other
things, very complete lists of manufac-
turers, manufacturers' agents, and factors.
There is also a very comprehensive gramo-
phone section.

LOEWE FIXED CONDENSERS.
The Loewe Radio Co., Ltd., are now

manufacturing fixed condensers in metal
cases for use in mains units and mains sets.
The standard values available range from
-1 to 10 mfd., and all these are obtainable
tested to 500, 700, 1,000 and 1,200 volts
D.C. The sample sent for test is of 1 mfd.
capacity tested to 500 volts D.C.

I like its neat aluminium coloured metal
case and its compactness, for it is rather
smaller than the usual 1 mfd. condenser.
Also, electrically, I found it perfectly satis-
factory. I gave it 500 volts A.C., and it
stood up even to this unfair strain.

The present saniple has soldering tags,
but these are not too popular among
home constructors. I would advise the
Loewe people to place terminal models of
their excellent condensers on the market,
for it is undoubtedly these that get the
widest sale among amateurs.

NEW SHOWROOMS.
Messrs. Burndept Wireless (1928), Ltd.,

have opened showrooms and a demonstra-
tion salon at Roxburgh House, 283, Regent
Street, W.1, where the scheme of decora-
tion has been planned with the view to
combining art with commerce.

THE "MAGIC" FOUR.
Igranic. Electric Co., -

Ltd.,. have published
a " pamphlet dealing9
with the " P.W.
".Magic " Four and
the Igranic - radio
devices that are suit-
able for this popular
receiver.

MICROFU FUSES.
- In officially advising

us that they are the
sole distributors of
Messrs. Microf uses.

Popular Wireless, February 15th, 1980;`:`.'

Ltd.'s, products, Microfu Fuses, the Tele-
graph Condenser Co., Ltd., ask us to make
it known that all inquiries, technical and
otherwise, concerning Microfu fuses should
now be sent to the Microfu section at the
T.C.C. North Acton address.

THE R.I. " HYPERMITE."
And so we go on ! First the " Hypermu,"

which, in all conscience, was a triumph of
compactness and electrical efficiency, and
now the "Hypermite," which is, I suppose,
the world's 'smallest L.F. transformer. At
least, there may be smaller articles that
purport to be L.F. transformers, but with
the R.I. Hypermite, no excuses have to be
offered in regard to its performance.

Two and a half inches will cover it in
any direction, and it weighs a mere seven
ounces.

In these circumstances it really is extra-
ordinary that 50 henries of primary induct-
ance has been achieved, for that value is

WHEN YOU ARE BUYING-
(1) A VARIABLE CONDENSER- "=,"

see that it is O.K. in regard to the
following important points :

77;-

(a) Vanes rigidly locked in their re-
spective groups.

(b) Vanes made of stiff material.
 (c) Vanes do not scrape even when

pressure is applied in any direction
- to the control knob, spindle or dial.
t- (d) Terminals are widely spaced and

accessibly placed.
(e) Movement is smooth and free from

"backlash,"and moving vanes do not
move by themselves whatever way
you hold the condenser.

(1) Bearings are true and spindle does
net wobble.

iiIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIi

good for any transformer, whatever its
size and price. Of course, a high primary
inductance is one of the hall -marks of a
high-class L.F. transformer.

It should be mentioned before these facts
lose their emphasis that the price of the
Hypermite is 12s. 6d. Thus it beconies the
cheapest of all the transformers embodying
the new type of nickel -iron alloy cores.

Of course, its performance doesn't equal
that of the " Hypermu," but, in the ordinary
smaller kind of set, the difference would not
be appreciated by the average constructor.

Indeed, the Hypermite functions aston-
ishingly well, and its amplification curve is.
one that would grace a component costing
much more.

By the way, the Hypermite is the ideal
transformer for the portable set on account
of its lightness and compactness.

Two of the remarkable little R.I. " Rypennites."
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The outstanding feature of the FERRANTI
All Electric Receiver is the reproduction, which
is very nearly true to life. The volume and
richness of tone satisfy the critical listener.
This quality is attained by the use of the finest audio fre-
quency components available and the close attention to detail
which is expected from FERRANTI. Every component has
been designed or chosen for the purpose it has to fulfil.

We have considered quality before price. Quality tells in
the long run, and the first cost is the last cost when the
best is bought.
The Set is handsome, too. You have the choice of three
woods to tone with any scheme of furnishing.
Available for Alternating Current only, voltages 200 to 250;
40 cycles or over. Any high-class dealer will demonstrate this
set to you and many will supply it on H.P. terms, if desired.

Price, including valves :
In Oak, £25. In Mahogany, £26. In Walnut, £26.

Rovaltv kr ex!, a.

NTI
ALL ELECTRIC RECEIVER
FERRANTI LTD. LANCASHIRE
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ON the -,Mod old principle that you
cannot have too. much of a good
thing, here is yet another version of

hat valuable little interference remover,
the Brook mans Rejector. The fact is
that we feel that this rejector is so good

opula Wireless, Fuomarg 15tii, 1931,

a " last word " version, with
10specially accurate and eas'

operated controls, and the
to cut out one or other of two
interfering stations at will. 0PIt is not a double rejector in ..-1'

.0003

Cg

At
0

Az

To SET
A/a25

By a touch of the switch 5, either one or other of your interfering
transmissions completely vanishes, leaving the ether clear for the

station you want.

that it should be produced in quite a
number of different forms, so that practi-
cally every one of our readers may be able
to pick out one exactly to suit his particular
taste, and so we are providing designs of
all sorts of different types.

The present one is intended to meet the
needs of the man who wants something of

the sense of re-
jecting two stations at
once, but it is a double one
in as much as it will reject
either of two stations by
operating a change -over
switch. It is not intended,
therefore, -to meet the needs
of those who find they must
have a means of eliminating
the signals of both the Brook -
mans Park transmitters in
order that they may receive
foreigners.

Cut It Out T.'
It is intended to serve

those who only require to .... *
eliminate one of them at a
time, and possess a sufficient-
ly selective receiver or are
sufficiently far from Brook -
mans Park to be able to pick
up foreigners without much
difficulty, so long as one or
other of the Regional trans-
missions is removed from the
dial.

This de luxe version, then,
is meant chiefly for people
who do not live particularly
close to Brookmans Park and

those in the other broadcasting centres
where there is only one interfering station.

In the latter case, it is intended that
they should set one of the rejector circuits
to remove their local and the other one to
remove 5 X X, so that they can be clear of
interference on the- long wave -band and
he able to receive 5 X X, Konigswuster-

hausen, Eiffel Tower,
and so on without the
usual background of
the long -wave Day -
entry station.

Either short- or long -wave interference can be removed by this ingenious
unit, while heterodyne whistles can frequently be wiped out by l

l.adjustment of the condensers on the panel.

The Circuit.

Now let us take a
look at the circuit.
First of all, you will
note that there is the
usual variable coup-
ling condenser C, and
above this there is
the change -over
switch which gives
you either the rejector
circuit C2 --L2, or the
other one composed of
the coil L1 and the
two condensers CI and
C4, these two latter
being connected in
parallel in a way
which gives you a
rather larger capacity
than could be ob-
tained by means of
the variable c, alone.

The idea is that you
shall set the circuit

(WOO
DE Luzki

composed of C2 and L2 (in con-
junction with a suitable adjust-
ment of the coupling condenser
C3) so that it eliminates one of

With this amazing rejector you can cut out +

either of the Regional programmes, or other
interfering stations, on either high or low
wave -length, simply by a touch of the switch. #

Absolutely essential to all who are troubled

cannot separate the 5 X X, Radio Paris and /
by powerful and interfering " locals," or who

Eiffel Tower transmissions.
Designed and Described by

TuE " P.W." RESEARCH DEPARTMENT.
-4,-.--------4.-41.-40-4. *

your interfering stations. Then, on moving
the change -over switch so as to bring the
other rejector into
circuit, this is ad-
justed to remove
your other jamming
transmission and,
thereafter, by mov-
ing the switch to
one position or the
other you can get
rid of whichever
one is annoying you
at the moment.

For example, in
one of the pro-
vincial broadcast-
ing centres you
would set the cir-
cuit composed of L,
and the condensers
CI and C4 so that
it removes the local
transmission, t h e
circuit composed of
C2 and L2 being set
to remove 5 X X.
Then, by working
the switch, you can
deal with the inter-
ference on either
wave -band.

Again, in the
London area one
would set the C2,
L2 circuit to remove
the 261 -metre trans-
mission, and the C1,
C4, L1 circuit to
shut out the 356 -
metre one, dealing

ireless; kebruary

with one Or the other thereafter by
means of the change -over switch as re-
quired. Again, in this area it is very often
found that the only serious interference is
from the 356 -metre transmission, the 261 -

metre one being
fairly easily tuned

PANa.rrer

FRo/yr OF PANEL
yil.ra

Three condensers and a switch, ' The former are set and left set for all
ordinary purposes, the switch enalding you to go from one wave-iem:th to

anotlyr in a second.

out as a rule.
In such circum-

stances you would
set one of the re-
jector circuits to cut
out the 356 -metre
Brookmans Park
wave and the other
one to deal with
5 X X and so pro-
ceed very much as
we have just men-
tioned in the ease
of a provincial loca-
tion.

So much for the
general idea of this
" de luxe" version
of the Brookmans
Rejector. We shall
have a little more to
say about its actual
use later on, but
now let us take a
look at it as a con-
structional job.
Well, the first thing
to do is to take a
piece of ebonite, 7in.
by 6 in., and mount
thereon the three
variable condensers,
which are of a
special very reason -
a b l y priced type
brought out for this
particular circuit by

Ready Radio, Ltd., and a, single -
poi ange-over switch, together with
the ne :.:ry Ran- of aerial terminals.

The two terminals in question, by the
way, are to be used as follows. The
actual aerial lead is to be connected to
the terminal marked " Aerial 1," while
terminal ".Aerial, 2 is to be wired to
the ordinary aerial terminal on your
receiving set, so bringing the unit in
series between the aerial and the aerial
terminal of the set.

Tha Change -over Switch.
These are all single -hole fixing com-

ponents, and it will not take you long
to get them all in position, with the aid
of the dimensioned diagram for panel
drilling which you will find in these
pages.

Just a word or two about the change.
over switch. This should be of the
push-pull variety, and we must explain
exactly what is meant by the lettering
on the Wiring diagram, referring to this

component. First of all, there is
the terminal marked " contact
on disc." This will be quite
clear to you if you use the actual
make of switch employed in our
original unit. but we will state
exactly what it means in case
you use any other type.

This is a terminal which applies to the
actual moving element or plunger of the
switch. You should look out for the
terminal which obviously is in contact with
the moving plunger in whatever position
the switch happens to be set at the moment.
Then there is another terminal marked
" small pillar." This is the contact with
which the moving plunger conies into
connection when The knob is pulled out-
wards.

The other terminal
is marked " tallest
pillar," and this is
the point with which
the moving plunger
makes contact when
the knob is pushed
inwards. With the
aid of these notes we
think you will be able
to make the correct
connections to any
type of change -over
switch you may hap-
pen to employ.

A Handy Unit.
Attached to the

lower edge of the
panel in the usual
way with a row of
small screws is a
shall o w baseboard,
measuring about 7 in.
by 4 in., on which the
remainder of the com-
ponents are mounted.
These consist of two
single -coil holders and
a fixed condenser of
.0003 mfd., and we
would point out that
it is rather important

"THE MOST EFFICIENT PERFORMANCE t HAVE EVER COME ACROSS."- Capt. Eckersley
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to get the two coil holders  in roughly the
correct position. . They were placed with
some care to  prevent any appreciable
amount of interaction between the two
coils, and just a little caution at making a
good copy is worth while.

Liainmafiafilfilasannififilaanaimunsmanailailatafila

LIST OF COMPONENTS.

-g-

I Panel; 6 in. x 7 in. (Becol, Trolite,
Resiston, Goltone, Trelleborg, " Kay -
Ray," Keystone, etc.).

1 Cabinet, if desired (see text), and
baseboard about 4 in. deep.

3 -00075-mid. "Brookmans " conden-
sers (Ready Radio).

1 Single -pole change -over switch, push-
pull type (Bulgin, Lissen, etc.).

2 Terminals (Belling and Lee, Eelex,
Burton, Igranic, etc.).

2 Baseboard -mounting single -coil
sockets (Wearite, Ready Radio, Lissen,
Lotus, Magnum, Igranic, Raymond,
etc.).

1 .0003-mfd. fixed condenser (T.C.C.,
Lissen, Mullard, Dubilier, Clarke,
Goltone, Wearite, Magnum, Graham-
Farrish, etc.).

Coils according to notes in text.
Wire, screws, etc.

TnalaniafiananfinafilmallaifillfilinanamallanalinlI1F.:

The idea of the whole unit is that it may
be placed in a small vertical front cabinet
like a receiving set, or, alternatively, it
can just stand upon the table without any
form of cabinet if you care to use it in this
way.

Here are the point-to-point connections
for the unit, which you may find useful in
wiring up. Terminal Aerial 1 to one side of
condenser Cs and small pillar on switch S.

(Continued on next page.)

Very little in it, is there ? But that little does a tremendous tot. It
keeps your ether clear and acts as an impassable barrier to unwanted signals.
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ON the -,Mod old principle that you
cannot have too. much of a good
thing, here is yet another version of

hat valuable little interference remover,
the Brook mans Rejector. The fact is
that we feel that this rejector is so good

opula Wireless, Fuomarg 15tii, 1931,

a " last word " version, with
10specially accurate and eas'

operated controls, and the
to cut out one or other of two
interfering stations at will. 0PIt is not a double rejector in ..-1'

.0003

Cg

At
0

Az

To SET
A/a25

By a touch of the switch 5, either one or other of your interfering
transmissions completely vanishes, leaving the ether clear for the

station you want.

that it should be produced in quite a
number of different forms, so that practi-
cally every one of our readers may be able
to pick out one exactly to suit his particular
taste, and so we are providing designs of
all sorts of different types.

The present one is intended to meet the
needs of the man who wants something of

the sense of re-
jecting two stations at
once, but it is a double one
in as much as it will reject
either of two stations by
operating a change -over
switch. It is not intended,
therefore, -to meet the needs
of those who find they must
have a means of eliminating
the signals of both the Brook -
mans Park transmitters in
order that they may receive
foreigners.

Cut It Out T.'
It is intended to serve

those who only require to .... *
eliminate one of them at a
time, and possess a sufficient-
ly selective receiver or are
sufficiently far from Brook -
mans Park to be able to pick
up foreigners without much
difficulty, so long as one or
other of the Regional trans-
missions is removed from the
dial.

This de luxe version, then,
is meant chiefly for people
who do not live particularly
close to Brookmans Park and

those in the other broadcasting centres
where there is only one interfering station.

In the latter case, it is intended that
they should set one of the rejector circuits
to remove their local and the other one to
remove 5 X X, so that they can be clear of
interference on the- long wave -band and
he able to receive 5 X X, Konigswuster-

hausen, Eiffel Tower,
and so on without the
usual background of
the long -wave Day -
entry station.

Either short- or long -wave interference can be removed by this ingenious
unit, while heterodyne whistles can frequently be wiped out by l

l.adjustment of the condensers on the panel.

The Circuit.

Now let us take a
look at the circuit.
First of all, you will
note that there is the
usual variable coup-
ling condenser C, and
above this there is
the change -over
switch which gives
you either the rejector
circuit C2 --L2, or the
other one composed of
the coil L1 and the
two condensers CI and
C4, these two latter
being connected in
parallel in a way
which gives you a
rather larger capacity
than could be ob-
tained by means of
the variable c, alone.

The idea is that you
shall set the circuit

(WOO
DE Luzki

composed of C2 and L2 (in con-
junction with a suitable adjust-
ment of the coupling condenser
C3) so that it eliminates one of

With this amazing rejector you can cut out +

either of the Regional programmes, or other
interfering stations, on either high or low
wave -length, simply by a touch of the switch. #

Absolutely essential to all who are troubled

cannot separate the 5 X X, Radio Paris and /
by powerful and interfering " locals," or who

Eiffel Tower transmissions.
Designed and Described by

TuE " P.W." RESEARCH DEPARTMENT.
-4,-.--------4.-41.-40-4. *

your interfering stations. Then, on moving
the change -over switch so as to bring the
other rejector into
circuit, this is ad-
justed to remove
your other jamming
transmission and,
thereafter, by mov-
ing the switch to
one position or the
other you can get
rid of whichever
one is annoying you
at the moment.

For example, in
one of the pro-
vincial broadcast-
ing centres you
would set the cir-
cuit composed of L,
and the condensers
CI and C4 so that
it removes the local
transmission, t h e
circuit composed of
C2 and L2 being set
to remove 5 X X.
Then, by working
the switch, you can
deal with the inter-
ference on either
wave -band.

Again, in the
London area one
would set the C2,
L2 circuit to remove
the 261 -metre trans-
mission, and the C1,
C4, L1 circuit to
shut out the 356 -
metre one, dealing

ireless; kebruary

with one Or the other thereafter by
means of the change -over switch as re-
quired. Again, in this area it is very often
found that the only serious interference is
from the 356 -metre transmission, the 261 -

metre one being
fairly easily tuned

PANa.rrer

FRo/yr OF PANEL
yil.ra

Three condensers and a switch, ' The former are set and left set for all
ordinary purposes, the switch enalding you to go from one wave-iem:th to

anotlyr in a second.

out as a rule.
In such circum-

stances you would
set one of the re-
jector circuits to cut
out the 356 -metre
Brookmans Park
wave and the other
one to deal with
5 X X and so pro-
ceed very much as
we have just men-
tioned in the ease
of a provincial loca-
tion.

So much for the
general idea of this
" de luxe" version
of the Brookmans
Rejector. We shall
have a little more to
say about its actual
use later on, but
now let us take a
look at it as a con-
structional job.
Well, the first thing
to do is to take a
piece of ebonite, 7in.
by 6 in., and mount
thereon the three
variable condensers,
which are of a
special very reason -
a b l y priced type
brought out for this
particular circuit by

Ready Radio, Ltd., and a, single -
poi ange-over switch, together with
the ne :.:ry Ran- of aerial terminals.

The two terminals in question, by the
way, are to be used as follows. The
actual aerial lead is to be connected to
the terminal marked " Aerial 1," while
terminal ".Aerial, 2 is to be wired to
the ordinary aerial terminal on your
receiving set, so bringing the unit in
series between the aerial and the aerial
terminal of the set.

Tha Change -over Switch.
These are all single -hole fixing com-

ponents, and it will not take you long
to get them all in position, with the aid
of the dimensioned diagram for panel
drilling which you will find in these
pages.

Just a word or two about the change.
over switch. This should be of the
push-pull variety, and we must explain
exactly what is meant by the lettering
on the Wiring diagram, referring to this

component. First of all, there is
the terminal marked " contact
on disc." This will be quite
clear to you if you use the actual
make of switch employed in our
original unit. but we will state
exactly what it means in case
you use any other type.

This is a terminal which applies to the
actual moving element or plunger of the
switch. You should look out for the
terminal which obviously is in contact with
the moving plunger in whatever position
the switch happens to be set at the moment.
Then there is another terminal marked
" small pillar." This is the contact with
which the moving plunger conies into
connection when The knob is pulled out-
wards.

The other terminal
is marked " tallest
pillar," and this is
the point with which
the moving plunger
makes contact when
the knob is pushed
inwards. With the
aid of these notes we
think you will be able
to make the correct
connections to any
type of change -over
switch you may hap-
pen to employ.

A Handy Unit.
Attached to the

lower edge of the
panel in the usual
way with a row of
small screws is a
shall o w baseboard,
measuring about 7 in.
by 4 in., on which the
remainder of the com-
ponents are mounted.
These consist of two
single -coil holders and
a fixed condenser of
.0003 mfd., and we
would point out that
it is rather important

"THE MOST EFFICIENT PERFORMANCE t HAVE EVER COME ACROSS."- Capt. Eckersley
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to get the two coil holders  in roughly the
correct position. . They were placed with
some care to  prevent any appreciable
amount of interaction between the two
coils, and just a little caution at making a
good copy is worth while.

Liainmafiafilfilasannififilaanaimunsmanailailatafila

LIST OF COMPONENTS.

-g-

I Panel; 6 in. x 7 in. (Becol, Trolite,
Resiston, Goltone, Trelleborg, " Kay -
Ray," Keystone, etc.).

1 Cabinet, if desired (see text), and
baseboard about 4 in. deep.

3 -00075-mid. "Brookmans " conden-
sers (Ready Radio).

1 Single -pole change -over switch, push-
pull type (Bulgin, Lissen, etc.).

2 Terminals (Belling and Lee, Eelex,
Burton, Igranic, etc.).

2 Baseboard -mounting single -coil
sockets (Wearite, Ready Radio, Lissen,
Lotus, Magnum, Igranic, Raymond,
etc.).

1 .0003-mfd. fixed condenser (T.C.C.,
Lissen, Mullard, Dubilier, Clarke,
Goltone, Wearite, Magnum, Graham-
Farrish, etc.).

Coils according to notes in text.
Wire, screws, etc.

TnalaniafiananfinafilmallaifillfilinanamallanalinlI1F.:

The idea of the whole unit is that it may
be placed in a small vertical front cabinet
like a receiving set, or, alternatively, it
can just stand upon the table without any
form of cabinet if you care to use it in this
way.

Here are the point-to-point connections
for the unit, which you may find useful in
wiring up. Terminal Aerial 1 to one side of
condenser Cs and small pillar on switch S.

(Continued on next page.)

Very little in it, is there ? But that little does a tremendous tot. It
keeps your ether clear and acts as an impassable barrier to unwanted signals.
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THE " B.P." REJECTOR

, DE -LUXE.
(Continued from previous pap'.) 11

* 0-H4-0. 0-.1.-00.0 *

Terminal Aerial 2 to other side of con-
denser 03. one side of coil L,, ambone side
of L2. Other side of coil holder L2 to one
side of condenser 02, Other side of con-
denser 02 to tallest pillaf on -switch: Re,
maining side of coil holder L, to one side of
fixed condenser C4, and one -side of variable
condenser 01. Remaining side of fixed

2 3

Con/ rAc r one
HODY OFSW/TCh

0 O e

8.ROADCAST CO/Z.

O O e
L2

faGH- WAVE COAt

W/R/NG D/AGRAM
W324

Eight wires, that's all, and the job is done, and you are ready to waylay any trespassing station and to
wipe it out completely.

Popular Wireless, February 15th, 1930.

condenser C, to remaining side of variable
condenser Cl and contact on disc or body of_
switch. That completes the wiring.

Now for some practical instructions for
the use of the unit. Supposing first of all
that you want to use it for the elimination
of one or other of the Brookmans Park
transmissions. Insert a No. 50 coil in each
of the coil holders and proceed as follows.
First of all, set condenser C, to maximum,
and condensers Cl and 02 to minimum
(moving vanes right out of engagement
with fixed vanes). Set switch with its knob
pushed inwards.

Wiping out the Local.
Now tune in the 261 -transmission on

your set, and detune a little below it so as
to reduce the volume a trifle. (If your set
will not tune below, tune just a trifle above.)
Now operate condenser C2 until you come
upon the rejection point which causes the
signals practically to -vanish, and on either
side of which they reappear. Probably
they will not disappear altogether at first,
so then try reducing condenser C3 a little,
and agaiii retune on C.,. Continue in this
way until you find you can only just find
the rejection point when condenser C2 is
full in. This usually requires condenser C3
to be set to some value nearly half -way in.

Having found this rejection point as
accurately as possible, turn your attention

illI11111111111101111111111111111111111101111111 I I611111111I10111111111mL

" I was particularly struck with the in-
 genious design of the Brookmans Re-

jector Circuit, because this method does E E

E appear to give the most efficient per-
= formance I have ever come across." E

Capt. P. P. ECKERSLEY.
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to the 356 -metre transmission. In order
to dO this, leave condenser 02 set (you will
not need to touch it again) and pull the
knOb of 'switch S outwards. Tune in the
356 -metre transmission on your set, and
turn your attention then to condenser 0,.
Find the rejection point for the signals on
this, and then the task is done. Thereafter
all you will have to do in order to remove
one or other of the stations will be to work
the switch as may be required:

On the Long Waves.
Now, suppose that you wish to remove

just one station on the lower wave -band
and one on the upper band (5 X X in all
probability). You will now require a No. 50
in the L, socket as before, and a No. 200
or preferably 250 in, the L2 socket. Start
off With the switch knob pulled outwards
and find the rejection point for your local
station (the lower wave one) on the con-
denser Cl exactly as before.

Next go over to long waves, push the
switch knob inwards and find the correct
rejection setting for 5 X X on condenser 02.
In order to get the best effect you should
start off in the first place with condenser
C, set to somewhere about half its full
capacity and then find the rejection point
on C. When you go over to the long
waves leave C3 alone and carry out the
rejection on condenser 02.

There, that sounded pretty simple,
didn't it ? You will find in actual practice
it is just as simple as it looks on paper,
end the ease with which you can cut out an
interfering station is even more surprising
and remarkable.
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SCREEN GRID

OSR
M.S.4

(Indirectly Heated)
This valve has the lowest internal self-
capacity of, any screen grid valve - 0.0025
micro-microfarads when adequately screened.
The characteristic " slope " is 1.1 ma/volt.
Small bulb. More magnifi-
cation-easier to stabilize.

Characteristics
Filament Volts ... 40
Filament Current ... 1.0 amp. approx.
Amplification Factor ... ... 550
Impedance 500,000 ohms.

(at s:reen volts 70)
Mutual Conductance ... 1.1
Anode Volts ... 200 max.

PRICE 25/- MADE IN
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ENGLAND Sold by all Wireless Dealers.

Advt. of The General Electric Co. Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.
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The new Dario Valves will improve your radio
set - at a lower price, because Dario Valves are
made in large quantities by one of the biggest
Valve Factories in the world and sold free from
any price control. Dario Valves have the New
Coated Filament - the New Super -Strength Grid
and the new Large -Size Anode-points that mean
greater all-round efficiency - points that prove
Dario Supremacy.

TWO VOLT Prices
Universal 1 amp 5/6
Resistron 1 amp 5/6
Super H.F. '15 amps 5/6
Super Power '18 amps 7/6
Hyper Power amps 9/6

FOUR VOLT Prices
Universal '075 amps 5/6
Resistron .075 amps 5/6
Super H.F. .0,5 amps 5/6
Super Power *1 amp. 7/6
Hyper Power 15 amps 9/6

2 v.'15 amp.
4 v. 175 amp.

2 v..3 amp.
4 v. 15 amp.

nARin
Le VALVES

Vat
v:cetz..10

Ask your deakTr /Cr Ire- Dares Folder or write direct to:

IMPEX ELECTRICAL LTD.,
Dept. B, 538, High Road, Leytonstone, London, E.11.

Popular Wireless, February 131/1, 1930.

HOW TO MAKE
alirst rate
CONE
SWIM
at kW,
cost /

11

The Amateur who appre-
ciates good results will be
delighted with the reproduc-
tion given by this low priced
but highly efficient combina-
tion.

Used together the cone unit
and assembly give results
that compare favourably with
many high priced cones or,
if you prefer it, you can
attach the cone unit to a
home-made cone assembly
with good results.

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.,
Radio Division,

la, Newman Street, Oxford Street, W.1.
Branches in all the Principal Towns.

EDISWAN
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APT ECKERSLEYS
UERY CORNER

An Aerial Problem.
C. T. (Paisley).7-." With my frame aerial

it is difficult to decide which is the' position
for maximum volume, but it is easy to find
a 'point where signals either disappear or
are at a minimum. Is it safe to assume
that loudest results will be obtained at
right angles to this miniminn Position ? "
' The loudest results are truly where the

frame is at right angles to its minimum
sensitivity position on it given station. lint'
the gain of signal by turning it from 10
degrees off minimum to 90 degrees rift
minimum is very slight, and practically
anywhere off 10 degrees either side of
minimum is a satisfactory working position.

Using S.G.'s and Anode Bend.
L. T. A (Newark).-" Is there any

disadvantage in the use of anode -bend
rectification after one or two S.G. stages ?
I have been given to understand that
reaction troubles are rather more difficult
to cure than with leaky -grid detection.
Or should I not need to use reaction ? "

I think it's just that reaction conditions
with bottom -bend rectification are difficult,
so don't use it. You ought to get plenty
of power to your detector with a reasonable
aerial and 2 S.G. stages.

* * *

Stopping " Scratch."
L. F. P. (Baron's Court).-".I have a

three -valve set with which I use a gramo-
phone pick-up. Unfortunately, the amount
of scratch is so great as to make results
unbearable. Can you, therefore, suggest a
cure ?

One would say that your amplifier and/or
loud speaker and 'a pick-up is giving a pre-
dominariee of the high frequencies to the
detriment of the low : this would produce
scratch in any record, old or new.

The best cure -is to produce a straight-line
overall system by choosing all components
for their correct values for the circuits you
are using.

yoo Much Current.
Y. B. (Sevenoaks).-" For the last week

or ,so, I have been troubled with ' woof y '
signals, and I find that the anode current
to my last valve is more than twice what
it, should be, despite the fact that I am-
using the correct grid bias.. _What is likely to
have happened ?

Soft valve, or a partly short-circuited

* *

aka4.-5--. . .- - -. -4. -4- -04-4.-0-44 it

Under the above title, week by week, Captain P. P. Eckersley,
M,I.E.E., late Chief Engineer of the B.B.C., and now our Chief
Radio Consultant, will comment upon radio queries submitted
by P.W." readers. But don't address your queries to Captain

$Eckersley-a selection of those coming to the Query Department
in the ordinary way will be dealt with by him.

*-0-4-0-4- -4.- 1-4 *
impedance (loud speaker, loud -speaker
transformer primary, etc.) in the anode
circuit of the last valve would both do what
you complain of. Try a new transformer
loud. speaker, choke, or whatever it is in
your anode circuit, or a new valve.

WELL -
DRILLED !

a light, steady pressure and an upgjght drill ara
the secrets of success in drilling.

The Earth Condenser.
W. B. A. (Kensington).-" Whilst study-

ing some diagrams of D.C. mains sets, I
noticed a great difference in the capacity of
the series -earth condenser. Is there. a. correct
value for this condenser, or is ItS capacity
immaterial Y "

Provided it's above, say, 0.01 mfd., it's
all right. The point is that it must have a
v6ry good insulation value to stand against
the D.C. pressure, and not short-circuit the
mains.

Mica or Paper ?
G. T. S. (Cambridge).-" What is the real

reason, why it is necessary to employ mica
dielectric condensers in R.C.C. units in
preference to condensers with paper
dielectric ? "

Mica dielectric is used because it is easier
to make a small condenser with this insula-
tion than with paper.  Proper paper Would
do perfectly Well,' except that the condenser
would be very bulky.

*

H.F. and D.C. Resistance.
D. B. A. (Canterbury).-" Why does the

direct -current resistance of a length of wire
differ from the high -frequency resistance of
a similar length and- type of wire ? "

. When you start a ,current in a piece of
wire you must imagine it as. starting first
in the outer skin of the wire,, and then
sinking into the centre until a steady state
is obtained.

High -frequency currents reverse direction
so rapidly that the current never has time
to sink into the centre, and all conduction is
on the skin of the wire. There is a smaller
conductive path; therefore, and so the appa-
rentresistance of a wire is greater the greater
the frequency of alternating current, and
for very high frequencies a tube has the
same apparent resistance as,a rod.

With stranded wire you get more
skin and less centre, and so. a stranded
wire approximates ,to the same. H.F as
1).('. resistance.

*
Reversing the Secondary.

M. C. (Sydenham).--" two -valve
transiorinef-Coupled amplifier howls con-
tinuously, in spite of the faet that an ' anti-
mobo ' device is connected in series with the
detector H.T. find that if I reverse the
leads -to the secondary of the second trans-
foemer, the howling ceases... Is there any
harm in dein°. this ? "

None ; you haVe dine just the right thing
and stopped the reaction effects.

* *

Series Condenser or Coil Tap ?
T. K. L. (Colchester).-" I have a

directly -coupled aerial circuit on my set.
Which is the more efficient way of obtaining
a given degree of selectivity-by series aerial
condenser, or tap on the coil ? "

Both work equally well if conditions are
properly adjusted; but it's far simpler to
use an_ aerial aeries, condenser.
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+ LATEST BROADCASTING NEWS.

ST. DAVID'S DAY
MR. THOMAS TO BROAD- +

CAST RADIO REVUES-
MORE MORNING TALKS.

MARCH 1st, St. David's Day, this year
falls on a Saturday, so that the
.audience of Welahnien and others

all over the country who hear the special
programmes, which the B.B.C. is, as usual,
preparing in honour of the Patron Saint
of the Principality, will probably he greater
than ever before.

Both the Cardiff and Swansea transmitters
will, of course, be radiating these pro-
grammes, and arrangements have also been
made for their re -diffusion -by Daventry
(5 X X). Professor E. T. Davies of the
University College of North Wales, Bangor,
will be responsible for the early pa rt of
the evening programme from the Cardiff
Studio, where a ( o icert representative of
all parts of Wales will be- given. Thu
programme consists of Welsh nursery
rhymes and folk songs, sung by Mabel.
Parry (soprano), who comes from Caer-
narvon ; while mid -Wales is represented
by Tom Pickering (tenor); who is Tutor
at the School of Music, Aberystwyth; and
South Wake by the National Orchestra
whose members reside in Cardiff.

Mr. Thomas to Broadcast.
Among the items by the Orchestra is an

unfinished work by Vincent Thomas
entitled " Elegy" on a Dead Poet," intro-
ducing the tune Crugybar, the music being
in march time. It is a tribute to the
military service of the author who won
the %rain Chair in 1917 with " Yr Arwr "
which he wrote in the trenches. When the
award was announced, howeVer, the Chair
Was empty, the young soldier -poet having
been killed -after sending his Awdl to the
Eistedfodd.

The concert will be followed. at 9 p.m.
by a relay of the speeches at the St. David's
Day Banquet of the Cardiff Cyrnrodorion
Society, -which is to take place at the City
Hall. The toasts include that of " Our
Guest," proposed by the President, Dr.
H. M. Hughes and replied to by the Rt.
Hon. J. II. Thomas, M.P., Lord Privy Seal,
and " Wales " proposed by Principal
J. F. Rees and responded to by Alderman
Jenkins, M.P. The proceedings will also
include songs in Welsh by Claerwyn
Davies (tenor).

An Iniportant Talk.
Earlier the same evening Welsh stations

will broadcast a talk by the Rev. Dr.
Hartwell Jones on " St. David's Ideals
and the Welsh People." This talk will take
the place of the usual Saturday discussion
on Current Events affecting Both Sides of
the Bristol Channel.

Dr. Jones, who since 1892 has been
- Rector of Nutfield in Surrey, is the son of

the late Rev. Edward Jones, Vicar of
Llanrhaiadr, Oswestry, where the Bible was

. translated into Welsh by Bishop Morgani,
He was formerly Professor of Latin at

University College, Cardiff, and 'besides
being a Doctor of Divinity and Doctor of
Literature, is a knew of the Society, of
Antiquaries, and Chairman of the Honour: -
able Society of Cymrodorian in London.

Radio Revues.
A second edition of the revile entitled

" A - Piccadilly Daffy," written by Mr.
Cordon MeConnel, a member of the staff
at Savoy -Hill, who in the past has been
responsible .for the production of many
excellent light programmes, will be, broad-
cast. to 5 G B listeners on Thursday,
February 27th, and again to London
listeners on the following evening.

The cast includes Leonard Henry; Leslie
French, Wynn Ajello, Dora Gregory, Frank
Denton, . Foster Richardson, Henry S,
Pepper, and Doris Arnold. They will be
assisted by the Revue Chorus who Will be
conducted by Stanford Robinson.

5 G B listeners will also beer another
revue during the same week, on Tuesday,
February 25th, when Skylarks," a new
revue by Charles Brewer, a member of the.
B.B.C. staff at 'Birmingham, will be pro-
duced in the Midland Studio. The cast
in thiS show includes Charles Herbert,
Alfred Butler, Mary Wyndham and James
Podger.

More Morning Talks.
Mere man comes back to his own in the

RADIO

morning talks during the.. week beginning
Monday, February 24th, when at 10.45 a.m.,
Mr. J. W. Robertson Scott begins a new
series of eight talks entitled " A Hundred
-Years Ago."

- It will be remembered that Mr. Robertson
Scott recently concluded a series of talks
on life in Our Great -Grandfathers' Days,
and in the new series he will delve even
farther back into history and, as the talks
progress, come still further forward with the
progress of such things as education and
women's rights that have taken place during
the last century.

This series of talks' is particularly in-
teresting as it is the subject chosen this
year for study by the National Federation
of Women's Institutes, and should therefore,
make a strong appeal to listener's in the
country districts as well as to those in the
cities and towns.

Miss Helen Wilkinson, M.P., returns to
the microphone on Wednesday morning,
February 26th, to give the second of her
parts, in the talks entitled " The Week in
-Westminster." Miss Wilkinson will also
be broadcasting, to Northern listeners on
the previous day When she is giving a talk
in the series entitled " Towards Utopia,'
in which she will deal with the question
" Can Men and Women be 'Really Equal."

The talk on the morning of Thursday,
February 27th; is also of particular interest
as it deals with listeners' recipes.:

" GATHER -ROUND."

This photograph shows the Peto-Scott " family " on the occasion of the annual staff dinner.
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FOR THE LISTENER.
A Specially Contributed Criticism of Current Broadcasting Events.

By PHILEMON.
(Who is deputising for Mr. Cecil Lewis while the latter is in

America.)

f
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The High Jump.

SIR JOHN REITH has raised a hornet's
nest about his ears. The policy of
the B.B.C., he says, is to give the

people not what they like, but what they
ought to like. He would pitch the level
of entertainment slightly higher than the
popular deniand. But surely he is right.

If you can clear four feet easily in a high
jump, you must put the tape up a notch ;
and the only way of improving your jump
is to keep the tape slightly above what you
know you can do. You rise to it. The
leader must always be just ahead of his men;
not too far, but a little.

If you never got anything but just what
you liked, Your standard would drop. The

modern music hall is (or was !) better than
the old one, because somebody had the
courage to offer an entertainment slightly
higher than the popular level ; and the
people found they liked it.

Improvement and Pleasure.
Of course, nobody likes being improved ;

and if a man comes to me and says, " See,
I will make you better," I shall tell him to
go to blazes. Perhaps Sir John was
unwise to show his hand. But he isn't
.really out to .improve us, but to give us
more pleasure..

The capacity for pleasure increases with
every other capacity. The better workman

(Continued on page 1180.)
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(EL ESTOOINI
LOUD A. SPEAKER
MODEL Z20
"The very thing for constructors' re.
ceivers . . the making of any set
. . . defines all the instruments . . .

fit for the finest house in the land."
"NOTT . EVG. POST ."

Renowned for brilliancy and
quality . . . speech and music
particularly good ... a handsome
instrument."
PERCY HARRIS in "Wireless Constructor

Model Z.20 i.s designed specifically to
give the finest possible results uith any
set from a Two -Valve to a Power

- Amplifier. Crowned with the Celes-
lion hall - mark - a beautifully
designed and hand -polished cabinet.

In Oak £7. 15. ()-

Mahogany - £8. 5. 0.
1Valnut (to order) £9. 0. O.

Other models from £3. 15. 0.

WRITE FOR AN ABSORBING
FREE BOOK ON "SOUND RE-

CREATION" TO

CELESTION LTD.,
DEPT. B.,

KINGSTON.OICTHAMES

--London Showrooms;
106, Victoria Street, S.W.1.

CELESTION
The Very Soul of Music

Write to us about
the new Celestion
Electrical -Grain o -phones and
Radio - Gramo-
phones . . . the

finest yet.
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ACE 16 To 45.
I WANT YOU.
LET ME BE

YOUR

FATHER

I want you
to ,realise that I

have helped thou-
sands of people to

qualify for and obtain good
positions. Our gigantic con-

nection brings us in touch with
all the big employers, therefore,

although we do not undertake the work of
an employment agency, we certainly do know

where the demand exceeds the supply. If you think
you are in a rut, or if advancement seems slow, write to

inc telling me your age, past experience, present employ-
ment, and anything else that may help, and I will tell you what
chances there are ; if they are suitable for you, and, if so, how
you may attain your objective.

IT COSTS NOTHING TO ENQUIRE
We have full particulars in connection with any of the following
courses, or special courses can be combined to meet all requirements.
We specialise in preparation for all examinations ; most moderate
fees, payable monthly.

COMMERCIAL.

Accountancy
Advert. Writing
Salesmanship
Army Certfct. Courses
Auctioneering and

Estate Agency
Auditing
Banking
Book-keeping
Civil Service
College of Preceptors
Commercial Arithmetic
Commercial Law
Company Law
Costing
Economics
English and French
Executorship Law
Foreign Exchange
General Education
Modern Business

Methods
Police Entrance and

Promotion Courses
Secretaryship
Shorthand
Workshop Organisation
INSURANCE.

Exams. for Agents and
Officials, F.C.I.I.
Motor, Fire, Life,
Marine,

INSURANCE.-Col.
Employers' Liability

Auctioneers F.A.L.P.A.

TECHNICAL.

Teacher of Handicrafts
Applied Mechanics
Architectural Drawing
Building Construction
Clerk of Works' Duties
Boiler Engineering
Boiler Making
Chemistry
Civil Engineering
Concrete and Steel
Draughtsmanship
Electrical Engineering
Practical Mechanical

Engineering
Engineering Costing,

Quantities and
Specifications

Foundry Work
Heat Engines
Heating, Ventilating

and Lighting
Internal Combustion

Engines
Marine Eng., B.O.T.
Mathematics
Matriculation
Metallurgy
Motor Engineering

TECHNICAL-Con.
Naval Architecture
Pattern Making
Post Office

Examinations
Costing and Estimating
Builders' Quantitie"
Road Making and

Maintenance
Sanitation
Shipbuilding
Structural Engineering
Surveying and

Levelling
Surveyor of Works,

R.E.
Telegraphy and

Telephony
Town Planning
Transport A.M.Inst. T.
Wireless Telegraphy
Works Managers'

Course

MINING.

Fireman's Exam.
2nd Class Mine Mangr.
1st Class Mine Mangr.
H.M. Inspector
Mining Elect. Engineer
A.M.E.E.
Mining Mech. Engineer
Mine Surveyor

WE TEACH BY POST IN ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD.
Also ask for Our New Book (FREE OF CHARGE).

THE HUMAN MACHICIE.
Secrets of Success.

Note Address Carefully :
THE BENNETT

COLLEGE LTD.,
Dept. 106, SHEFFIELD.

DEPT. 106.
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The new Lissen Variable Com:tenser mains
you to enjoy a new standard of tuning-
a new sense Of smooth control-a new
ease in separating stations close together
-eieeli because there is no condenserloss, and incoming signals are retainedat full strength.
See the unmistakable rigidity, of Its con-
struction; see the long bearing and the
extended spindle for ganging purposes.
Notice that there la no end pressure, no
tendency to distortion of the vaneii, The
fixed vane terminal is in a new and con-
venient position well away from the end
plates. There are feet for baseboard
mounting, or standard one -hole -fixing for
panel mounting

VAIHABIF 10111nNSIER

GET FINE
ELECTRICAL
1414''' REPRODUCTION

4111WIMINI

HOW THE NEEDLE
IS SUSPENDED

of
RECORDS

Use this Linen
Pick-up with any
gramophone and
any radio set.
Use- it with old
records or with
the latest
masterpiece of
electrical record-
ing - you will
hear again the
living voice of
the artist, and
every note of
every Instrument
re - created for
you

Because the Lissen Pick-
up responds faithfully to
the moat minute indenta-
tion ou the record-the
needle armature is so
light that the needle

waynt acoug llthee eres ors
groove. And you'll find
your records almost ever-
lasting whys YOU use this
new Lissen Pick-up, be.
cause the needle follows
the groove and don not
plough its wit:, along

If you want every single record to sound
much better than those you hear at demon-
strations-if you want radio -gramophone
reproduction tha,t conies so near to reality
that in a darkened room you would suspectthe presence of the artist-get this new
Lissen Pick-up and learn what
perfection means. Any Lissen
radio dealer will demonstrate
it for you PRICE

PICK-UP
LISSEN LIMITED

WORPLE ROACI ISLEWORTH MIDDLESEX
(Managing 'Director T N Cole /
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All Editorial communications to be addressed
to the Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS,
Tallis House. Talus Street, London, E.C. 4.

and photographs dealing with all subjects upper.
laming to wireless work. The Editor cannot

The Editor will be pleased to consider articles t TRANSFORMER
accept responsibility for manuscripts or photos.
Every care will be taken to return MSS not
accepted for publication. A stamped and addressed
envelope must be sent with erect, article All
inquiries concerning advertising rates, etc., to be
addressed to the Sole Agents, Messrs. John ii.
Lite, Ltd., 4, Ludgate Circus, London, E.0 4.

The constructional articles which appear from
lime to time in this journal are the outcome of
research and experimental work carried out with
a view to improving the technique of wireless
reception. As Much of the information siren in
the columns of this paper concerns the most
recent developments in the radio world, come of
the arrangements and specialities described may
be the subject of Letters Patent, and the amateur
and the trader would be well advised to obtain
permission of the patentees to use the patents
before doing so.

.x.1 -4--o-.4.-4-...--------4------*

RADIOTORIAL. 'POPULAR'

QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS.

GETTING RID OF HUM.
F. L. E. (near Hayes, Kent)..--" The only

disadvantage that followed scrapping the
batteries and using the mains is the fact that.
there is a small hum in the set.

"It is very slight and hardly worth con-
sidering, but although I am nervous of the
mains in the ordinary way I should like
to tackle the removal of it if this can be done by
any simple means. Can you suggest any way ? "

One very simple alteration of which no listener
need be afraid is the reversal of the low -frequency
transformer connections. It often happens that a
small hum will disappear completely if either the
primary connections of the transformer, or its secon-
dary connections, are reversed. (These two are merely

'Inni111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111E

"P.W." TECHNICAL
QUERY DEPARTMENT

la Your Set "Going Good " ?
Perhaps some mysterious noise has appeared,
and is spoiling your radio reception ?-Or
one of the batteries seems to run down much
faster than formerly ?-Or you want a Blue
Print ?
Whatever your radio problem may be,
remember that the Technical Query Depart-
ment is thoroughly equipped to assist our
readers, and offers an unrivalled service.
Full details, including scale of charges, can
be obtained direct from the Technical Query
Dept., POPULAR WIRELESS, The Fleetway
House, Farringdon Street, London, E,C,4.
A postcard will do. On receipt of this an
Application Form will be sent to you free
and post free immediately. This, application
will place you under no obligation whatever,
but having the form you will know exactly -
what information we require to have before
us in order to solve your problems
LONDON READERS 'PLEASE NOTE:
Inquiries should NOT be made by 'phone, or
in person at Fleetway House or Talus House.

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111if

continuous windings, so that the reversal of one or
of the other will not radicalty affect the working of
the set although it may do a great deal towards
making the hum disappear.)

Another very simple precaution to take is to make
sure that the aerial or earth lead, or the set itself, has
not been brought too close to the electric -light cards.
Often the house wiring is concealed in the walls of
the house, so that if an aerial or earth lead runs
close to this an irritating hum will be present which
the mere shifting of the lead will remove immediately.

Another very simple alteration is to fit a large con-
denser in series with the earth lead, the aerial lead,
or with both, if two condensers are on hand. Better
still, you can altogether avoid direct connection of
the receiving apparatus to the aerial, using instead
a magnetic coupling between two coils placed ill a two -
coil holder (in which case variable coupling can be
obtained).

(Continued on next page.)

Make your new set a better set
with the Brownie POPULAR Trans.
fo,mer. Although it costs only 9/6,
its purity of amplification gives a
more vivid clarity of reproduction
throughout the musical scale, while
its sturdy British build ensures that
once it is fitted the words "trans-
former troubles" can be eliminated
from your list of worries.

9t

BROWNIE ami
WIRELESS
CO. (G.B.) LTD.,
Nelson St. Works,
London, N.W.1.

BROWNIEWIRELE SS

CLIX
21 VARIETIES

No. 2. CLIX PIN TERMINAL
The pin with numerous uses D.
Red and Black - - -

The above is one of the many useful lines displayed
in the Clix Showcase

Supplied with en-
graved insulators Look for the Clia I

I Showcase on your
dealer's counter.

; Write for descrip-
tive leaflet

Afor Id. extra. Full Connection"Mate (3t

range of markings L

LECTRO LINX LTD.,
254 Vauxhall Bridge Rd., S.W.1
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TUNG%

now stocked
everywhere

Indirectly heated Valves, 9,6
4 v. A.C. Power Valves, 8/-
TUNGSRAM PHOTO -ELECTRIC

CELLS (3 Types)
STANDARD .. £2 :10 : 0
NAVA E £2 : 17 : 6
NAVA R £2 : 17 : 6

GO TO YOUR
DEALER -HE HAS THEM

TUNGSRAM
BARIUM

Valves
TUNGSRAM ELECTRIC LAMP
WORKS (GREAT BRITAIN), LTD.,

Radio Dept., Commerce House,
72, Oxford Street, London, W.1

Factories in Austria, Czechoslovakia,
Hungary and Poland.

I3ranches : Belfast, Birmingham, Bristol,
Cardiff, Glasgow, Leeds, Manchester, New-

castle Nottingham.

RADIOTORIALt.
QUEST IONS AND ANSWERS

(Continued from previous page.) ,

Alternatively two separate single -coil holders can
be used, in which ease the degree of coupling can be
varied by alternating the numbers of turns in the
primary (aerial) coil. Another easily tried- stunt
which often gives excellent results is to use a well -
insulated connterpoise instead.

HOW TO. NEUTRALISE.
P. E. (King's Norton).-" I do not seem to

be able to get Proper results because I cannot
neutralise the set- properly. What is the best
way for an inexperienced listener to,.do. this ?
None of my friends have an H.F. set of this
kind so I am at a loss as to the begt means of
making this stable."

The following method of neutralising is recom-
mended in sets with only one stage of high -frequency
amplification and provided with a reaction control:

Set the reaction control at minimum and likewise
the neutralising condenser. Now, on setting the
tuning condensers so that the -two tuned circuits
are in step with each other, it will probably be found
that the set is oscillating.

To test for oscillation touch one or other of the
sets of plates of the tuning condensers (this may
be either the fixed or moving, according to the par-
ticular set). You will probably find that the set
will oscil'ate under the above conditions only when
the two circuits are in tune with each other, and this
can be used as an- indication. It is convenient to
perform the operation at some point near the middle
of the tuning range. Now, increase the capacity
of the neutralising condenser. (In the case of such
condensers as ;the Gambrell " Neutrovernia " this
means screwing downwards.) Test at intervals for
oscillation as this is done, and you will presently
find that the set has ceased to oscillate and will dot
recommence even when the tuning dials are slightly
readjusted.

Now increase the reaction a little, until the set
once more oscillates, and'again increase the neutra-
lising condenser setting until oscillation ceases.
Slightly readjust the tuning condensers again to make
sure that the set is completely stable once more.

Proceed in this way -until it is found that the cor-
rect adjustment Of the neutrodyne condenser has
been over -shot. Once this point has been passed it
will be observed that further increases of the neutro-
dyne condenser setting no longer stop oscillation
but cause it to become stronger.

The object is to find such an adjustment of the
neutralising condenser as will permit the greatest
setting of the reaction condenser to be used without
producing oscillation. It will then be observed that
when the two tuned circuits are in step and the set
is brought to the verge of oscillation a slight move-
ment in either direction of the ncutrodyne condenser
will cause the receiver to break into. oscillation.

It is to be understood that in the preceding notes,
where a reaction condenser is spoken of, any form of
reaction control may be understood.

DIFFERENTIAL REACTION CONNECTIONS
H. B. (near Leamington).-" The first valve

was a screen -grid H.F. with a tuned -anode
coupling to the detector end reaction on to the
tuned anode.. With the idea of improving the
smoothness of this and imparting the ' _Magic'
touch to it, I inserted a differential condenser
as reaction control instead of the ordinary
type Of condenser, which I had been Using,
but the results are very disappointing, one
feature being that instead of reaction being
better it seems to be far more erratic than
before and has a marked effect upon tuning.
What would be the cause of this ? "

We are afraid that you have connected the differ-
ential condenser up wrongly, and as your circuit
particulars are rather meagre you had better send us
a diagram showing the arrangement and the present
connections to the differential condenser. Theoreti-
rally the method is quite applicable in your case,
and we would expect it to effect a great improvement
upon the ordinary type of reaction condenser, where
long distance listening is being undertaken.

ADJUSTING THE CRYSTAL.
N. D. (Newmarket).-" With the old type

crystal detector I could see what the cat t3 -
whisker was doing, but the new one is a clo'sed-
in tube with a handle sticking out. How
should this be adjusted 1"

Inside the tube are two different crystals (not one
crystal and one cat's -whisker), and they are so
arranged that the opposite faces can be brought into

(Continued on next page.)
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DELIVERS
ALL

17'S

,
4RIU LEAKS
These are re-
sistances that
never vary;
they are abso-
lutely silent in
use, and their
vela., remain
unchanged.
All values

1 I sas

each.
With Termin-
als, 1,3 each.

Cry,
When you buy a Lissen
Fixed Condenser you can be

I sure that it will never leak,
never vak dwaorynin

inu
capacity,se,and

will
ever

I debrriver all its stored -up
energy all the time.

I For whatever purpos, you
require a fixed condenser-

' whatever circuit you are
building, and no matter what

' is specified-use Lissen with
absolute confidence.
They are accurate to
within 5% of stated
capacity, and will remain
constant throughout the
life of the receiver.
0001 to 001 3./
.00201 to 006 - 116
.

ISSEN
FIXED CONDENSER

HOW
TO

BUILD
UP
'coy

PURITY
Lissen Resistance Capacity Coupling Unit
embodies a .01 Lissen Fixed Condenser, which
is leak -proof and unvarying in capacity and
which delivers all its stored -up energy. There
is therefore no loss of volume, no loss of purity.
The Lissen Fixed Resistances are silent ; they
never vary, no matter what the current load.
Values incorporated have been selected as the
most suitable for general use, but the resistances
are easily inter -changeable. May be 4/
mounted upright or flat. PRICE Es

ISSEN
UNIT

LISSEN LIMITED
WORPLE ROAD iSLEWORTB M1DDL,SEX
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

(Continued from peel -ions page.)

cnntaet with one another at many different points. To
do this you must first pull out the knob slightly, then
turn it to a new position, and then gently return it
to the contact position.

Do not forget to separate the crystals before
turning the adjusting knob, or otherwise they will
grind one another to powder.

THE "P.W." LIFE STORIES
13. 0 (Northwood).--" I am a new reader

of P.W.' and should be much obliged if you
could publish the names of the famous broad-
cast stars whose life -stories have already been
printed. I am looking forward to the con-
tinuation of this interesting series, and hope
to secure some back numbers of P.W.' "

The following are the " Life Stories " already
printed; with dates of issue.

(1) "_Flotsam and Jetsam." 2/11/20.
(2) elena Millais. 9/11/29.
(3) Gracie Fields. 16/11/29.
(4) Ronald Gourlay. 30/11/29.
(5) J. IL Squire. 14/12/29.
(6) Teddy Brown. 21/12/29.
(7) Ernest Butcher. 11/1/30:
(8) Ronald Frankau. 18/1/30.
(9) Albert Sandler. 25/1/30.

(10) Reginald Foort. 1/2/30.
(11) Norman Long. 8/2/30.

OPERATING THE " MAGIC " THREE.
G. M. (Portland).-" I suppose you cannot

help your circuits being popular, but I had an
awful difficulty in building up the Magic '
Three. The dealer said the components were
out of stock and snapped up when they did
come in !

"Finally when I got it all made up I found
that the number of P.W.' containing the
hints, etc., was out of print owing to the great
demand, so I was unable to take advantage of
anything you may have said regarding the
operating of the set. Has this number been

' Popular Wireless, February 151h, 1-930.

reprinted, and what are the points to watch ? "
Thefe- were no special points to watch with regard

to any of the 'Magic " sets, but a summary of the
working data, coils to use, arrangement of
tappings, etc., was published in " Radiotorial !' in

- our January 25th issue.
-. .

IMPROVING A CRYSTAL SET.
C. M. W. (Buckinglam).-" We often see

hints for improving a valve set and getting
better results from -it, but not much is said
about crystals. Why can you not tell us some

POPULAR " WIRELETS "
HERE IS THE ANSWER TO No. 2.

DID YOU GET IT RIGHT?
Popular " IFWelets " No. 3 wilt appear next week.

method whereby we can get loud -speaker
reception without having to go to the expense
of valves ? "

The truth. is that any crystal set, no matter how
good, is always under a disadvantage when com-
pared with a valve. It has this great drawback-all
the energy you use to work your crystal set has
to conic from the broadcasting station.

There is no supply of local energy of any type,
such as batteries, etc., which can help you to get
loud no matter what you do to the set
you soon get to its limits if it is a crystal set.

Although, as stated, all the power to work a crystal
set must in the first instance be derived direct from
a broadcasting station, there are several ways of
making the best of it; instead of letting some of it
dribble away and be lost.

First and foremost you must have a good aerial
and earth"connettion, If you have not tried experi-
menting in this direction we should certainly try some
of the hints, etc., which appear in " P.W." from
time to time, so as to get the maximum efficiency on
this side of the .set. -It. stands to reason that -the
more energy you can pick up from the station the
more you will receive in the 'phones, so be sure to
have a really good -conductivity aerial, as high as you
can get it, keeping it far away from screening build-

' . ings, trees,- etc.,  as  possible, and
get a realty good earth connection
to damp soil.

Keep the leads to the earth as
short as :possible without in any
way.getting bad. joints in the leads,
dirty terminals; etc., "and in the
aerial circuit beWare of dirty
insulators.

Finally, in order to get the best
possible reception with your crystal
set make sure that the aerial wire
and aerial lead do not come in
close proximity to any meta
pipes, gutters, etc., as this -is a sure
way of shorteircidting some of your
power to earth instead of using it
via the set.

-

BETTER SELECTIVITY.
T. S. (Buntingford, Herts).--

" I quite appreciate what you
said about using a separate
coil for aerial and earth, and
coupling this to the grid coil
(which is tuned -by the aerial

tuning condenser), but when I came to carry
out the alteration in my Set I found it a little
difficult. So I am enclosing a sketch herewith
showing the aerial and earth terininals and
the old aerial coil.

"You will see from this that the earth terminal
.is joined to the socket of the aerial coil holder,
to the low-tension wiring, and to the moving
vanes of the tuning condenser. The plug

(Continued on page 1178.)

Because Polar Condensers are scientifically designed
-have accurately spaced vanes and low minimum
self capacity-they give you a definitely wider
range of tuning.
There is no need to sacrifice listening to 5GB (479 metres) because
you want Brookman's Park (261 metres) transmission. The
Polar " Ideal " or Polar " No. 3 " Condenser of 0005 capacity
will tune them all in on any standard circuit receiver.
Polar Condensers give velvet smooth control, and -the " Ideal "
with both fast and slow motion gives knife-edge selectivity.
Both the Polar " Ideal " and " No. 3 " will make a wonderful
difference to your range of reception.
POLAR " IDEAL " '0005, 1 2 6 POLAR " No. 3 " .0005, 5 9
'0003, 1 2, - (as illustrated) '0003, 5,'6 (Dial 1;- extra)

POLAR
CONDENSERS

Obtainable from all dealers. Write for Free Copy of Polar" Catalogue (P)

,WINGROVE & ROGERS, LTD.,
188-9, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2- 

Polar Works : Mill Lane, Old Swan, Liverpool.
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This superb
-Ekco" Set
works entirely from
the Electric Supply

Plug-in

No Batteries !
No Accumulators !

Model S.G.P. 3 (Three Valve). Has the
power and range of an ordinary 4 or 5
valve set. For D.C. or A.C. Mains £21.
Model P. 2 (Tw oValve). D.C. or A.C. e12.17.6

(Prices include valves and royalties).

" Ekco " adaptor to your electric light or
power-switch on-and know what it means to receive radio
in the modern way. No batteries to run down-no
accumulators to recharge-no bother-no mess.
" Ekco-Lectric " Radio Receivers are in hand -polished
Walnut cabinets-with volume and selectivity controls-
sockets for gramophone pick-up-Westinghouse Valve-
less Rectification in A.C. models-and they are British made.

the

Plug-in-That's all !
"EKCOoLECTRIC"

RADIO RECEIVERS
There are also " Ekco " Power Supply Units for electrifying or
partly electrifying your present set. Write for Free Booklet, including
particulars of the above receivers, and details of Easy Payments to-

E. K. Cole, Ltd., Dept. A., " EKCO " Works, Leigh -on -Sea.,
17a
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5 -PIN HOLDER.

4-pin valves.
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l'EtITODY.13.010A.
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i'''''' .0 valves

Write ior,riilltrizatileadiol..,epteatisicotls.

Oa VatO

Olt
Ball

i

EIS'

VIBROLDER.
The self - aligning
feature ensures posi-
tive contact with all
4 -pin valves.

ROTARY SWITCH.
An effective alterna-
tive to the push-pull
type. All insulated
and with indicating
dial. 1 /9

THE EENJAMIN ELECTRIC LTD. 8RANTWOOD VVORKS.TOTTENHAM
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

(Continued from !page 1176.)

connection of this coil holder is joined to
the fixed vanes of the tuning condenser and
to the grid of the valve via the grid condenser,
and also to the aerial terminal.

" Would you mind telling me in words exactly
how I can fit lip the additional coil holder,
which is to be -placed close beside the original
one ? "

All you have to do is to disconnect the aerial ter-
minal from the plug of the present coil holder,
leaving this latter point connected as before to the
fixed vanes of the tuning condenser and to the grid
condenser, etc.

Now join a short wire froM the earth terminal to
the socket of the new coil holds r. Thus,.all you have
done at present is to 'disconnect the aerial terminal
and to put in a short extra- lead on to the earth
terminal.

The final connection is simply to take a short lead,
flexible, if you like, from the aerial to the plug of the
new coil holder, and when that is, done plug in a
suitable coil. You will find that the smaller this coil
is the sharper the timing, i.e. the greater the selec-
tivity.

A SIMPLER METHOD.
J. L. (Mansfield, Notts).-" I want to make

the set a bit sharper in tuning, and I under-
stand this can be done by means of another
coil placed beside my present one. I am not
quite sure if I have room for a coil in the set,
and also 1 am not very clear about the con-
nections, and I wondered if there was a simple
way (preferably without buying a condenser
or extra parts).. Can yOu tell me of anything
which will improve selectivity in this way ?"

If you have rooni. in your set for it, the fitting of a
new coil holder and rewiring this is a very, simple
matter, as explained in another query this week.
(See above.) But if you like,- an even simpler job
can be made of it

All you need for the purpose is a few ounces of
insulated wire (say No. 24 11.5.1'. or any similar
wire) suitable formakin a small I n Hint; coil. Instead

of purchasing a coil all you nave to -do -is foiwind a
hank of wire, -sag 20 or 25 turns of it, snaking a wind-
ing of about the same area as the coil in your set.

Suppose, for instance, your present coil is 23 -

Inches across, get a cardboard tube.,of this size, a
thick round piece of Wood, or any former of about

WHAT DO YOU THINK
ABOUT THIS?

-

Here is a puzzling portable fault,
reported from Southampton.

The set was a 4-valver. Usually it
worked well, but it was subject to
" sulkiness." For no apparent reason
strength would go down to about one-
third, to suddenly resume again at full
strength (still with no apparent cause)
if the set were moved.

As the intermittent nature of the
trouble indicated a faulty contact, all
the leads, switches, wiring, batteries,
coils, frame aerial and loud speaker
were overhauled without effecting a cure.
WHERE WAS THE FAULT?

N.B.-There is no prize for answering
this, but from time to time we shall give a
radio problem (followed the next week by
the answer) in the hope that readers will
find them both interesting and instructive.
(Look out for the answer to above next week.)

=ht the rase of the Heilfwdshire reader
= whose failure to gel seleetirity with an X _coil
= seas described last week, the fault was found
= to be its the wiring to the X coil holder. In

his set the socket of this coil- holder seas
E joined to earth, instead of the pin, which is the
= standard method. .
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equal diameter, and wind on this the requisite
number (20 or '25 turns) of wire. Gently slip it off
the former, and ,secure it at three or four points by
string or cotton, so that it remains tight and there

is no danger of tile turns coming apart. - All you
have 10 'do to fit it -into your set -is Mlle. it 10-Sinir
aerial effil,and fix one of its- ends to the earth ter-
minal. The other end of 'this new coil goes to the
aerial lead and nowhere else.'ao if your -aerial terminal
has only...one wire_coming.tcom it -cut this,, bend it;
back, and take your aerial lead to the aerial terminal,
and the end of the new coil to the aerial terminal,
thus joining them but leaving the rest of the set in-
tact.

If several leads go from Your aerial terminal, and
you are not quite certain what to do, you can ignore'
the. Present aerial terminal altogether and fix a neat''
aerial terminal beside it, taking the aerial end of sour
new coil to this and also the aerial lead to tlds, thin
not using your old aerial terminal at. all.

You will find that the fewer turns you use on your
extra coil the sharper will your tuning be and the
greater the selectivity the arrangement will give you,
and as there are no extra parts to buy, except the wire,
this is one of the cheapest as well as one of the most
effective -methods of improving selectivity.

THE IMPORTANCE OF SPACING.
M. C. -0. (Tarnworth).---q most say I was

a bit -disappointed. with your answer as it
seemed to rrie Jhat as I have gotall the
'components you mention, and connected
them up -in the- order you suggest, the set
should give the results.. you ,claim. for it. Is
it really a fact that simply because, my base-
board is that much smaller the results are so
far below standard ? Why -should the empty
space round the components make any
difference to the set ? "

The space around the components is not necessal fly
" emnty -"- as- you sugRest, but -as -a matter of Met, is
full -of magnetic activity-

Wmffiave-investigated hundreds of thousands of
cases of poor results where the whole trouble was due
to inadequate spacing. Generally it is the high -
frequency stages which are more liable to this trouble
than the low -frequency, but over and over again
we have found not only weak reception (or sometimes
fierceness of unwanted oscillation) but also flat
tuning, inefficient wave -trapping, and poor volume.
all due to inadequate spacing of the wires or of com-
ponents. (Many readers have written to thank
us for the great difference it makes when this hint
is acted upon, and if we published all the letters we
received on the subject our "Correspondence "
columns would overflow on to several pages.)

-TOUR EUROPE
ONE STATION AFTER ANOTHER

WONDERFUL RESULTS. With the MULLARD
" ORGOLA " 3 Circuit using

"GOLTONE" COMPONENTS
and MULLARD VALVES. Supplied in sealed Kit with dia-
grams of wiring and instructions for easy assembly.' Do you
realise the extraordinary range and volume of this set, combining
three mighty valves, Screened Grid, Detector and Pentode.
" GOLTONE ' Orgola Kit "A.C." complete  15  0with superb Cabuiet as illustrated. Price £6 

Full particulars on reenact.
Let us send you our e Awe

Illustration shows com-
with particulars of

Kit. qi ard3Goi pleted Model constructed
from " G 0 LTO NE "

Radio catalogue

FERGIE ION ....10.10ANctitsTfR EV IT "

THE ONLYBRITS lI
VALVE WITH
A WRITTEN
GUARANTEE

 AS TO PER-
FORM ANCE
AND LIFE.

P.R. PRODUCTS,

All orders executed
by return of post.

Sent C.O.D. if desired.
Ask your dealer for them.

Accept no other.

INSIST
Why pay fancy prices when you
can get a perfectly finished British
Made vales with a superior coating
giving. astonishing selectivity with
a minimum H.T. consumption,
which is the general opinion of the
thousands who use P.R. yalvcs.
There are many valves on -the
market, but none are guaranteed-,
Ask yourself why. The
guarantee covers seven months with
the right-not a favour, remember
-but a right to exchange the valve
under the guarantee. All yon,have
to do is to post any defective valve
to us, complying, of course, with
the terms of the guarantee which
is attached and enclose a note
stating defect-You will receivea new valve by return of
Pest.

Matched Valves 1/- extra per set. 35, P.R. HOUSE, NEWGATE
STREET, LONDON, E.C.4
Orposite o.P.O. Tube Station.

Telephone: City 3788.

P.R. VALVES
LIST OF DULL EMITTERS.

3/6
EACH

Post 4d.

Fil.
Type Volts

4,..,n--- Imp. Amp.
Ohms. Fac.

PR 2
PR 3
PR 4
PR 9
PR10
PR11
PR17
PR18
PR.19

2
2
2

8.5-4
3.5-4
3.5-4

5-6
5-6
5-6

.095

. 095

.095

.063

.063

.063
:1
.1
.1

28,000
,

60,000
24,000
15,000
65,000
24,000
15,000
80,000

13

32
14
8.7

40
17

9
40

H.F. Det.
L.P.
R.C.

R.F. Del,
L.P.
R.C.

R.F. Det,
L.P.
R.C.

POWER
6/6 MatR44.

'PR20
PR40
PR60

2
4
8

.15

.15
.1

7,000
8.000
8,000

'T-
6
6

Power
,,

SUPERPOWER
CH

10/6!Ast Id.
PR120
PR140

2
4

.3
.2

3,800
4,000

4
4

150

,, j
Super
Power

S.G.
Screened Grid
I5/- Md. SG 25 2 '2 220,000

2 Valves or more sent POST FREE.
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TEAM WORK
-THE PERFECT

ENSEMBLE!
All together, perfect smoothness,
perfect unity . . . the result-
perfection !
That is the secret of the "Empire.
3"-team work! Every part is
a BurTon part, working together
with perfect smoothness, in per-
fect unity . . . the
result-perfection;
perfection in radio
reproduction. Royalties extra.

ALL MAINS MODEL
(self-contained)

Price of Set - - - - £11 : 5 :

Price of Valves (Mullaxd A.C.) £3 ; 10 : 0
(Royalties extra)

Identical in appearance to the Battery Model.

£5. 10
Valves, Batteries and

E

EVERY PART A BURTON PART

C. F. & H. BuRToN, PROGRESS WORKS, WALSALL, ENGLAND

Ulf THEM TOGETHER

6

BLUE
SPOT

UNIT &CHASSIS
When getting your 66K Unit, see the Blue Spot
Chassis specially designed for it.
It's a simple matter to bolt the chassis to the unit-
and the result is a complete speaker ready to play.

We are not exagerating when we say you will be
astounded at the purity of reproduction that your
Blue Spot assembly will give-even the trade was,
when it first heard it.
Look for the " Blue Spot on all genuine Blue Spot
products.
The 66K Unit is 25/-, sold under guarantee in
special carton.
The Chassis is made in two sizes : the " Major,"
as illustrated, with l3 -in. cone, price .15/- ; and the
" Minor," with 94 -in. cone, price 12.6.

F. A. HUGHES & CO., LIMITED
204.6, Great Portland Street, London, W.1

'Phone : Museum 863o (4 lines).
Distributors for Northern England, Scotland and North Wales: H. 64
Rawson (Sheffield & London) Ltd., loo London Road, She,ffield ('Phone:
Sheffield 26006) ; 22 St. Mary's Parsonage, Manchester Phone
Manchester City 3329).
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D.C. MODEL ' A "
100-110 or 200-250 v.
Cash price 27/6, or 5/ -
down and 5 monthly
payments of 516.
D.C. MODEL ' B "
100-110 or 200-250 v.
Cash price 39/6, or 5t -
down and 8 monthly
payments of 5/-.
A.C. MODEL " A "
100-110,200-210,220-230,
290-250 v. Cash price
60/- or 5/- down and
10 monthly pay-
ments of 6,5.
A.C. MODEL ' B "
100-110, 200-210. 220-
230, 240-150 v. Cash
price 75/ -,or 51- down
and 10 monthly pay-
ments of 8/-.

Lissen H.T.
Eliminators

deliver smooth
steady currentfrom your
house electric

supply, and cheaply. The
Lissen Eliminators can he
put into your set as easily
as any battery. From the
four types made there will
be one to suit you. Send a
deposit of 5'- and we will
arrange for delivery of the
Eliminator to suit you and
for it to be properly in-
stalled. Send 5/- only.
Leave the rest to us. You
pay the balance in one sum
after installation or by
extended instalments.

IS EN
ELI MI NATIPIRS

The latest in
valve - holder
design and

construction. Re-
cent valve devel-
opments call for
5 -pin valves, and
this tendency will

without doubt be extended. Save
expense by fitting 5 -pin holders now.
Exceptionally strong, with springs
entirely independent and cannot short-
circuit. A glove -like fit to any standard
valve, with positive terminal connec
lion to valve pins.
IN BROWN MOULDED CASE

VALVE- HOLDER
LIMN LTD., Worple Road, Isleworth, Middlesex.

FOR THE LISTENER.

OICINEERS(Continued from page 1172.) g1
gets more pleasure out of his work. There Can't we get together
is more pleasure in listening to good music
than to poor music, when once you have
the hang of it.

Besides !
In any case, my lad, there is quite enough

poor stuff in the programmes as yet to satisfy
you, if you hf;ppen to be built that way !

Speed Records.
No, I don't mean Lindrum, nor yet

Kaye Don ! I mean Mr. George Allison
broadcasting a commentary on the Arsenal
v. Birmingham match. I believe he got
more w.p.m.-" words per minute "-over
the wireless than anybody has ever done
before. The play was fast, but lie was
faster ; for while the players have two
legs, Mr. Allison has only one tongue.

At one time the game went from one end
of the field to the other in thirty seconds,
and in that period he mentioned ten men
and told us in detail what they were doing !
If any man earned his lemon at half-time, he
did ! I hope it was a long one ! It sounded
a long one !

A PinktSh Jelly.
Mr. H. W. Nevinson, I thought, was very

good indeed. I simply loved the old war -
correspondent -horse ! His modesty was
too engaging.

.,,iiiimisiiiiiiiiiiiinirailui11111111111111111111111111111111111111111t=
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" P W " "SAFE -POWER" UNITS.

The first of these new mains de-
vices has now been completed,
and it will be described in " P.W."

very shortly,

They had asked him to tell some of his
adventures, but he would scarcely admit
that he had had any.

But one day, he said, when he was
standing watching an engagement in
Gallipoli, " a shell dropped On the top of
my head, and bumped off ! sort of
pinkish jelly came gliding down my face,
and, for a moment, I thought it was my
poor brains ! " May we all be. as calm and
as humorous when our " close call " comes !

He sounded regretful when he spoke of
the days when war might be no more !
This " Looking Backwards " is a good
series.

My Fancy.
As you probably have suspected, I am

rather low -brow in my tastes, and I confess
that of all the items in the programmes I
like the " Male Voice Choir " sort. " Songs
by the Fire," or " Helmet and Knapsack,"
when the boys gather round and sing good
old rousing songs, with me joining in on
the hearth at home. It gives me a cosy
feeling somehow ; and at times I almost
" pipe my eye " ! So that my pick of the
week, this week, was The Templars singing
their madrigals. It was a long time since
I had heard " Strawberry Fair." A fine
bout of part -singing which warmed the
cockles of the. old heart!

WRITE FOR THIS
BOOK TO -DAY

IT'S fritEtr
imamor 

We b.ve an unrivalled and world wide organization
waiting to help you whether you be novice or
expert It you wish for something more than a

bread and butter iob you owe it to yoursell
nvestigate our Service

Our handbook Engineering Opportunities " has
pointed the way t better things to over 20.000 of
your tellows It contains details of A.M.I.Mech.E.,
A.M.I.E.E., A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.A.E., A.M.I.
Struct.E. London Metric., C. & G., G.P.O., etc.,
Exams., tutlines home study. courses in all branches
of Electrical Mechanical, Motor and Wireless
Engineering, and explains our unique guarantee of

NO PASS-NO FEES.
M a Brillwa. Foreword Pro. A. Low shows
clearly the chance, you we musing
`Engineering Opportunities" and our advice are

quite FREE. Don't, neglect this ofier-give vent to
that upward urge and ,end a postcard NOW
Ailing Branch Poe or Exam which interests son

British Institute of Engineering Technology,
101 Shatte4eare House, 29-31, Ox.o, ti Street W,l

All we ass is the
chance to prove that
you can earn £300,
£400, £500, per year

or more. Other men
are doing It. and you
can do the same

What do
you want to
KNOW?
THIS AND THAT tells you each
week just what you want to know, gives
you out - of the - way information on
almost every subject under the ,sun,
brightly, dearly and entertainingly with
a wealth of pictures.

Here are just three of the many fine
features of this week's issue-

SHALL WE TAKE LONG
CRUISES IN THE AIR ?

ARE PIRATES ON THE
INCREASE?

COULD ENGLAND GROW
ALL ITS OWN FOOD?

Ask

This and That
Now on Sale. TWOPENCE
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"ENHANSA" REGIONAL
INDOOR AERIAL.

Recommended
for the NEW
HIGH POWER

STATIONS

Price 2/0
Each

12 feet long. Superior to Frame Aerials and other Indoor
Aerials at double its length. Made up of 96 Plaited Wires.
Light, Flexible and Efficient. From all first-class Radio
Dealers. Refuse substitutes. Full particulars with catalogue on request.

WARD & GOLDSTONE, LTD., Pendleton, Manchesteri
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"POPULAR WIRELESS"
ADVERTISEMENT RATES
Whole Page £40 Quarter Page £10
Half Page £20 Eighth Page £5
Narrow Column Advts. (3 cols. to page) per inch 30,' -
Minimum Space accepted - - - - half inch 15 -
NO SERIES DISCOUNTS. ALL COPY AND BLOCKS MUST BE IN
ADVERTISEMENT COPY SUB- HAND 11 DAYS BEFORE DATE
JUT TO EDITORIAL APPROVAL OF ISSUE TO ENSURE PROOFS
ALL communications respecting ADVERTISING must

be made to:-
JOHN H. LILE, Ltd., 4, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4

and NOT to Editorial or Publishing Offices.

THE CONSTRUCTION OF A CONDENSER

Toolmakm°g

MUITIWAvE
H.F. Choke

Employs solenoid winding
followed by sectional
winding. Blatt impedance.
Low D.C. resistance
With base. 5/.. each.

UHMITE
New Process

Anode Resistanr

Hermetically sealed in
Bakelite. Better than
wirewound. Negligible
self -capacity. All salt s,
1,000 to 500,000 ohms.

2/3 each.

Employs " Ohmite " and
" Megite " Resistances,
Fven Amplification. Ex-

tremely Compact. 5/6

L TOOLMAKING is the
stage in the construction of a

condenser. Only skilful workman-
ship" could produce the necessary
dies, mouldings and stampings
accurate to a thousandth part of an
inch. And only skilled engineers
could design them.

All Graham -garish wireless com-
ponents are the result of scientific
design and careful construction.
Although Graham-Farish compo-
nents are inexpensive, they are
built up to a high standard-not
down to a price.

The Graham-Farish Fixed Mica
Condenser has the finest flawle-s
Indian Ruby Mica as a dielectric.
An exclusive feature is the alter-
native upright or flat mounting.
Every condenser is tested three
times and a written guarantee
given with each.

Finest Indian Ruby Mica dielec-
tric and bakelite case. Upright or
flat mounting, terminals, soldering
tags and series-parallel grid leak
clips on all sizes up to capacities
.0005. .00005-.002, 1 /- ; .003-.006,
1/6; .007-.01, 2/6.

" Microficient " Variable
Condenser ... 4/3, 4/6
" Electroficient " Eliminator
Choke 22/6
" Multiwave " H.F. Choke 5/-
" Mogite " N e w Process
Grid Leak ... 2/-
" Electroficient " Mains
Transformer ... ... 39/6

GRAHAM PARISH
BROMLEY KENT

Look for this sign r in a dealer's shop.

muumnummmumuntmuummummumummummuumumummunnumummumufif
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HAVE YOU HEARD

BALANCED ARMATURE
SPEAKER

In brown moulded case
with attachment for fit-
ting to any type
of cone. PRICE 12,6
Cast aluminium Chassis,
specially designed to give
the best results fromilfg
the Unit. PRICE a v
53 in: Cone for use with

the above, 216.

PRICES
Filament
Switch,
3 Point
Change
Switch,
2 -way
Switch,
5 -point
Switch.
D.P.D.T.
Switch,

Wave -

116

116

216

216

WITH

MOVING
COIL
TONE/

The Lissen 4 - PoleBalanced Armature
Unit brings some-
thing approaching
loud-speasser perfec-
tion within thereach of everybodywho owns a radioset. You can buildany type of cone
loud speaker withit; you can use it
with a big baffleboard, or put it iii a
cabinet. You canbuild a linen dia-phragm loud speakerwith it, or you can
buy it completely
assembled and ready
to connect up toyour set. /t has afine adjustment, and
you therefore getthe utmost volume
from it without
ch-1s-er.

BALANCED
ARMATURE

UNIT

(HES
for -

EVERY,
PURPOSE!

There is a Lissen Switch
for every radio switching
purpose. All Lissen Switches
are fitted with terminals for
convenience in wiring, and
all contacts are positive and
self-cleaning.
Whatever purpose you want
a switch for, consider value
for money and you will
decide upon these tow -loss
Lissen Switches.

ISSEN
SWITCH E S

USSEN LTD., Worple Road, lsleworth, Miadiesex.

* 4.- 0-4- .........
By Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F. Inst. P.

TECHNICAL
NOTES..........

Choke -Coupled L.F.
WHEN using a screen -grid stage, choke -

coupled, with a high -frequency choke
coil of the ordinary type, you will

often find that the arrangement is not
nearly so efficient as if you use a special
H.F. choke designed for the purpose.

At first sight you might think that there
was little difference between using an
H.F. choke of the ordinary type and one
specially designed for these conditions, bttt
in practice the difference is often quite
considerable.

 For really good amplification, of course,
many experimenters favour the use of a
tuned stage. But by using a choke-
cOupled stage, especially when two stages
of high -frequency amplification are used,
extra magnification can very conveniently
be obtained, and this without adding any
tuning difficulties.

For example, when two H.F. stages are
used it is a simple and convenient 'arrange-
ment to make one of these stages of the
choke -coupled variety.

Shielding.
Talking about the question of high -

frequency chokes in general, it is important
to remember the fact that the passage of the
H.F. currents in the choke may produce a
coupling effect in neighbouring units.

This can be avoided either by shielding
the unit or by placing it so that it is not
in too close proximity to other parts liable
to be affected. If it is possible to do without
the shielding it is better, but in cases where
compactness is an important consideration,
shielding may be the only available method.

Television Progress.
For many years television has been

struggling to free itself from the confines
of the laboratory and to enter the home,
and so to provide a welcome addition to the
radio receiver. Up to the present time,
however, attempts in this direction appear
to have been unavailing.

It is true that there are a number of ex-
perimental television receivers in use, par-
ticularly in the United States, operated by
those who have the time and inclination
to make a special study of the system,
but even this is properly to be regarded
as a step in the laboratory process of
development and not really as public "
use in the'general sense of the word.

American Models.
The Jenkins Television Corporation, of

Jersey City, U.S.A., have installed telei-ision
transmitting equipment which is claimed
to be the most modern and efficient up to
date. At the same time, a comparatively
simple form of television receiver has been
designed in which compactness and sim-
plicity of operation are the main features.

In this Jenkins' unit a simple form of
scanning drum is used and within this
is situated a large -plate neon tube. The
quartz or plated glass rods which 'weld
previously used. have now been diScarded,

(Continued on page 1184.1
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Takes any set having
panel up to 18' . 8"

THIS MAGNIFICENT

VOXKIT
CONSOLE
Holds both Speaker and Set !

Combines this advantage with unusually
attractive appearance. Handsome over
lays are supplied to suit almost any
receiver. With or without speaker.
Attractive art brown silk is fitted in
either ease When ordering, specify type
of set yon propose fitting into cabinet.
The speaker is the famous ULTRA Double
Linen Diaphragm Air Chrome type R.
Chassis, giving superb results at all

frequencies.

PRICES I
With Speaker. Without Speaker.

Oak - £6 17 8 Oak - - £4 4 0
Mahogany 7 7 0 Mahogany 4 13 6

SlocUst s all erre England. Write for )1111
details and same of nearest stockist to:

THE BRITISH RADIO GRAMOPHONE CO., LTD.,
77, City Road, LONDON, E.C.1.

-EASY PAYMENTS

I

mow

The first firm to supply Wireless Parts on easy
payments. Five years advertiser in " Popular
Wireless." Thousands of satisfied customers.
Send us a list of the parts you require, and the
payments that will suit your convenience, and we
will send you a definite quotation. Anything wireless.
H. W. HOLMES, 29, FOLEY STREET,
'Phone Museum 1919. Ot. Portland St., W.1

THE LAST WORD

IN SAFETY

Fit the new Belling -Lee
Fuse to Belling -Lee
Wander Plugs, Spade or
Pin Terminals, or Plugs
and Sockets, and give
utmost safety to your
valves and components.

Fuse, with adaptor
Price 11 -.

SP are Fuse. 6d.

Showing the Belling - Lee
Fuse fitted in a Belling -Lee
Wander Plug. Price 114.
Ask sour dealer, or send to us
for I' BEE Belling -Lee Hand-
book, " Radio Connections."

BELLING -LEE
FOR EERY RADIO CONNECTION i

Ads?, ofBalliig & Lee,1,f7, Ills.. Ponders Elul, Mdca
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Invaluable to
EVERY Amateur
and Constructor.

THE

"POPULAR WIRELESS"
AND

"MODERN WIRELESS"

BLUE PRINTS
OF

TESTED CIRCUITS
PRICE 6d. EACH

The following is a list of the 6d. Blue Prints for Constructors in
stock, showing the different circuits available:

P.W." BLUE PRINT
Number

1. DETECTOR VALVE WITH REACTION.
3. 1 -VALVE L.F. AMPLIFIER.
4. CRYSTAL DETECTOR WITH L.F. AMPLIFIER.
5. H.F (Tuned Anode) AND CRYSTAL WITH REACTION.
6. H.F. AND CRYSTAL (Transformer Coupled, without Reaction).
7. 1 -VALVE REFLEX AND CRYSTAL DETECTOR (Tuned Anode).
8. I -VALVE REFLEX AND CRYSTAL DETECTOR (Employing

H.F. Transformer, without Reaction).
9. H.F. AND DETECTOR (Tuned Anode Coupling, with Reaction on

Anode).
13. 2 -VALVE REFLEX (Employing Valve Detector).
16. H.F. (Tuned Anode), CRYSTAL DETECTOR AND L.F. (With

Switch for Last Valve).
17. CRYSTAL DETECTOR WITH TWO L.F. AMPLIFIERS (With

Switching).
18. 1 -VALVE REFLEX AND CRYSTAL DETECTOR, with 1 -VALVE

L.F. AMPLIFIER, Controlled by Switch.
21. THE 2 -VALVE LODGE " N."
22. " THE GUARANTEED REFLEX."
23. THE I -VALVE " CHITOS.'
24. THE " SPANSPACE THREE." Three -Valve Receiver employing

1 Neutralised H.F. Valve, Detector with Non -Radiating Reac-
tion Control, and 1 L.F. Valve.

26. A " STRAIGHT " 4-VALVER Det. and 2 L.F. with Switch-
ing).

28. A " MODERN WIRELESS" 5-VALVER (H.F., Det. and 3 L.F.).
29. AN H.T. UNIT FOR DIRECT CURRENT MAINS.
30. A REINARTZ ONE-VALVER.
32. THE " CUBE SCREEN " THREE (H.F. Det. and L.F.).
33. A " KNIFE EDGE" CRYSTAL SET.
34. AN H.F. AND DETECTOR TWO-VALVER.
35. THE " UNIVERSAL THREE" 'Det. and 2 L.F. stages resistance -

coupled).
36. THE "SPANSPACE FOUR" (ELF., Det. and 2 L.F.).
37. THE " LONG SHORT" CRYSTAL SET.
38. A TWO -VALVE L.F. AMPLIFIER.
39. THE " SYDNEY " TWO.
40. THE " SUPER SCREEN" THREE.
41. THIS YEAR'S " CHITOS " ONE-VALVER.
42. THE " Q AND A" THREE. A simple set (Det. and 2 L.F.J.
43, THE " INEXPENSIVE FOUR."
44. THE " ECONOMY FIVE." For long-range loud -speaker work
45. A SIMPLE A.C. H.T. UNIT.
46. THE " REGIONAL" THREE.
47. THE" WAVE -CHANGE" ONE.
48. THE " REGIONAL" CRYSTAL SET.

M.W." BLUE PRINT
Numbef

Z. A ' HIGH POWER" FIVE (A powerful and selective five -valve
set incorporating two high, frequency stages).

3. THE " SWITCH -OVER' ONE-VALVER (A little set intended
for use in the Regional area. Can be changed over from one

station to the other without retuning).
4. THE " TITAN" TWO (A simple and straightforward wave -

change Det. and L.F.).
5 THE " FULL -TONE' TWO -STAGE AMPLIFIER (A powerful

two -valve amplifier using two transformer coupled stages).
6. A " SIMPLE CHANGE ' THREE. (A simply made but highly

efficient H.F., Det. and L.F. with wave -change switching).
7. AN " EVERY PURPOSE" THREE (A powerful Det. and 2 L.F

receiver with wave -change switching).
8. THE " SIMPLE SCREEN" FOUR (A straightforward general

purpose four-valver).
A .0 THE " ECKERSLEY THREE" (A few blue prints of this

famous circuit are available, price 1/..).

ALL BLUE PRINTS 6d. EACH.
4 ll orders for these Blue Prints should be sent direct to the ' Popular
Wireless" Queries Department, Fleetway House, Farringdon Street,
London, E.C.4, enclosing a stamped addressed envelope64\ and a postal order (or 6d. for each Blue Print ordered.

'The
BETTER

SERVICE
BATTERIES

Super
Quality
Only

W,L. 204P. 66v.
9/6.

W.L. 205P. 66v.
17/6.

W.L. 208P.103v.
15/6.

I F

Get an Ediswan H.T.
battery and note the
silent background -
the perfect reception.
It will give you good
service, too - your
Ediswan battery -
and it will still be
going strong long
after another battery
would have been
relegated to the dust
bin.

ISWAN
ITS BETTER

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC Co. LTD.
123;'5, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET,

LONDON E.0 4.
Branches m on The Principal Towns G.;4
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TO PERFECT RADIO

In addition to their own extensive range, PETO
SCOTT offer YOU Every Known Radio Receiver
or Component-a.1 on

PSYNEIRMS
SERVICE AFTER SALES

The following ust is mere,y representative, and
we ask you to fill in the coupon below or send
us a list of your requirements.
OSRAM MUSIC MAGNET. Cash £9 Os. Od.,

or 12 monthly payments of 16/6. Valves included.
COSSOR 1930 THREE -VALVE KIT Cash

£8 15s., or 12 monthly payments of 16/-
EXIDE 120 -volt H.T. Accumulator TYPE W.J., in

crates. Cash £3 15s. Od., or 12 monthly payments
of 6/11. TYPE W.H., 120 volts, in crates.
Cash £4 13s. Od. or 12 monthly payments of
8/6.

REGENTONE W.I.B. S.C. (A.C. Mains?. For
S.G. and Pentode Sets Cash £4 19s 6d. or
12 monthly payments of 9/2.

CELESTION C.12 LOUD SPEAKER, in oak.
Cash £5 12s. 6d., or 12 monthly payments of 1014 :
in Mahogany £5 Ns. 6d. or 12 monthly payments
of 10/9.

=1111KINIIIIIIMINIMIIINI1201111

ULTRA AIR CHROME
!Double Linen Diaphragm Speakers.
I A SPECIAL OFFER OF THESE FIRE SPEAKERS, I
I Oak or mahogany table model cabinets of
g handsome appearance. rhese .peckers have 
I been specially made for us. and the cabinets are so I
Idesigned that they ensure the utmost purity and
depth of tone from the ULTRA Type K Chassis,

I which is incorporated.
SPECIAL PRICE E4-4-0

I or send only 7/6 and balance by 11 monthly instal-
ments of 7,'6.Pssaaas110
PHILIPS CONE SPEAKER, TYPE 2016. Excel-

lent value. £2 10s., or send only 6/-, balance in
8 monthly instalments of 61-.

PETO SCOTT fl)33.
Frea Demonstrations and acoice by Qualified

Engineers at our Shops . -
77, CITY ROAD. LONDON, E.C.1.

Telephone : Clerkenwell 9406-7-8.
62, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON. W.C.1.

Telephose Chancery 8266
4, Manchester Street, Liverpool.

Telephone Central 2134.
33, Whitelow Road. Chorlton-cum-Hardy,
Manchester.

Telephone . Chorltomcum-flardy 2028
Mail coupon in unsealed envelope under id. stump....,... ,....,

COUPON
Please send me your 48 -page Illustrated Catalogue,

describing the 1929.30 products of all the leading
makers
NAME

ADDRESS

P W 15:2.

HEADPHONES REPAIRED 4/ -
Transformers 5/-, Loudspeakers 4/-. All repairs
re -magnetised free. Tested, guaranteed and ,eady

for delivery in 24 hours.
Discount for Trade. Clerkenwell 9069.E. MASON, 44, East Rd., City Rd., N.1.

LEAD-IN
SAFETY SWITCH
Prices now include a 2DW Plug

With 6" Tube 5/6
, t2" ., 6/6

18" 716

Protect yourself against thunderstorms by
fitting the Eelex Switch. Write for list T 91.J. J. EASTICK & ft41310'S,

Eelex House, 118, Bunhill Row, LONDON, E.C.1
'Phone: Plerkeriutell 9282.

TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Contiii,1,7 bon? pagc 1182.)

as also the four -plate neon tube and the
selector switch.

In the latest model a slot ted rotary shutter
allows vision through only one of the holes
at a time. Synchronisation is accomplished
by the use of synchronous motors operated
on 60 -cycle alternating current.

Loud -speaker Impedance.
A number of Loud speakers now on the

market are arranged with the windings
tapped, so that the instrument may be
readily adapted for use with different types
of valve in the last or output stage of the
receiver. The importance of this point is
not alwayS fully recounised.

A loud speaker, for instance, which has a
high internal resistance, or impedance,
may give comparatively poor results when,
used with a low -impedance power valve
capable of delivering a fairly heavy out-
put anode current.

illi11111111111111111111101111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111,:d

DID YOU GET
youm

F,-- MODERN WIRELESS E-=

THIS MONTH ?

If not, make sure you do not miss this F--

=
EXCEPTIONALLY
FINE NUMBER E

=
E

Full of authentic articles on really

MODERN WIRELESS
topics.

Make sure of your copy.

 NOW ON SALE. Price
-=-

R7111111111111111111111011100111111111111011111111111111111111111111111111E

In the old days of comparatively. 11igh-
inlpedance last -stage 'Valves, loud speakers
having an impedance of 2,000 or even 4.000
ohms were considered suitable, but in these
days such a value may be very detri-
mental to good results. By means of the
tapped windings, however, the best con-
ditions can be instantly determined.

I have often been struck with the remark-
able difference in he reproduction which
is obtained when different tappings are
brought into operation.

Output Transformer.
Of course, I am speaking now of the

loud speaker connected direct to the output
of the receiver. If, however, an output
transformer is used, especially if this be a
tapped transformer, it is easily possible to
adjust the conditions for best results.

Many amateurs do not want to go to the
extra expense of having an output trans-
former, but personally I think it is much
better to employ this unit if possible,
as in addition to its balancing or adjusting
function, it keeps the steady current out of
the loud -speaker windings and this in itself
is often an Important. advantage.

(Co/dint/0 on parry 1186.)
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SERVICE MODEL

STEEL MASTS
NO HOLES TO DIG
26 Feet high. In

sections of
st in. Steel tube
tapering to x in.
Carriage, London, 1/6; Mid-
lands, 2:6; elsewhere, 36,
Weight 24 lbs.
34 Feet high. In 2116

4 sections of
Iy in. Steel tube
tapering to I in, Carriage,
London, 2!-; Midlands, 3/-;
elsewhere, 4!-. Weight 46 lb.

The " SUPER " MAST.

42 Feet high, 29'6
In 5 sec-

tions of heavy
11 in. Steel tube tapering
to 1 in. A real bargain.
Carriage, London, 2/6 ;
Midlands, 3/6 ; elsewhere,
4'6. Weight 46 lbs.
p_p No bother. These

masts are easy to
11 1 MASTS erect, damp and

rot proof. Made of
sturdy British steel tub-
ing tapering from t in.
to 11 in. in 9 ft. sections
complete in every
detail. Cast iron bed
plate, steel ground
pegs, stay rings and
galvanized wire stays

I cut to length, pulley
bolts, washers, etc.-
No Further Outlay.

P.R: PRODUCTS, M.20., P.R. HOUSE,
NEWGATE STREET, LONDON, E C.4.
(Opposite G.P.O. Tune Slat ion.) Telephone : CITY 3783

KAY'S CABINETS
This Cabinet Soundly constructed 'of
Oak and equipped with Baseboard
Runners. Fall. Front, Hinged Top.
Polished rich Jacobean. 36" A /
high. For panels up to 18" wide '20/
Also made to accommodate any Popular
Set -(1 rcatest Range of Wireless cabinets.

Illustrated Lists Free
H. KAY Cabinet Manufacturer,
Mount Pleasant Road, London, N.17

'Phone: IVALTlidilISTOIE 1626.

REPAIRS
Any make of L.F. Transformer, Loudspeaker
or Headphones repaired and despatched within
48 HOURS-TWELVE MONTHS' GUARANTEE

with each repair. 4/-- post free.
Terms to Trade.

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO.,
" P,c rs " Dept.,

214, High Street, Colliers Wood, London, S.W.19.

DON'T SUN' ANOTHERRAZOR BLADE!
Money & postage returned If WITNIT STROPPER will
not sharpen perfectly one Oillette blade 500 times 116000 RA 7.113 IPi 128 Ilea thfield Rd Birmingham

IT "STAYS
PUT"

PRICE
D.

Once in and it stays in. The secret
lids in the special spring metal, from
Which the prongs are made. Entire
flea-Copper, rubber, and braiding --
individually gripped without use.
tools. It's the plug; for every Bal.
ter, Socket, the plug tsar ensue
good contact, and, thanks to i;
neatly engraved top, case of con-
nection. Ask your dealer. or seYI
to us for FREE Bellmo-Lee Moat -
book, ,E ,io Ponorv?ifrIts:"

BELL1NG-LEE
FON EVERY RAMO CONNECTION

Advertisement of Belling A Lee, Ltd.,
110)117imenswav Il'axks, Ponders Led, Middlesex.
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THE SET YOU WANT
will be found in

THE

" BESTWAY "

TITAN SETS
This 6d. book is profusely illustrated,
and contains full constructional

details of

FOUR Titan Sets

The reader has the choice of anything from
a simple one-valver to a de -luxe 4 -valve set
with built-in wave -trap, and wonderful long-
distance loud -speaker performance.

"BESTWAY" BOOK No. 350

Everywhere

D.

Everywhere.

THE

PROGRAMME IS ALWAYS
GOOD

if you use a radio -gram receiver, which enables
you to listen to broadcasting or gramophone
records at will, by electrically reproducing
your records.

This is not at all difficult, and " Bestway "
Book No. 349 tells you how to use your present
set, your present gramophone, and your pre-
sent loud speaker as an up-to-date electric
gramophone.

The " Best,,vay Radio Gramophone B00%
is a mine of practical information on all phases
of this latest branch of radio, and also includes
full directions for building an up-to-date radio-
gram receiver, specially designed for the home
constructor. It is amazingly simple to operate,

and enables you to

Choose Your Own Programmes
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-,), ..4b lRecerver Sa e
Electradix Clearance Eargaihs ' 'of
Broadcast Receivers and Speakers at a fraction
of cost. Cannot be sent on approval at these
sacrifice prices. Valves and Batteries extra.
Cannot be repeated when stock sold.
One -valve Sterling, steel -clad units with coil
holders, 139/153, 15+-.Valve.1 '6.
Marconiphone 1 Valve and Detector RB10 as ids -
valve, 17/6. I Valve TMC, 17/6. Valve, .3 6.
2 Valve Ditto, RB10 H.F. and L.F., enclosed in
le:Au-cue covered Cabinet, 35,', Ditto, 2 L.F.
35 -. Valves 7:-.
3 Valve Efesca Receiver; 200 2,000 -11. 46/ -
Valves, 7/-.
3 V. R.A.F. Aircraft, portable, 27/6. Valves, 7:-.
Li V. Sterling, Desk type. 50,',. Valves, 10:6.
4 Valve Polar,H.F., Det., and 2 L.F. vertical
pal. Malact,70/.. Valves. 141, 5 Valve R.A.P.10, with
valves, oak American type Cabinet, 80/-. Aircraft
model, with valves, 60:-. Ditto without remote
conrol, ifigi.-. R.A.F. 7v. Receiver- Amplifier, 60:-.
Marconi No. 55 7 -valve H.F. screened No.39, 60,'-.
Power Amplifiers for gramo-motors and Western
Electric 2 -valve, mahogany case, 45/.' Sterlingditto,

ditto, 45/-. W.D. M.K.IV, 40/-. Sterling 1 -

valve, 15/-. Panatrope for D.C. mains, 65,-.
Loud Speakers. Horn, Small NK, 5/-. Assorted,
all sizes, 10/-, M., and 20:-. Amplion AR58. new, -
minus horn, 12:6. Brown's H3 Loud Speakers,
List £3. Sale 2114. Brown's H3Q Speakers,
List £3 5s. Sale 30/-. Brown's Dive Speakers,
list £5 5s. Sale 45'-. Brown's Cabinet Speak-
ers, list £6 6s. Sale 43'6. Western Electric, 12/,
Exponential curled in Tone Chamber, 10 in. by
8 in. Sale 28/-. Reed -diaphragm Balanced Units
to match, 17;6. Gilman & Zampa Cone and
Chassis, 7/8.
300 CABINET LOUD SPEAKERS. The
famous Violins, all mahogany, 2,000 ohms. Per-
fect reproduction high to bass. All new List
£5 5s. Sale 22/6. Baker Texas Cone Speakers,
plated frame, 17/6. Hegra, 141, Reed type Units,
for Portables, 5/-. Skinder, 5;6. Cones, 2/6.
Powerful Double Acting Magnetic Units 8,6;
usually 12/6.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS,
218, Upper Thames Street, E.C.
itleekfriars Sta., Met. Rly. City 0191.

=THE LITTLE CELLS THAT bATISIN -1
..E_' Leyton Primary H.T. Baitery. P1 Porous Pot Cells :.=..
EL: SI and S2 Sac Cells. All complete for assembly, Fr.
= 1 -cell. 6 -cell. 12 -tell 30 -cell
Fr. P1 64. .., 3/3 , "SI 141-== 61 6d. .. 3'- .. 5;3 .. 12;- =
E "Easetui"Filler,1 pint 1/... pint 1 /6. Post free3d.ex. E-
= Send i'd. stamp I or book/et giving full particulars to
..-..' THE LEYTON BATTERY CO., ..E.

=2305, CHURCH ROAD. LFYTON
-..-

)1.1141.TAXILL©ra.
4 Rodiohosse.MACAULAT

iJEMERSFIELD.
E.........m.ewssews.

1E.10/=IR:ELM-011 LIT
WilIMILE$S GUIIDE Vi! 296

,,,- A Complete List clan ,,,a ,

that is best in Radio 4.1f,

vlat Keenest Prices. n5C 4Trade Enquiries Invited 9- 0, ,,,
& Cc) . 04-0;;,.5.,
STREET, IA

Phone 341.

BA AIDE SI KITS.
FEL-ECTRIC complete kits of parts for -
11.T. Eliminator, 120 v., 15 hie._ 60 1.:iL.T. Battery Charger, , . 4, or .6 v.,

amp . with Philips' Yates ... ... .. ... -
* ..

20/-
We mock and recommend Philips' 'No. 373. valve

for the tar. isinuinator Prier- 151- each
MAINS TRANSFORMERS, CHOICES, CON-
DENSERS. VALVES. RECTIFIERS. Etc.

Lists, etc., /ro In FEL-ECTRIC RADIO,
56. GARDEN STREET, SHEFFIELD.

Ti 'ide enquiries invited

EASY TERMS_
WeSPECIALISE in the supply of all (
Quality Radio Sets, Components and aeei-
sories on Easy Terms. We will give you effi-
cient service. Send us your list of require-
ments and a quotation will be bent by return.
LONDON RADIO SUPPLY COMPANY
11, Oat Lane, Noble St., London, E,C.2

NATIONAL

THE PICTURE PAPER WITH THE
MOST NEWS

-SUNDAY GRAPHIC-

TECHNICAL NOTES
(Co..tin,.e.-7 Pit:6 jttve. 1 181. )

Overloading the TivAsferrne,r.
With regard to this last- point, I should

met:tie:a that the .transfolmer, if it be tined,
should be well able. to cars'y the steady
current Without, approaching usage
saturation. - This Mearte, in turn, that the
magnetic core should be sufficiently
generotts, which i6 unfortunately not true'
of some of the-'bean.r and inferior typos of
output transformer. - -

If the trartsforinr. is overloaded when in
operation. distortiOn introduced
into the reproduction precisely as though
the transfOrmer were not.ustiel and the out-
put were passed into an overloaded loud
speaker.

In other words. (tie more insertion of the
output transformer does nor necessarily
ensure the result: which you are seeking
unless the transformer is tip to the require-
ments of the situation.

Improving Cells.
I have been asked front tinri to time

whether it is possible to do anything to
improve, or prolong the life of, dry cells
when these are beginning to deteriorate.
One correspondent suggests that they should
be baked, and wants to know whether this
would be suitable treatment.

Generally speaking, there is little that can
be done to improve small dry cells (of the
H.T. battery type), and this is a further
reason why it is important to buy only high -
quality batteries in the first instance.

The two principal causes of the deteriora-
tion of dry cells are, first, if the cells are
much used, the chemical reaction between
the elements _of the cell resulting in the
formation of chemical products 'Which mili-
tate,against the continued action of the cell
and lcKver its 'Voltage.; init-second, the
gradual drying up of the small amount of
moisture which is present in the cell when
first made.

As you know perfectly well, a " dry "
cell is not dry at all, but is only " dry " in
the sense that it is sealed up, and therefore
that the moisture within it cannot easily
escape. if it were billy dry it would not
operate as a tail at all.

" Shelf Life."
The first of the above -mentioned causes

is naturally due to the use of the cell in the
ordinary way, but the second cause is one
which operates continuously whether a
cell b0 in Use or not ; for this reason some
cells Which are improperly made or sealed
Brill deteriorate considerably whilst in stock,
and will. therefore, not be up to standard,
even when actually purchased. They are
said, in the trade, to have ft poor " shelf
life," meaning, of course;- the life whilst
lying on the dealer's shelf waiting to be
sold.

Reviving the Electrolyte.
There is nothing much the amateur Mtn -

self can do to overcome the first -mentioned
effect. 'The second effect, however, that is,
the drying up the interior of the cell, cat
sometimes 'be overcome by piercing small
holes tltrol gh the zinc Container of the cell,
and then humming the cell for a few hours
in water. or a - solution of salaMmoniac,
:he depth being such that, the top of the

(Continued ati next page.; .

SPECIFIED
FOR

THE "B.P."
JETTIR DELUXE

IN TH;(.3 ISSUE.

SINGLE -POLE CHANCE -OVER SWITCH

JUST
as the original Bulgin 2 -spring Push

Pull Switch, followed by the Bulgin Triple
Short Circuiting Switch, captured, and still
holds the market,on account of their splendid
design and finish, so the new S.P.D.T. is now
in universal demand.
This is the switch that was specified also
for the Brookmans Wavechange Rejector.
Ample stocks are available, and there is
no excuse why dealers should be without
a supply.

SPECIFICATION.
P,,ec nickel -silver contacts. Thick set spindle
sliding in long bush to avoid side play.
PolishedBakeliteBase. Highly Polished nI3
Nickel Plated Fittings. Transparent L'
engraved indicating front plate. - Each
Send 2d. for our 50-p. catalogue.

A. F. BULGIN & CO.
9-10-11. &traitor Street, Chancery Lane,

LONDON, E.C.4.
Telephones: Holborn 1072 & 2072.

r-----WET H.T. BATTERIES
Solve all H.T. Troubles.

SELF -CHARGING, SILENT, ECONOMICAL
JARS (waxed), 21" X It" sq. 1/3 doz.
MHOS, new type 105. doz. Sacs 1/2 doz.
Sample doz. (le volts), complete with
bands and electrolyte, 4!1, post 9d.
Sample unit. 6d. Illus. booklet free.

Bargain list free.
AMPLIFIERS, 30,'-. 3 -VALVE SET, £5.
P. TAYLOR, 57, Studley Road,

SEVEWELL LONDON

SATISFIED?
111 Are you satisfied with the results of your Set?
s® If not, why not reconstruct or build a new Set?

M. EVERYTHING WIRELESS
ONEASY TERMS

Mullard Orgola, Cossor Melody Maker, " P.W."
111 Hits, Climax H.T. Units, and all Component'..Eli

Cut out interference with the WA'TMEL
III WAVE TRAP. Price 8,6 post free by return.

ME Call or send list oi requirements.
Mil QUOTATIONS OF OUR best monthly terms

by return of post
an The P.D.P Co., Ltd. (Dept. P.Wd

121, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON, E.C.2.
U Telephone National 9846.

"1 LEER -1 UT"
COILS

See Special FREE OFFER in Last Week's 'P.W."

W 4.r.1. -=:DA
(THE BEST IN THE WEPT)

it, tutu STREET, LEICESTER SQUARE, LONDON.W.C.2.
Int... LAW OR...,

OPEN
OUR

?PM.
WRITE WM OUR C.061.610161
POSTA. 60 MEL 10 CALLOW

PLEASE MENTION " POPULAR WIRELESS "
WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENT& -
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T ECHNICAL NOTES.
ontinited from'prevtomg page.)

cell stands clear above the liquid. In this
way additional moisture, or electrolyte, is
introduced into the interior of the cell, and
sometimes this will cause a marked revival
in its activity. . With an H.T. battery,
however, it is obviously iniposSible to get
at the cells without pulling the battery to
pieces, and therefore you generally find that
the whole business is not worth the trouble.

Where the larger dry cells for filament
-.lighting are used, however, it in sometimes

worth while rejuvenating the cells in this
way, and often a fair extension of the life
can be obtained:.

Not Recommended.
As to the baking proposition, although

this sounds rather curious at first, it -does, in
fact, sometimes stimulate the cell, but only
for a short period.- It necessarily results
in the driving out still ftirther of the moisture
and, although it may liven up the chemical
activity, in the end it probably does more
-harm than good, and is, therefore, not to be
recommended.

Local Interference.
With the ordinary type of battery -

operated set, particularly when fairly
sensitive or. of certain special types, 'all
kinds of interference noises may be picked
up from local sources, suchas electric trams
and trains, electrical generating plant, a
vacuum -cleaner in the house, and so on.

In fact, even the ignition systems of
passing motor -cars may cause quite a lot
of trouble with certain types of receiver.
This:type of trouble can often he got over,
or at any rate reduced, by means of a suit-
able filter condenser.

Protecting the Listener.
With the growth of broadcast reception it

is probable that measures will hive to be
taken to protect the broadcast listener from
the more severe types of interference and,
indeed, it has been urged in one European
country that legislation should be introduced
to ensure that, so far as possible, electrical
machinery and all other types of electrical
apparatus shall be made incapable of inter-
fering seriously with broadcast reception.

Mains Operation.
But the sensitiveness of a battery -

operated set to local interference is nothing
compared with that of the all -mains receiver
or that which is operated by mains units.
The direct connection to the mains brings
in all kinds of interference which the battery -
operated set escapes.

For instance, the mere switching on or off
of the electric light will cause a loud " plop "
in the receiver, and in the same way the
running of any electric motor on the mains,
however small, will often set up perfectly
impossible noises in the loud speaker.

These interferences, in case of mains -
operated sets, can be, to some extent, got
over, and are, in fact, being more and more
obviated as the- design of these sets is im-
proved, but at the same time there is at
present very noticeable difference in the two
types of set as regards, the liability to local
interference, and; unfortunately at the
moment, the convenience of the mains -
operated receiver is to sonic extent off -set
by the trouble just mentioned above.

'(Cripti'ntial on next page.)
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KITS AND SETS
OUR TEST ROOM IS YOURS Every Pilot Kit contains a leaflet describing

our special free Test Room Service, available
to all Pilot customers. Buy from the Pioneer firm who GUARANTEE GOOD RESULTS.

PILOT KITS INCLUDE all specified co.mpone.nts,
necessary .coils drilled

panels and requisite connecting wires. screws, etc. " A " Kits include also
specified valves and cabinet, whilst " Kits exclude these items.

'' A"
CASH PRICE

MAGIC THREE £9 8
MAGIC RADIOGRAM Ell 2

MAGIC FOUR £13 11
TWIN WAVE THREE £9 13
"P.W." RANGER UNIT £3 7

(See this week's issue).
Any parts supplied separately.

KITS
Or 12 monthly
instalments of

B " KITS
, CASH, PRICE Or

instalments
y

of

1 1713 £6 9 7 1111
7 2015 £8 4 1 15f -

0 25/8 £9 6 8 17/i
9 1716 £6 3 3 1113
6 £2 2 0

Detailed lists on application.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY to all approved orders
FINISHED INSTRUMENTS.-X11

the
most popular" ." sets-inclu-

ing the above-are available as finished receivers, built in our own factory and
aerial tested and guaranteed. The prices given below are for standard table
model cabinets, and include valves, coils and Royalty.

CONSOLE MODELS and RADIO GRAMOPHONE models are also available.
Full details on application.

MAGIC THREE
MAGIC RADIOGRAM
MAGIC FOUR

CASH PRICE

£10 17 6
£12 12 0
£15 15 0

Or 'first :And ci monthly
r:,yment of payments of

37/6 181-
42t- 21f-
55f- 261 -

Co., Ltd.
Qualified engineers in attendance

at all our branches.
77, City -Road, London, E.C.1. Telephone : clerk-
, ,i well 9406-7-8. 62, High Holborn, London, W.C.
Telephone : Chancery 8266.- 4, Manchester St.,
Liverpool. Telephone : Central 2134. 83, White -
low Road, Chorlton-Cum-Hardy, Manchester.

Telephone: Chorlton-Cum-Hardy 2028.

coupon in unsealed envelope under Ld. stamp.

1.-1111111.11111EMBEHME111

Ategurati loth the 1929-30 produe.
ot all the Icadnig the.
Fla send me your 48 -page Illustrated -111

COUPON.

ADDRFc'S 111

I
mown I   onsum m

P.w., 15;2.
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of your own
selection

Quoted for at a special
251-cash price where possible OVER

on receipt of detailed list. In value
AMAZING VALUE IN 3 - VALVE
LOUD SPEAKER RECEIVERS
Receives Local, Z._
Bs'ookman's Park,
New Alternative
5 G B, and manyContinental

Stations.
DE LUXE MODEL ASSEMBLED IN CABINETREADY TO FIX TO AERIAL
ALL PARTS ENCLOSED. TRANSFORMER COUPLED.

RECEIVER (as shown) 69/ TO CHANCE
with 3 D.E. Valves (one

NO COILS

BATTERIESFoyer), Dual Range Coil
200/2000, Battery Leads, NETT. CASH and

and 9volt Grid Bias. NOT C.O.D. SPEAKER
OR Carriage 5'- EXTRA

COMPLETE RECEIVER THE LOT
(As above) with Z5-12-6100 -volt H.T., 2 V. 4o L.'1'.,

Cone Speaker Aerial Equipment t .J1., 7 6.

"MAGIC" 0+
IP.W.) Our Parts
Approved Editor.

COMPLETE KIT OF PARIS, 79/6
(See previous issues, or LIST FREE.) Nett CashKIT of PARTS, VALVES

including 3 Mullard 33:6 COILSCABINET & 951_ Dario 40, 60x,
SET of COILS Trioron 18'6 100, 250x,

By Pass. Train, £5 Tungsram bet 10 - SET.

RAYMOND'S FOR VALUE
KITS OF PARTS

WE ARE OPEN
ALL DAY SATURDAY 
ALL DAY THURSDAY .°aros .arn
ALL DAY EVERYDAY .° ° p m

as urday 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Sunday morning 11 to 1,

RAYMOND'S
2`7 8 28a, LISLE ST., LONDON. W.C.2
Come to LEICESTER SQUARE TUBE
This address is at the back of Daly's Theatre
Phones : Gerrard 4637 and 2821

NEW
SUPER -MICROPHONE

CRYSTAL
AMPLIFIER
Amplifies weak
Signals to good
Headphone Strength

and
good Headphone
Strength to good
Loudspeaker

Volume.
Requires only one
or two Dry Cells
to work. No other

Accessories needed. Robust Construction. No
Fragile Parts.

Initial Cost and Upkeep very much less than
Valve Amplifier of the same Volume.

Directions for' ?Ise, free.
FREDK. ADOLPH, Actual Maker.

Mess,h,,ne;ii27, Fitzroy Street, London, W.1.

I1):;17Rf.!NIIII]
te,,,.....,./-4,--T-HE IDEAL GLUE ---_,..._:4.7.. FOR MAKING SETS Li SPEAKERS

LE PAGn
SC/ t 61.

NAN SSONliff,S LIQUID
T GLUE

Tiler S G.

I :
LE PAGES GLIEF CO A .7, -AT
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TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Coiitifiner7 from piftions page.)

Screening.
A reader asks nip various questions with

regard to screening, and, in particular,
wants to know whether it would not be
better to use thick sheets of iron for screen-
ing instead of thin sheets of copper.

He expresses the opinion that copper,
being non-magnetic, can only be effective
in preventing electrical disturbances and
can have no influence upon the passage of
magnetic effects.

This question, in one form or another, is
constantly cropping up, and at first sight it
is quite natural that the amateur should
assume that a non-magnetic metal like
copper can have no influence in obstructing
magnetic effects. An important point,
however, to bear in mind, is that we are
not dealing with an ordinary stationary
magnetic field, as produced by a permanent
magnet, but with a rapidly alternating
clectro -magnet ie field.

Steady Flux.
If you want to shield a certain region from

the steady flux of a magnet or an electro-
magnet (as one sometimes has to do in
certain scientific experiments), it is neces-
sary to use very thick iron or other magnetic
material, or a number of thin sheets.to make
up the thickness.

This provides an easier path for the
magnetic flux, and so deflects it from
the region which you want to keep free.
Incidentally, it only deflects it in part
and it is, as a matter of fact, very
difficult to shield completely from a steady
Magnetic influence in the imme at
neighbourhood.

Alternating Flux.
But in the cases we meet with in ordinary

radio reception we are not dealing with
steady magnetic fields but with rapidly
alternating electro-magnetic fields. Any
conductor placed in such a field (for
example, an aerial) has rapidly alternating
electric currents induced in it, and these
in turn set up corresponding electro-
magnetic fields.

The better the conductivity of the metal
(or, rather, the lower the resistance or im-
pedance) the more readily will these cur-
rents and fields be set up.

The electric currents represent the dissi-
pation of the electrical energy in the electro-
magnetic field, and the magnetic fields
thereby set up tend to counter or oppose
those which accompany the electric effects
in the incoming radiation.

The net result of all this is that the dis
turbine* power of the electro-magnetic
radiation (wireless waves) is dissipated or
destroyed partly in the shield and partly
in the region of the shield. This explains
the rather curious result that, although
the shield itself may he non-magnetic,
it is able in these special circumstances
to set up magnetic effects due to the
currents in it, and these magnetic effects
are able to neutralise the incoming
magnetic effects.

So although the shield may be made of a
non-magnetie metal like copper, it is never-
theless able, when excited in the way we
have just been discussing, to act in some
ways as if it were in fact. magnetic.

A NEW

WIRELESS
WONDER

THE"TROILIBLE TRACKER"
Don't be " let down" through some
small but elusive fault-test as you
build, and save hours of worry and
disappointment after. The"Trouble
Tracker " will find a fault in a
flash.. The only absolutely reliable
and foolproof way of testing valves
and other components.

5/. POST FREE
(with full instructions).

oanplcie satisfaction or money 113
funded,

-DRODELL & CO. (Dept. P.W.),
16, Praed St., London, W.2.

"APTUS " LINEN DIAPHRAGM
TRIPLE CHUCK ADAPTER

FITS ALL UNITS
111121111101.

COMBINED BRASS AND
CELLULOID WASHERS. PRE
VENTS RATTLE.,
EXPERTS SAY The most
Successful Centre yet Devised."

PRICE 2/6 POST
3d.

"APTUS" DOPE. 10 oz. 2/9
DOPE BRUSH 6d.
IRISH LINEN .. 7/6

FOR 22 -INCH
8 ANGLE BRACKETS with
SCREWS 1,6

RUBBER B.A.. ed  yard
SET (4) 2 A. RODS (18 NUTS
and WASHERS) .. . 16

APTUS" 4.POLE UNIT. 1716
(Any Make Unit Post Free.)
Orders Over 101- Post Free.

Makers of "APTUS" specialities.
MOORE & CO.

(Est. 50 YEARS)
101 &103, Dale St., LIVERPOOL
Phone: C... Crams: Solutions -

GRAMOPHONES. Latest Horns and
parts. Catalogue free. Cash or terms
Build £12 model for £3. Instructions 3d.
V. BURT, 185, High St., London, S.E.8.

E 11.1 E 1E IL -
The L.F. Transformer that give; Really First
Class Reproduction at a low cost.
Baby Grand Ist or 2nd stage .. 8s. 6d,
Concert Grand 1st stage . 1 Os. 6ci
Concert Grand 2nd stage 95.6c1.
Smoothing Chokes 20h.40rn a. .. 10s. 6d.

All Post Paul by return. Money
refunded if non satisfied in 7 days.

.Sole 1 half Torture,. : L. PERSON & SON
(Dept. 2), 63, Shaftesbury Street, London, N.1

O

EXACT TUNERS

(
250 to 2,000 metres.er

Thousands of these tuns are in use, and we
can strongly recommend them. No further
coils are required. Send P.C. for particulars
and circuits. FREE.

THE EXACT MANUFACTURING CO.,
Croft Works, Priory Place. Coventry.

PARAMOUNT TRII PLE
Coil
AT/1 TUNABLE CONES.

le IS 6

Olga .2* 3, ie .
eall Una a. 3 10 D

C.PIO at Oak CMgee 010 0

REPRODUCTION. °A AP .. ee 3 0 0

g Ur. .. 010 0
Cagle.* meg Cabinet It 10 0

Legg CANN .. 10 ID 0

22 22

)3437,55

Massie Meg UnA

Al Chasm SA C.4,014.

MOM SOUR DEALER OR

PARAMOUNT REPRODUCERS
153 Devonshire ST Sheffield.
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IMITATIONS
BEWARE of

III
There is -

ONLY ONE

"FORMHENSOR"
See NAME on ART. CLE and CARTON

NONE OTHERWISE IS GENUINE
'.*' Obtainable in FOUR SIZES,

BE WISE !

FMax.
0001 got

-.min.'000095

JMax 0003 q/
. Min 00302541 -
GMax '001 ii3f
eMin. 600

Max. 002
11. M n.'001

Refuse Substitutes and thus avoid
Disappointing Results.

Full Catalogue sent post free on receipt of post card.

The FORMO Co. 4= Cricklewood Lane, N W.

it easy as A.B.C.

with
FLU/CITE
FLUXITE is sold in tins, SOLDERING
price 8d., 1 /4 and 2; 8. SET Complete
Another ass for ,taxite :

Hardening loots and Case 71 6
Hardening.

Azi, for leaflet on improved et LAMP
methods. only

FLUXITE LTD. 2,3

(Dept. 324),
Rothcrhithe,

S.E.16.

- IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING

BETTER THAN
A 2 -VOLT

PENTODE

Here is a valve that will, by reason of its
high amplification factor and very low
impedance, give you a power output
that is equal to that of a pentode while
at the same time giving a far better
reproduction of the bass notes.

The Mazda P.240 is more robust and
more economical, too, the H.T.
being only about two-thirds
of that consumed by a
pentode, whilst its cost
price is considerably lower.

Write for Cata!o ur Sc t2by all reputable dealers

current

PRICE

1 5/.

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.,
Radio Division,

la, Newman Street, Oxford Street, W./.
Shoitrooma in all tho Principal Towns.

EDISWAN
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THE TRANSFORMERS
THAT PUT 'Al' IN RADIO

"RADIOGRAND"
MODEL

Telsen Transformers have acquired a world-wide
reputation for quality Transformers at a strictly
competitive price, yet possessing equal qualities
to the most expensive instruments.

Specified in the Wireless Journals and used
extensively by Radio Set Manufacturers, these
Transformers have built a reputation second to none
in the history of radio component manufacture.

Replace your transformers with a Telsen " Radio -
grand," or in the case of Portable Sets, with the
Telsen" Ace "-they add new life to radio reception.

" ACE "
MODEL

8'6
Ratios 3-I & 5-1.

:TA Pi koiel74. I 11 :Til
TELSEN ELECTRIC CO., LIMITED,
MILLER STREET - - BIRMINGHAM

zit
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